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Many students (including PhD students on scholarships),
have fallen into the trap of assuming that they are covered for
fieldwork medical expenses by their university’s policy. This
is not the case. Students need to be aware that if an incident
occurs in Australia, the university cannot, under the National
Health Act (1953), provide cover for any benefits payable by
Medicare. In some situations the patient will be given the
choice of whether to be treated at a public or private health
care facility. If the student elects to go to a private health
provider, they must consider the gap payments according to
their cover. However, in remote areas the closest hospital is
a public one, and in most cases when an incident occurs, the
patient will be sent to a public hospital.

Sam’s fieldwork involved undertaking surveys of ridgelines
after recent fires, looking for new art sites exposed as a result
of the newly denuded landscape. Sam’s supervisor asked
Sam to complete a Job Safety Analysis (JSA) before going
out in the field. As Sam was working during summer, snake
sightings were highly likely. Because Sam was going to be
working at height, safety notes were included about working
within safe distances from rock ledges.
Sam was very careful during the fieldwork. One day, a dense
fog had descended over the survey area. It also happened to
be the last day of fieldwork, and Sam was running out of
time. During that morning’s fieldwork, Sam slipped and fell
down a steep embankment onto some rocks. While the fall
was not a great distance, Sam landed badly, suffering an
open leg fracture. Sam’s colleagues called in an ambulance,
which arrived over an hour later due to the remote location of
the survey. Due to the nature of Sam’s injuries, a helicopter
was called in to undertake an emergency lift to the nearest
trauma unit.
As Sam had no private medical cover or ambulance cover, a
significant bill was amassed for both the ambulance and the
airlift, totalling $11,910. This was not covered by Sam’s
university, and as a result, Sam had to pay the bill in full
with no assistance.

Students, when not classified as staff, are not eligible for
workers compensation. Students are classed as volunteers
and as such do not have the same insurance cover as staff on
salary. In other words, if an incident occurs, do not tell the
hospital staff you are eligible for workers compensation, as you
may be liable for additional costs. If an incident does occur,
there are a series of benefits payable by the university that
are benchmarked according to your income. These benefits
relate to physiotherapy and other services, but are capped and
do not cover any benefits payable by Medicare. Policies differ
between universities, so students should familiarise themselves
with their university’s insurance cover before going into the
field, and consider whether additional private health cover is
necessary for their situation.
We strongly recommend students ensure they have, at
the very least, ambulance cover. This will ensure you are
covered if you need to be transported in case of medical
emergency, particularly when considering the costs of
helicopter transportation from remote locations. This
can cost as little as $35 per year for national cover. Check
your coverage according to state, and if you have private
healthcare already, as Queensland and Tasmanian residents
have state schemes. This applies when on fieldwork within
Australia; international travelling has different coverage as
the National Health Act (1953) does not apply overseas: talk to
your University Insurance Officer. We also strongly advise
all students undertaking field work to get approval in writing
from relevant staff and to discuss your trip personally with the
University Insurance Officer; make sure you are fully aware
of your situation and rights should anything occur.
It is essential students read fieldwork Work Health and Safety
(WH&S) policies, and raise concerns if the policy is not
deemed adequate. Everyone involved must ensure these are
applied, with university staff leading by example. University
staff and fieldwork leaders must ensure that correct and
adequate policies are strictly applied and adhered to. We
recommend that industry standard WH&S policies be applied
to university-led fieldwork to provide adequate protection for
students and supervisors. If you are not happy with fieldwork
WH&S policies, or the current JSA you have the right to
raise concerns. No one has the right to put you at risk, even
if people do say that “this is how things have always been
11
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done”, “I had to do it, so do you”, or “toughen up,
princess, this is how we do it here”. Are they going
to pay your medical bills if an incident should
occur? Probably not! Industry standard WH&S
policies apply to consultancy fieldwork, and they
should apply to all archaeological fieldwork as well.
Check your university’s public liability insurance.
This covers the university’s legal liability for
negligence resulting in bodily injury to other
persons or destruction of property arising out of
university activities. For instance:
If a volunteer is involved in a car accident when driving as
part of their volunteer work these laws will generally place
any civil liability resulting from damage on the organisation
that the person volunteers for. But, if the volunteer was
engaging in criminal conduct, such as speeding, driving
under the influence of drugs or alcohol or dangerous driving
they would be personally liable for the damage (Safe Work
Australia 2015)
The University liability insurance will generally not
cover you if:
• You act outside the scope of work organised
by the University;
• You act contrary to instructions given by the
University; or
• You are unable to do your work in a proper
manner because your actions are significantly
impaired by alcohol or non-therapeutic drugs.
What is also important to note, is that if you
are in a supervisory role and an incident occurs
under your watch, you may be liable. If you, as a
supervisor, ask someone to undertake a task not
covered by the fieldwork WH&S, or the WH&S
is not adequate for the task you may be liable. In
other words, if you are in a supervisory role and
you have concerns about the fieldwork WH&S but
do nothing about it, if an incident occurs you may
be liable. This depends on the state you are in as
each state and territory has different legislation to
limit the potential liability of volunteers in their
roles, mostly as office bearers. In other words, if the
WH&S policies or the JSA are not satisfactory and
you have concerns raise them.
Address the issue and get an improved workplace
health and safety policy in place. Be selfish: this
is not only for the general good, but for your own
peace of mind. Fieldwork participants should be
able to enjoy surveying, excavating, etc., without
concerns about their safety, or what might happen
if they ask someone to undertake a job.
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Summary:
1. Students are not automatically covered by the university
insurance policy;
2. Ambulance cover is strongly recommended for all students
(regardless of need for fieldwork);
3. Consult you university’s Insurance Officer before you go out,
and get advice on what cover you need;
4. For further information contact your state Work Safe authority,
and also check the following document:
http://www.volunteeringaustralia.org/wp-content/files_
mf/1376976847VAPolicySubmissionApril2010IssuesPaper
InsuranceProtectionforVolunteers.pdf
5. For information on what volunteers are covered for check your
university’s insurance policy website, contact the Insurance
Officer, and you can also check the following document:
https://business-insurance.aon.com.au/AON_Affinity/media/
Media/PDFs/Not%20for%20Profit/nfp-volunteeraccident-and-medicare-article.pdf
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Abstract
Exploitation of the oil palm is one of the chief sources of livelihood for the people of Orile-Owu, southwest Nigeria,
and generally the forest zone of West Africa. Research has established that the exploitation of this important tree
crop in West Africa stretches back to more than 5,000 YBP (years before present). However, there is little data on
its antiquity at Orile-Owu. Therefore, this research aims to present the first direct archaeo-botanical evidence
for the antiquity of the utilisation of the oil palm in Orile-Owu. Archaeological investigations and pollen analysis
were carried out in Orile-Owu. The excavation conducted in March 2013 on a mound in Orile-Owu produced an
abundance of potsherds, charred and uncharred palm kernels, lithic: non-tools (granite, quartzite and geothite),
charcoal, indeterminate broken tooth, animal bones, a sandstone bead and a rusted knife. An AMS radiocarbon
date of ca AD 1450-1640 (Beta-403755) was obtained from charred palm kernel endocarp at the lowest cultural
level (60-70 cm) where a high concentration of the oil palm pollen was encountered. The occurrence of palm kernel
endocarps in association with potsherds and charcoal fragments indicated human occupation at that level, whilst
evidence for the burning of vegetation probably preparatory for farming may indicate a possible exploitation
of the oil palm for at least the last 500 years. The interpretation given here is further strengthened by the high
percentages of oil palm pollen (≥ 25%) in most levels along with an increase in microcharcoal particles and a
corresponding general paucity of the pollen of lowland rain forest species.

Introduction
Archaeological and palaeoecological studies have revealed
that the exploitation of the oil palm in Nigeria and generally
in West Africa has had a long history of over 5,000 YBP
(Sowunmi 1999), although there is disagreement amongst
scholars on its origin. Whilst it has been contended that the oil
palm originated in South America from the upper Amazonian
region (e.g Barcelos et al. 2002) other authors argue for a West
African origin (e.g. Sowunmi 1999; Zeven 1964). Substantial
palynological evidence has indicated that the origin of the
oil palm can be narrowed down to West Africa because the
earliest occurrence of the pollen of the oil palm has been
recovered from Eocene deposits near Conakry, Guinea
(Zaklinskaya and Prokofyev 1971 cited in Maley and Brenac
1998) and in Miocene sediments in Elelenwa, Niger Delta of
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Nigeria (Zeven 1964). The hypothesis on the South American
origin still remains unclear (Barcelos et al. 2002).
In July 2012 and March 2013, archaeological investigations
were conducted in Orile-Owu, one of the many Owu
communities situated in the southwestern part of Nigeria.
Primordial Owu is one of the earliest and most important
amongst the several city states in which the Yoruba speaking
people are found (Mabogunje and Omer-cooper 1971). The
Owu people are notable warriors who are hardy, brave and
courageous (Johnson 1921). They are said to be very powerful
and among the few peoples who fought against slave trading
(Mabogunje and Omer-cooper 1971). However, during the
internecine war in the early part of the nineteenth century,
this formidable Yoruba town was sacked by the allied forces of
Ife, Ijebu and Oyo (Akintoye 2010). The outbreak of war led
to the wide dispersal of the people of Owu into neighbouring
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communities. The Owu in diaspora formed local Owu
communities wherever they went and this is why we have
small Owu communities scattered around different parts of
Nigeria of which Orile-Owu is one such communities.
The archaeological investigations in Orile-Owu entailed
reconnaissance and excavation. The research was prompted
by the need to determine the antiquity of oil palm
exploitation in Orile-Owu after noting the significance
of the oil palm to the present-day inhabitants of OrileOwu in the course of reconnoitering the area. The aim of
the investigation was to provide insights into the cultural
histories of the people, their antiquity in the area and their
subsistence economy through time. This paper, motivated
by recent radiocarbon date from Orile-Owu, focuses on the
subsistence economy of the people. The paper sheds light
on the importance of the oil palm to the present-day settlers
of Orile-Owu and attempts from archaeo-botanical data to
reconstruct the time depth of the exploitation of the oil palm
in Orile-Owu.
Among the important indigenous food crops in the southern
part of West Africa, where Nigeria is situated, are yams
and the oil palm, which have been exploited simultaneously
(Sowunmi 1985, 1999). Nevertheless, the scope of this paper
covers only the oil palm. The oil palm is a very important
tree crop in Orile-Owu, largely due to exploitation of a range
of its products for commercial and domestic purposes. At
present, it gives the highest yield of oil of all the oil producing
trees (Corley and Tinker 2003). Apart from the palm fruit
which is the major source of oil, virtually every other part
of the tree can be used. Other products from the palm tree
include alcoholic drink (palm wine), edible nuts, medicine,
fuel, animal feed and the palm oil product is also used as
part of the concoction for rituals and divinations (Sowunmi
1999). Despite the immensity of oil palm usage in Orile-Owu,
we lack an understanding of the earliest period when the
inhabitants of Orile-Owu began to exploit this versatile tree
crop. This paper therefore, presents the first direct archaeobotanical evidence thus far recorded for the possible antiquity
of the exploitation of the oil palm in this region. Since
archaeological research in the southwestern part of Nigeria
has revealed that the oil palm have been exploited for over
2,000 YBP (e.g Alabi 2000, 2002; Oyelaran 1991, 1998), this
research seeks to situate the exploitation of the oil palm in
Orile-Owu within the purview of this broader research in this
region. In this paper, the occurrence of charred palm kernel
seeds and high percentages of oil palm pollen in association
with potsherd materials, indicative of human occupation,
are interpreted to suggest the exploitation of the oil palm by
humans in Orile-Owu.

Environmental Setting

Orile-Owu is situated in the Ayedaade Local Government
Area of Osun state, southwestern Nigeria (Figure 1), West
Africa (Figure 2). It lies within the geographical coordinates
of latitude 7°14' and 7°16'N and longitude 4°18' and 4°22'
E. This region is bounded in the south by Ijebu-Igbo in

Figure 1. M
 ap of West Africa showing Nigeria (adapted from Dada et al
2006).

Figure 2. M
 ap of the study area showing location of the excavated pit (adapted
from Federal Survey, Nigeria 1966 with modifications by author).

Ogun state; in the east by Ife South Local Government Area;
in the north by Gbongan and in the west by Isokan Local
Government Area (Ogundele and Ebonine 2010). OrileOwu experiences typical tropical temperature, vegetation
and rainfall patterns. The mean annual temperature is about
26.6°C, while the average rainfall is 1,414 mm per annum
with double maxima in June and September (Climate Data
2015). The climatic conditions at Orile-Owu presents a
suitable environment for the growth of the oil palm because
it requires best mean temperature range of 24-28°C (Corley
and Tinker 2003) and annual rainfall not exceeding 4,000
mm per annum coupled with a dry season duration not
spanning more than five months (Goh 2000 cited in Corley
and Tinker 2003).
The physiognomy of the present-day forest vegetation in
Orile-Owu is typical of secondary forest. This is clearly
reflected in the composition of the vegetation of the area with
particular reference to: (i) agricultural activities characterised
by farmlands and fallow lands, (ii) abundance of oil palm
(Elaeis guineensis Jacq.) known to thrive in open forest, and (iii)
the occurrence of forest regrowth and plants characteristic
15
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of secondary forest (Sowunmi 1987). The oil palm does
not naturally grow in the primary forest or the southern
Guinea savanna but it blossoms in areas where the climate
is favourable and there was human farming activity (Corley
and Tinker 2003). The oil palm is abundant near inhabited
areas, in tilled lands and in river valleys (Hutchinson and
Dalziel 1968). Considering its heliophytic nature, the oil
palm is ‘shade intolerant’ Sowunmi (1985:127), making it
thrive in forests where the canopy has been disturbed by
human or natural factors. Openings in the canopy permit
easy penetration of sunlight to the ground level. At OrileOwu, increasing present-day human activities in the form of
lumbering and farming, that usually necessitate forest clearing
and bush burning, have led to the opening of the forest
thereby creating conditions favourable for the oil palm to
flourish, further dwindling of the secondary forest.
Field observations of the present-day vegetation cover of
Orile-Owu ranging from Apomu, located in the north of
Orile-Owu to areas in the south reveal patches of dense
rainforest vegetation separated by abrupt boundaries.
These boundaries are characterised by open spaces with
buildings and scanty vegetation, and a mixture of farmland
and woody plants typical of abandoned farmlands. The
main components of the secondary forest include plants
characteristic of forest regrowth such as African border tree
(Newbouldia laevis), alum plant (Cnetis ferruginea), West African
albizia (Albizia zygia); and plant species which are known
to be well established in secondary forest such as mango
(Mangifera indica), Christmas bush (Alchornea cordifolia) and the
oil palm (Elaeis guineensis). In addition, some trees and shrubs
similar to those described by Keay (1959) belonging to the
drier northern part of the lowland rainforest zone occur
in the study area. These trees and shrubs include: fig (Ficus
exasperata), African teak (Milicia excelsa), obeche (Triplochiton
scleroxylon) and kola (Cola gigantea). Also noted in the area are
climbers such as flame creeper (Combretum) and flame thorn
(Acacia ataxacantha) which grow alongside the secondary
growth and which become intertwined in the crowns of the
trees (Keay 1959). Weeds common in the area include goat
weed (Ageratum conyzoides), waterleaf (Talinum triangulare) which
is a naturalised weed which is sometimes also cultivated,
amaranth (Amaranthus), haemorrhage plant (Aspilia africana),
siam weed (Chromolaena odorata), white mouth day flower
(Commelina erecta) and beggar’s-tick (Bidens pilosa) (Keay 1959).
Farmlands, which dot the landscape, consist of cultivated
plants such as plantain (Musa paradisiaca), banana (Musa
sapientum), African star apple (Chrysophyllum albidum), sweet
orange (Citrus sinensis), maize (Zea mays), yam (Dioscorea), chili
pepper (Capsicum frutescens), kola (Cola gigantea) and cocoyam
(Colocasia esculenta). Cultivated lands are characterised by
trees, some of which may have been intentionally planted or
protected by the farmers because of their economic value.
Such trees include oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), cocoa (Theobroma
cacao), kapok tree (Ceiba pentandra), mango (Mangifera indica),
African teak (Milicia excelsa) and kola (Cola gigantea).
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Materials and methods
The archaeological investigations entailed reconnaissance and
excavation. In addition, pollen analysis was carried out on soil
samples from the stratigraphic column of the excavated pit.

Reconnaissance

The study area was surveyed in 2012 and revisited in 2013
and 2014. During the reconnaissance, local inhabitants of
Orile-Owu were interviewed to gain a better understanding
of their socio-economic life with emphasis on the various
patterns of exploitation of the oil palm, their cultural histories
and the cultural landscape of the study area. Results revealed
a suitable point for excavation situated in an abandoned
settlement area, Afin Isale, in Orile-Owu. Oil palm, kola
and cocoa are three major cash crops as identified with the
people of Orile-Owu. These crops constitute major sources
of livelihood to the farmers as well as consumers. Palm oil
production centres are usually dominated by women with few

Figure 3. Summarised schematic drawing showing oil palm processing.

Figure 4. L
 ocal palm oil production industry (photograph by author
March 2013).
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or no men. This is because the males are mostly associated
with harvesting and processing of the cocoa (Ayo Adejobi
pers. comm. 2015). Figures 3 to 7 show the space and process
of palm oil production and some of the by-products after
palm oil extraction.

Archaeological Excavation

Figure 5. Palm oil extraction pit (photograph by author May, 2014).

Figure 6. P
 alm kernel seeds surrounded by husked mesocarp (Ògùso) (photograph
by author March, 2013).

Excavation at Orile-Owu was carried out between the
3rd and 14th of March 2013 at Afin Isale, an abandoned
settlement site located south of the new palace of the Olowu
of Orile-Owu. This site was selected for excavation because
it is relatively well preserved compared to other areas in
Orile-Owu and it has a long history of human occupation
since the last millenium. As revealed by our respondent,
Prince Ayo Adejobi, Afin Isale was initially inhabited by some
of the people of Owu before the war. The outbreak of the
war in the second decade of the nineteenth century led to the
subsequent abandonment of the area. However, Orile-Owu
was later re-occupied in the early part of the second decade
of the twentieth century (Ololajulo 2012). Afin Isale has no
recent human occupation except for a cocoa plantation which
is situated on the site which otherwise causes little disturbance
to the mounds. The cultural landscape is dotted by collapsed
mud buildings which have consolidated over the years to form
mounds. Some of the mounds had rodent burrows indicating
disturbance, whilst the mound selected for excavation has no
signs of disturbance, and was the highest of all the mounds in
the area with a height of 95 cm above the ground level.
After gridding the site at five metre intervals, the mound to
be excavated was situated within the grid 15S 25E, 15S 20E
and 10S 20E, 10S 20E. A two metre by one metre test pit was
marked out and excavation proceeded at 10 cm spit intervals.
The test pit was named ‘ORILE-OWU 2013 TP1’. All the
excavated earth was sieved in a six millimetre mesh sieve and
the archaeological materials recovered were recorded, bagged,
and labelled accordingly. At completion of the excavation,
eight spit levels were established to a depth of 80 cm.
Although level 60-70 cm marked the end of the occupation
layer, a further 10 cm was dug (70-80 cm) to confirm that
the sterile layer had been reached. Based on the soil colour,
which was determined with the aid of the Munsell soil colour
chart and soil texture, three natural stratigraphic layers of the
excavated test pit were delineated (Figure 8).
Layer 1 (0-20 cm): This layer is 20 cm below the datum point.
It is dark brown in colour (7YR 3/4), composed of a loose
soil with rootlets, lithic materials (non-tools) and potsherds.
This layer is also characterised by the presence of whole palm
kernel seeds; whole palm kernels were not recovered again
from levels below this layer of the excavated unit. This is a
pointer to the present-day exploitation of the oil palm.

Figure 7. D
 rying of husked mesocarp on wall of mud building (photograph by
author May 2014).

Layer 2 (20-54 cm): This layer lies between 20 cm and 54 cm
below the datum. It is moderately compact with dark reddish
brown colour (2.5YR 3/4). This layer has lithic (non-tools),
charcoal and the wall is characterised by lots of protruding
17
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rootlets. The greatest average thickness of approximately 34
cm was recorded for this layer; this layer produced the highest
quantity of archaeological materials comprising bones,
charcoal lumps, lithic materials (non-tools), a sandstone bead
and potsherds. The occurrence of these materials indicate
that this was an occupation layer (cf. Stahl 1985). This layer
showed intense burning activities as evidenced by the high
quantity of charcoal that was retrieved.
Layer 3 (54-80 cm): This layer is characterised by a
very compact reddish soil (10YR 4/8) with thickness of
approximately 26 cm lying between 54 cm and 80 cm below
the datum. There was a drastic reduction in quantity of
archaeological materials from this layer which comprised
mainly potsherds, burnt palm kernel shell, lithic materials,
charcoal lumps, indeterminate broken tooth and bones.

Pollen analysis

Pollen analysis and microscopic charcoal particles study
were carried out on seven soil samples: from levels 72-68 cm,
52-48 cm, 42-38 cm, 26-24 cm, 12-8 cm, 6-4 cm and 2-0 cm
of the stratigraphic column, exposed vertical section of the
excavated pit at Afin Isale in Orile-Owu. These samples were
collected from the three established layers. This pattern of
sample collection was chosen in order to have a representation
of the entire stratigraphy. The objective of the pollen analysis
was to provide insights into human-environment interactions
in the area. Five grams of each sample was subjected to
standard pollen analysis procedure (Faegri and Iversen 1989).
Ten microlitres of well agitated mixture of palynomorphs
residue in 100% glycerine was micropipetted onto each of
six microscope slides. Microscopic study of the slides was
done with a Fisher scientific microscope and palynomorphs
were studied at x100 and x400 magnifications. Identification
of the palynomorphs was established by comparison with
over 3,600 reference pollen samples at the Palynology Unit,

Figure 8. Stratigraphy of Orile-Owu 2013 TP1 excavated unit.
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Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, University
of Ibadan. Unpublished photomicrograph albums at this
laboratory and published literatures such as A.P.L.F (1974),
Salard-cheboldaeff (1980-1987), Salard-cheboldaeff and
Locquin (1980) and Van Geel (2011) were also consulted.
The phytoecology of the identified palynomorphs were
determined by reference to literatures (Hutchinson and
Dalziel 1954-1972). The total number of palynomorphs
counted per subsample ranged between 2 (52-48 cm) and 450
(2-0 cm), while charcoal particles ranged between 744 (72-68
cm) and 4568 (12-8 cm) particles per gram of sediment. All
palynomorphs encountered during counting were recorded
and constituted the pollen sum with the exception of the
unidentifiable palynomorphs whose features could not be
clearly distinguished due to corrosion. Additionally, certain
palynomorphs were excluded from the pollen sum at levels
where they were over-represented. Fungal spores were
excluded from the pollen sum at levels 72-68 cm, 42-38 cm,
12-8 cm and 6-4 cm, while at 2-0 cm Elaeis guineensis and
fungal spores were excluded. All excluded palynomorphs were
calculated as a percentage of the pollen sum. Considering
the low amount of palynomorphs recovered from the levels
studied, it was expedient to present the palynomorph count in
a tabular form in place of the usual pollen diagram (Orijemie
et al. 2010).

Results
Archaeology

The materials excavated were classified into two major
categories (a) organic materials: palm kernel, animal bone,
charcoal and indeterminate broken tooth; and (b) inorganic
materials further sub-divided into four categories. These
categories include: (i) pottery: body and rim sherds; (ii) lithic
materials (non-tool): granite, quartzite and goethite; (iii)

Original Research Paper

Level
(cm)

Pottery

Palm
kernel
seed

Burnt
palm
kernel
shell

Charcoal

Tooth

Bs

Rs

Surface

39

4

27

-

-

-

0-10

197

23

7

-

-

10-20

145

15

-

-

20-30

183

25

-

30-40

137

7

40-50

114

50-60

Bone

Lithic

Bead

Rusted
knife

Total

x

y

z

-

-

-

-

-

1

71

-

-

-

37

8

-

-

272

†

-

-

2

11

1

-

-

174

-

†

-

-

1

24

3

-

-

236

-

-

†

-

17

-

24

5

-

-

190

17

-

-

†

-

-

-

27

4

1

-

163

261

23

-

-

†

1

8

-

24

4

-

-

321

60-70

34

3

-

3

†

-

-

-

13

-

-

-

53

Total

1110

117

3

160

25
1

1

1480

1227

34

3

1

25

188

Table 1. Inventory

of finds - Orile-Owu 2013 Test Pit 1.
(Key: Bs = Body sherd; Rs = Rim sherd; x = Granite; y = Quartzite; z = Goethite; † = Present)

ornamental material: sandstone bead; and (iv) metal ware:
rusted knife. As in most archaeological sites in southwestern
Nigeria, pottery constituted the most common material
that was recovered. After classification, the materials in
the different groups were counted and their percentage
representation were calculated (Table 1). The seeds of oil
palm occurred in the topmost 10 cm of the excavated unit
and was absent throughout the stratigraphic sequence until
layer 60-70 cm where charred palm kernel endocarps were
retrieved. The reason for the absence of the oil palm seeds at
levels 10-60 cm is unclear. This may be due to the sparseness
with which the kernels were deposited or perhaps quick
deposition of the layers considering the fact that the mound
is the product of a collapsed mud building. The presence
of other materials at those layers (10-60 cm), especially the
potsherds, may be a product of the inclusion of potsherds
in the brick used in the construction of the mud building.
At present, potsherds are noticed protruding from the walls
of standing mud buildings in the area. However, further
investigation is required to get a better explanation. The
charred kernels at the bottom layer reflects burning activity.

Palynology

A total of 22 pollen and spore taxa were recognised (Table
2). Of this number, 17 were pollen grains while the other
five were spores (fungal and fern). Twelve pollen types
were identified out of the 17 pollen grains: five of them to
the species level, three to the genus level and four to the
family level. The remaining five pollen types could not be

classified and so were termed unidentified. Three of the
five spore types were fungal spores identified to the species
(Psiammopomopiospora naviculoides and cf. Lasiodiplodia theobromae)
and genus level (Brachydesmiella sp.). The fern spores were of
the mono- and trilete (Pteris sp.) types.

Discussion and Conclusion
Archaeology

In Orile-Owu situated in Central Yorubaland, farming is a
major aspect of the people’s culture. Farming in this area is
usually complemented with hunting and it is noteworthy that
the Orile-Owu farmers are also hunters. The farmers engage
in intense farming during the wet season but hunt during the
dry season. This strategy can be attributed to the availability
of water for farming. Inadequate water supply during the dry
season discourages intensive farming, while the burning of the
vegetation associated with this period makes hunting fruitful.
The plants cultivated by the farmers are cocoyam, yam,
maize, cashew, pawpaw and African star apple. Others
include banana, plantain, vegetables such as pepper, and tree
crops such as cocoa, oil palm, mango and kolanut; and the
shrub, sweet orange. Amongst all the plants in the area, the
oil palm is the most abundant. A consequence of its economic
significance is that it is often protected, particularly during
forest clearance, an action that encourages its proliferation.
In addition, farmers do not systematically cultivate the seeds
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Palynomorphs /Depth

72-68 cm

52-48 cm

42-38 cm

26-24 cm

12-8 cm

6-4 cm

2-0 cm

Alchornea sp

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

16.7

Alstonia boonei

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

Amaranthaceae

15.6

50.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

Asteraceae

3.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.1

2.1

Azadiractha indica

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

Celtis sp.

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

Elaeis guineensis

68.8

0.0

25.0

37.7

27.3

50.0

[44.0]

Ixora brachypoda

6.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Lophira sp

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.1

Mimosaceae

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.2

Poaceae

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.1

0.0

Terminalia superba

3.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Monolete ferns

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.2

18.2

13.6

37.5

Trilete ferns

0.0

50.0

75.0

2.2

54.3

13.6

22.9

Unidentifiable

12.5

0.0

0.0

2.2

0.0

31.8

29.1

Unidentified

3.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.5

6.3

Fungal spores

[63.6]

0.0

[91.4]

57.7

[77.6]

[70.3]

[45.0]

Charcoal

744

1086

1080

1239

4568

2514

3644

Total pollen sum (in
60µl)

32[88]

2

4 [47]

45

11[49]²

22[74]²

48[436]³

Absolute pollen count
(per gram of subsample)

213[587]²

13

27[313]²

300

73[327]²

147[493]²

320[2907]³

2

2

Table 2. R
 epresentation of Orile-Owu palynomorphs as percentage of the pollen sum.
[ ]2 = inclusion of fungal spores to the pollen sum, [ ]3 = inclusion of fungal spores and Elaeis guineensis to the pollen sum.

of the oil palm but spread them randomly. This method
of cultivating the oil palm in Orile-Owu may be another
contributory factor to its abundance in the area.
The oil palm has been used for a variety of commercial
and domestic purposes in Orile-Owu as noted during the
reconnaissance study. The reddish orange palm oil from the
mesocarp serves as cooking oil and can also be a complement
to yam, one of the staple foods in the area. More so, it is used,
in addition to yams and kolanuts, for rituals and divination
during traditional worship of Ogun-Ija (god of war), a festival
which occurs on the first day of October every year. Other
products from the oil palm fruit include palm wine (alcoholic
beverage), edible palm kernel nut and the husked mesocarp,
locally referred to as Ògùṣọ in Yoruba parlance, is dried on the
walls of mud buildings to be later removed and used as fuel
for cooking.

palm was a negligible constituent of Nigeria’s vegetation and
possibly the whole of West Africa before 2,800 BP after which
it became abundant, evidenced by a sudden and notable
increase in its pollen (Sowunmi 1985). High percentage
occurrence of the oil palm pollen in recent sediments has
been explained by Zeven (1964) as reflecting the cultivation
of the oil palm and adoption of methods of land use suitable
for its spread. This is corroborated by the large percentage
of Elaeis guineensis pollen at a depth of 1.5 m, which was
interpreted to denote human cultivation around Bosumtwi
in Ghana about 3500–3000 BP (Talbot et al. 1984). An
increase in the fragmented woody endocarp of the oil palm
was also noted in layer 3 at K 6 rock shelter in Ghana dating
to 3550± 127 YBP (Stahl 1985). The earliest evidence for the
exploitation of the oil palm was documented at Bosumpra
cave; it was associated with a single date of 5303±100 BP
(Stahl 1993).

As noted by Sowunmi (1999), the occurrence of the oil palm
fruit in abundance in archaeological deposits in west and
west central Africa indicates its importance in the regional
subsistence economy. The palynological study of a core
from the Niger Delta Region of Nigeria revealed that the oil

At Orile-Owu, although the materials retrieved from the
excavation were sparse in variety, they are meaningful
in providing insights into human occupation and the
relationships of the people with their immediate environment.
The stratigraphy of the excavation was delineated into three
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layers. Layer 3 (54-80 cm) constituted the lowest number of
cultural materials, an indication perhaps of the beginning of
the site’s occupation. Sediment from this layer was compact
and showed signs of good drainage and aeration as reflected
in its reddish colour (Hassan 1978). Layer 2 (20-54 cm) was
also well drained and aerated, and had the highest number of
finds, a probable reflection of increased human activity in the
area and a more settled lifestyle. The loose topmost layer 1 (020 cm) was dark brown in colour indicating a high content of
organic matter (Hassan 1978). A reduction in potsherds was
recorded at this layer.
Furthermore, the topmost 10 cm of the excavated unit at
Orile-Owu was composed of whole palm kernels which
were not encountered again in levels below this layer in the
stratigraphic column. The seeds are the result of recent
deposition by farmers who pass through this area en route
to their farms, a pointer to present-day exploitation of the
oil palm. However, at level 60-70 cm a meagre quantity of
charred palm kernel endocarps were retrieved and produced
a date of 350±30 BP (ca AD 1450-1640; Beta-403755). The
charred endocarps occurred in association with potsherds and
charcoal which are suggestive of the fact that the oil palm was
exploited by a people who also engaged in burning activities
probably related to the clearing of land for planting but not
necessarily the oil palm. A similar interpretation was given
by scholars (e.g Alabi 2000, 2002; Orijemie 2013; Oyelaran
1991, 1998) who conducted archaeological research in
southwestern and northcentral Nigeria.
At Badagry situated in the coastal region of southwestern
Nigeria, the presence of charred palm kernels, charcoal and a
groundstone axe in the cultural phase of the Apa site 1 (AP1)
was interpreted by Alabi (2000, 2002) to indicate the possible
exploitation of the oil palm, and the clearing and burning
of vegetation preparatory to farming at 2,670 ± 90 YBP.
Similarly, Orijemie (2013) recovered charred palm kernels in
association with charcoal particles from level 130-140 cm of
test pit 1 (TP1) at Ahanve also located in the Badagry area of
southwestern Nigeria which dated to 360 ± 40 YBP (ca AD
1440-1640). According to Orijemie (2013:273) ‘the nature in
which the palm fruits were recovered indicates that they were
exploited for food and oil’. Other finds collected from 130140 cm at Ahanve include pottery, animal bones, fish bones,
snail shell and iron slag. Moreover, at Itaakpa in northcentral
Nigeria, Oyelaran (1991, 1998) examined burnt kernels of the
oil palm, which occurred in the basal layer (110-120 cm) and
their close association with stone axes, human remains and
ceramics. He attributed the presence of these burnt kernels to
the exploitation of the oil palm as a food source by humans as
far back as 2210 BP ± 80 YBP. Common to Apa and Itaakpa
sites are levels containing pottery, and ground and polished
stone tools with or without microliths. As highlighted by
Andah (1993:250), the pattern of occurrence of the artefact
assemblage is a possible representation of ‘definitive technoeconomic tradition’. Although at Orile-Owu and Ahanve no
lithic tools were recovered from the deposit, the occurrence

of charred oil palm endocarps and charcoal is a hint on the
presence of adopted techniques suitable for the cultivation of
the oil palm.

Palynology

Generally, pollen preservation was poor in most of the
analysed layers. This could be as a result of the sparseness
with which the palynomorphs accumulated (Sowunmi 1991)
or post depositional destruction arising from oxidation. The
lowest layer studied (72-68 cm) displayed the lowest value
of microcharcoal particles (744). The low representation of
charcoal particles at this level suggests relatively low burning
activity. Elaeis guineensis which constituted 68.8% of the pollen
sum was the highest pollen type represented at the lowest
layer. The high occurrence of E. guineensis was accompanied
by a paucity of the pollen of the rain forest species, Terminalia
superba (3.1%). Weeds were represented by the pollen of
Asteraceae and Amaranthaceae. Asteraceae was poorly
represented at the lowest layer (3.1%) coupled with a higher
value of Amaranthaceae (15.6%), which dominates in areas
highly disturbed by human activities (Daraojimba et al. 2015).
The presence of the pollen of Ixora brachypoda (6.3%), a shrub
found in swamps and moist environments, is an indication
of humid conditions (Hutchinson and Dalziel 1963). Fungal
spores were well-represented (63.6%) with Psiammopomopiospora
naviculoides, whose ecological significance at present is not
clearly defined, contributing 1.8% to the total number of
fungal spores counted. In the next level studied (52-48 cm),
pollen preservation was very poor. Human disturbance was
evident with the presence of the pollen of Amaranthaceae
(50%). Humid conditions were indicated for this level due
to the presence of trilete ferns which are considered here
to have originated mostly from the fresh-water swamp and
rain forests (Sowunmi 1981). There was an increase in
microcharcoal particles (1086) but fungal spores, forest species
and E. guineensis were totally absent at this level. Subsequently,
E. guineensis reappeared at level 42-38 cm with a lower value
constituting 25.0% of the pollen sum. There was a further
increase in the occurrence of trilete ferns (75.0%) indicating
humid conditions coupled with a peak in fungal spores
(91.4%) and a slight decrease in charcoal (1080).
At level 26-24 cm, there was a substantial upsurge of the
pollen of E. guineensis (37.7%) associated with a decrease in
trilete ferns (2.2%) and the first appearance of the monolete
ferns (2.2%). Fungal spores at this level decreased (57.7%) and
a further increase was noted for charcoal particles (1,239),
a possible reflection of increased burning activities. The
ascomycete fungal spore, cf. Lasiodiplodia theobromae, a fungal
pathogen of woody plants was identified at this level (Slippers
and Wingfield 2007). cf. Lasiodiplodia theobromae causes dieback and wood discoloration in their host plants in various
parts of the tropics (Slippers and Wingfield 2007). Lasiodiplodia
theobromae contributed 3.8% to the total number of fungal
spores counted at level 26-24 cm. Furthermore, noted at level
12-8 cm was a decline in E. guineensis (27.3%) linked with a
further increase in mono- and trilete ferns, 18.2% and 54.3%,
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respectively and an increase in fungal spores (77.6%). Also,
there was an increase in the composition of cf. Lasiodiplodia
theobromae (5.3%) amongst the total fungal spores counted,
a possible indication of fungus disease infestation of the
host plants. Charcoal reached its peak level of occurrence
(4,568) at this layer. Level 6-4 cm was characterised by the
reappearance of weeds represented by an increase in the
pollen of Asteraceae (9.1%) which last appeared at the lowest
level. Grass represented by the pollen of Poaceae (9.1%)
occurred at this level for the first time and was associated with
a concomitant rise in the pollen of E. guineensis (50.0%). The
pattern of occurrence of Asteraceae, Poaceae and E. guineensis
at this level, suggests an open vegetation and dry conditions
supported by the decline in the occurrence of mono- and
trilete ferns (13.6% each). Fungal spores and charcoal show a
reduction in frequencies compared to the previous level with
values of 70.3% and 2514, respectively. However, there was
an increase in the composition of cf. Lasiodiplodia theobromae
(7.7%) amongst the fungal spores counted, a reflection of
the occurrence of fungus disease infestation. The opened
vegetation suggested at level 6-4 cm was confirmed at the
topmost level (2-0 cm) by the low percentages of the pollen
of rain forest species such as Alstonia boonei (2.1%) and Celtis
sp (2.1%), pollen of weeds and herbs associated with human
disturbance such as Asteraceae (2.1%) and Amaranthaceae
(2.1%), respectively and the occurrence of the pollen of
secondary forest species characterised by Alchornea sp (16.7%)
and E. guineensis (44%). The open vegetation which enhances
the oil palm (E. guineensis) to thrive due to its heliophytic
nature, initiated the over representation of E. guineensis at the
topmost level.
The high occurrence of charcoal particles (3,644) at topmost
level attests to increased burning activities which may have
encouraged the proliferation of the oil palm. There was an
increase in the diversity of palynomorphs recorded at this
level unlike the previous levels studied. Trace amounts of the
pollen of exotic neem tree, Azadiractha indica (2.1%) occurred
with those of guinea savanna species such as Lophira sp (2.1%)
and Mimosaceae (4.2%). An increase in mono- and trilete
fern spores, 37.5% and 22.9%, respectively was observed at
this level. Fungal spores (45.0%) further declined although
there was an increase in the percentage of cf. Lasiodiplodia
theobromae (16.8%) of the total fungal spores counted. The
presence of cf. Lasiodiplodia theobromae suggests the occurrence
of plants with the fungus disease caused by cf. Lasiodiplodia
theobromae. Other fungal spore types identified at this level
include Brachydesmiella sp. and Psiammopomopiospora naviculoides
constituting only 1.0% and 0.5%, respectively of the total
number of fungal spores. The appearance of Brachydesmiella
at this level indicate the presence of decaying wood (Sivichai
et al. 1998).
It is of interest to note that there is a contrast in the pattern
of occurrence of the pollen of E. guineensis in the pre-late
Holocene and late Holocene sediments (Sowunmi 1999). As
highlighted by Zeven (1964), the occurrence of the pollen
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grains of E. guineensis in Miocene sediments was in low
frequency of about 0.1% of the pollen sum; whereas in recent
sediments, the frequency occasionally reaches 10% of the
pollen sum and can be as high as 30% of the total. This is
exemplified in the surface sample from the Niger delta where
E. guineensis reached 38.7% of the pollen sum (Sowunmi
1999). This high percentage representation of the pollen of
E. guineensis in recent sediments, in line with Zeven’s (1964)
interpretation, is a reflection of the creation of conditions
favourable for the oil palm to blossom. Correspondingly,
samples from Orile-Owu exhibited the same pattern of high
occurrence of E. guineensis. However, it cannot be concretely
concluded that the oil palm was cultivated based on the
botanical data presented here but we can be certain that
conditions were created which caused the oil palm to blossom,
hence the proliferation of its pollen.
In conclusion, radiocarbon date obtained for Orile-Owu
places human occupation of it within the mid-fifteenth to
the early seventeenth century. Available archaeo-botanical
evidence (although sparse) from Orile-Owu has shown that
the oil palm has been exploited by the people of the area
in the last 500 years. In all the layers studied, E. guineensis
occurred in percentages ≥ 25% of the pollen sum except
for level 52-48 cm where it was absent. E. guineensis had its
peak occurrences at the bottom (72-68 cm) and topmost (2-0
cm) levels, occurring at 68.8% and 44%, respectively of the
pollen sum. These high occurrences of the oil palm pollen
are pointers to the possible exploitation of the oil palm.
Analogously, charcoal counts from Orile-Owu sediments
provide additional stimulating results, rising remarkably from
744 at the bottom layer (72-68 cm) through 1080 (42-30
cm) and peaking at 4568 (12-8 cm) and 3644 (2-0 cm). The
upsurge in charcoal is suspected to have resulted to a greater
extent from human-made fires perhaps connected with slashand-burn agriculture (Orijemie and Sowunmi 2014).
Considering the fact that in the interim, this paper presents
the first single radiocarbon date from the area, more
ethnographic and palynological investigations would be vital
for meaningful studies of early farming and farming societies
in the area (Andah 1993) and help to support the argument
presented in this paper. Such studies can also generate
hypotheses about the beginning and development of different
agricultural traditions known to have existed from the distant
past (Andah 1993).
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MACROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTTERY OF
HUNTER GATHERER FISHER GROUPS,
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

Abstract
In this paper we present the first results of the analysis of four assemblages of archaeological pottery
manufactured by late Holocene hunter-gatherer-fisher groups in the lower basin of the Salado River in Buenos
Aires pampas, Argentina. This analysis of archaeological ceramics aims to provide information about past social
dynamics, the role of pottery in different scenarios and the materiality resulting from these activities performed
by hunter-gatherer-fisher groups who inhabited the Buenos Aires pampas during late Holocene. The ceramic
assemblages were recovered in Loma Olariaga, Los Manantiales, Ituzaingó and Los Paraísos sites. In this first
stage of research, the macroscopic characteristics of ceramic materials were analysed. The results indicated
the presence of body and rim fragments as well as clumps of baked clay. The treatments used on the exterior
and interior surface of the fragments were analysed, as well as wall thicknesses. Many variables were observed
regarding firing: firing atmosphere, core colour, soot and manufacturing marks (dark spots, laminar fractures and
drying cracks).

Introduction
In the international arena, for some years now, archaeologists
have studied the production of pottery in past societies from
perspectives other than the physical dimension of materiality
(Albero Santacreu 2014; Dietler and Herbich 1998; Leeuw
van der 1984; Lemmonier 1986; Vidal 2013). Many points
of view have arisen which share common characteristics: the
notion that pottery is a social element in permanent creation
and signification, and that it shapes, expresses and reproduces
identity and technology as a unifying thread of these processes
(Dietler and Herbich 1998; Lemmonier 1986; Vidal 2013).
From this perspective, the potter is considered as an agent in
constant decision-making. These decisions are reflected in
the presence or absence of certain attributes of the material
culture that the artisan generates, such as the selection of
certain elements, the variability of techniques used and the
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gestures to perform the same activity. They are considered
decisions because a concrete option is chosen from among
a universe of possibilities that the technical, social and
ideological contexts offer (Lemonnier 1986, 1990; Vidal
2013). Specifically, the techniques involve raw materials, a
sequence of actions, tools (including the human body) and a
particular knowledge (Lemmonier 1986). The chaîne opératoire
is an adequate theoretical methodological tool to organise
the multiple technical decisions that potters make as well as a
coherent framework to establish the existing relations between
materials and the techniques involved in the process of
pottery making (Albero Santacreu 2014; Lemmonier 1986).
In this article we utilise the concept of chaîne opératoire as
a conceptual framework and we reconstruct some of the
decisions taken by potters in different stages of the production
of ceramics, through the macroscopic analysis of four
assemblages of archaeological pottery from the microregion
of Salado River, Pampean region, Argentina.
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Study area
The Pampean region is characterised by an extensive plain
localised between 31° and 39° south latitude (Canevari et al.
1998; Fidalgo and Tonni 1978). According to Martínez and
Gutiérrez (2004), the Pampean region in the annual isohyet of
600 mm is divided in two large sub regions, the Dry Pampa
and the Humid Pampa, which provide different ecotones:
a xerophytic environment and an herbaceous steppe,
respectively (Figure 1).
Our study area, the microregion of the Salado River, is of
tectonic origin and located in the province of Buenos Aires
(Argentina), in the sub region of the Humid Pampa. It is
formed by plain rivers and permanent or semi-permanent
shallow lagoons. The complex physical, climatic and
chemical conditions correspond to a wetland environment.
This pampean wetland is recognised as a high productivity
and biodiversity environment as it offers different resources
for hunting and fishing such as pampean deer (Ozotoceros
bezoarticus), swamp deer (Blastoceros dichotomus), ostriches (Rhea
americana), small rodents such as guinea pigs (Cavia aperea)
and tuco-tuco (Ctenomys sp.), medium-sized rodents such as
coypus (Myocastor coypus), plains vizcachas (Lagostomus maximus),
large hairy armadillos (Chaetophractus villosus) and a variety
of aquatic birds, fish and reptiles, as well as grassland (Stipa,
Aristida, Typhas, Bothriochola, and Paspalum spp) and trees such as
tala (Celtis spinosa and Celtis tala), molle (Schinus longifolius) and
elders (Sambucus autralis) (Bó and Malvárez 1999; Canevari et
al. 1998; Dangavs et al. 1983; Escosteguy 2007; Escosteguy et
al. 2012; González de Bonaveri and Zarate 1993-1994), that
could have been used as food and fuel. The choice of fuel is
important both technically and economically. According to
González de Bonaveri (1991) considering all the raw materials
existing in the area for combustion (bones, dry dung, cacti,
grasses) the best one must have been, without any doubt,
“tala” wood for its abundance and high quality (Figure 2).
Geomorphologically, this area can be characterised as a
plain with very low longitudinal slopes oriented towards the
Atlantic Ocean, covered in grassland with eolic geoforms
and superficial drainage. The hydrologic system presents
alternating dry and flooded periods and is constituted by
streams, lagoons and rivers of variable salinity (Canevari
et al. 1998; Dangavs et al. 1983; Zarate 2009). In general
aspects, the microregion of the Salado River is formed by
accumulations of sands, soils and clays of Quaternary loessic
characteristics (González 2005; Mehl 2011; Schnach et al.
2000). This landscape provided the hunter gatherer fisher
groups with the essential clays, fuel and water needed in the
process of ceramic manufacturing.

Figure 1. M
 ap of the pampean region. The Salado River is light blue. The western area is
Dry Pampa and the eastern area is the Humid Pampa (Modified from Gutiérrez
2006). The study area is marked in red, where the sites Ituzaingo, Los Paraísos,
Loma Olariaga and Los Manantiales are located (Province of Buenos Aires).

Figure 2. T
 ala trees from the micro-region of the Salado River, Buenos Aires, Argentina
(photograph by María Magdalena Frère 2002).

Previous archaeological
investigations
In the pampean region, archaeological investigations have
a long tradition of more than 100 years and they have had
a profound impact on understanding the lifestyle of huntergatherer societies (Ameghino 1880; Austral 1971; Madrazo
1979; Moreno 1874; Outes 1917; Serrano 1931). At the
end of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the
twentieth century archaeological research was carried out
from different theoretical and methodological perspectives.
Principally, these investigations were guided by typological
classifications in which ceramics were attributed to specific
ethnic groups, periods, industrial stages or cultural categories
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(Ameghino 1880; Austral 1965, 1971). The archaeological
interpretations of the socio-economic organisation of
hunter-gatherer groups were based on historical and
ethnographic analogies with the aim of including them
in specific geographic and chronological contexts (Outes
1897). In this way, the attributes observed in ceramic sherds
were ascribed to different Indigenous groups, representing
distinct archaeological cultures. The emphasis was put on
the description of forms and specific styles of different
time periods and areas (Serrano 1958, 1972). During this
period we can find investigations such as the one carried out
by Florentino Ameghino (1909) who followed ideas from
evolution and technological progress (Flegenheimer 2001).
In 1960 the central debate in regional archaeology was related
to the origin and antiquity of the ceramics of the South Cone.
It was proposed that the presence of pottery in the pampean
region was recent and had derived from the Ceramic
Tradition of the East of Brazil, reaching the pampean
region 1,500 years ago (Meggers 1971; Willey 1946, 1971).
In contrast, other researchers (for example Sanguinetti de
Bórmida 1965) suggested earlier dates for pampean ceramics
of between 3,000 and 2,500 years approximately. Following
this hypothesis, the radiocarbon dates obtained in the 1990s in
the archaeological locality of Zanjón Seco 2 (ZS2) by Gustavo
Politis and collaborators suggested an antiquity of ca 3,000
BP (Politis et al. 2001). The evidence of ceramic remains in
ZS2 with incision and red painting decoration identified the
site as one of the oldest settlements with ceramic remains in
the country (Politis et al. 2001).
By the end of 1980 and the beginning of 1990, and in the
light of new theoretical and methodological approaches,
archaeological investigations about past pampean cultures
had increased considerably. These cultures were described as
hunter-gatherer groups and some of them were also described
as fishers. It was agreed that they had great knowledge of
lithic and ceramic production. Diverse research teams worked
in different areas producing wide regional information
(Berón and Guzzón 1990; Berón and Politis 1997; Crivelli
et al. 1987-1988; Frére 1995; Frère et al. 1993; González de
Bonaveri 1991, 1995, 1997a, 1997b; Loponte and Acosta
1999; Madrid 1997; Martínez 1999; Mazzanti 1997; Paleo
and Pérez Meroni 1995; Politis 1984a; Politis and Madrid
2001). The different themes and topics were oriented towards
understanding settlement systems and territories, economy,
subsistence, settlement patterns, functionality of the sites,
strategies of mobility and procurement and transportation
of raw materials as well as other aspects of the social life of
Holocene hunter-gatherers (Balesta et al. 1997; Berón and
Curtoni 1998; Crivelli 1999; González de Bonaveri 1991,
1996; Madrid 1997; Martínez 1999; Navarrete Sánchez 1990;
Pérez Meroni y Blasi 1997; Politis 1984b).
The investigations were oriented towards the realisation of
more systematic excavations, the implementation of new
technical and methodological advances and the detection of
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a great number of sites. Revisions of old museum collections
were carried out and new lines of research were applied to
the analysis of ceramics. Studies of the procurement of raw
materials, manufacturing techniques and decoration and
the function and use of the vessels were also carried out.
Moreover, other lines of research included archaeometric and
petrologic analyses, fatty acid analysis and ceramic replicas
were made through experimentation (Balesta et al. 1997;
Barrientos and Leipus 1997; Frère et al. 2004, 2012; González
2005; González de Bonaveri and Frère 2002; González de
Bonaveri et al. 2000; Eugenio et al. 2007; Madrid 1997; Pérez
Meroni and Blasi 1997; Rodrigué 2005; Shuster 2007a).
In the microregion of the Salado River, the archaeological
investigations allowed us to envision the lifestyle and social
aspects of pampean hunter-gatherer-fisher groups. Thanks
to experimental analysis and diverse studies of mineralogical,
physical and chemical properties of the ceramic material,
we could gain information on the territories exploited,
the type and quality of the raw materials used in pottery
manufacturing (clays, pigments, fuel), sources of procurement,
temperature and proper conditions for firing vessels, technical
gestures used by the artisans in the past as well as information
on exchange networks and interactions among different
groups (Francese 2000; Frère et al. 2004, 2012; González
2005; González and Frère 2009; González et al. 2012;
González de Bonaveri 1991, 1997b; González de Bonaveri
and Frère 2002; González de Bonaveri et al. 2000, 2007;
Politis and Madrid 2001).

Materials and Methods
The 273 ceramic fragments analysed in this article were
recovered during surface collections and explorations at
Ituzaingo (N=13), Los Paraísos (N=144), Loma Olariaga
(N=36) and Los Manantiales (N=80) sites. This fieldwork was
carried out in 2002, 2004 and 2012 by the archaeological
team directed by Dr María Isabel González and Dr María
Magdalena Frère.
At the first stage of research we created a database to record
macroscopic variables that could correspond to the different
stages of the chaîne opératoire (Lemmonier 1986). We focused
on the stages of modeling, pre-firing treatments and the
firing process of the fragments. We identified body or rim
fragments and we also recorded the clumps of baked clay
for each assemblage. In regard to the types of rims observed
we specified if they were straight, projecting or constricted
and if they had a drill-hole. We also considered if the types
of lips were flat top, concave/convex, beveled or if they had
incisions. We were interested in observing the pre-firing stages
that involved the surface and finishing treatments as well as
decorations and we therefore recorded marks of smoothing,
polishing, slip application and the decorations made with red
paint or incisions (Convención Nacional de Antropología 1966).
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With regard to the firing stage we noted the type of firing
atmosphere: oxidising, reducing or neutral (Balfet et al. 1992).
The oxidising atmosphere occurs when there is a greater
amount of oxygen than required favouring the oxidation
of paste, organics and ferrous compounds. The reducing
atmosphere occurs when there is a shortage or deficit of
oxygen to burn fuel producing an atmosphere of highly
toxic carbon monoxide and soot pollution. However, some
vessels may show incomplete or uneven cooking (neutral
atmosphere), since different sectors of the vessels may have
been in contact with the combustion gases and the free
oxygen (Balfet et al. 1992; Morales Güetto 2005; Rye 1994).
We observed the colour of the firing cores to deduce these
processes (Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group 1995) noting the
presence of soot and evidence of temperature alteration such
as dark spots, laminar fractures/spalling and cracks (Rye
1994).
Dark spots may be located in various parts of the vessel that
are related to contact with fuel, fire or other vessels during
cooking. These dark spots appear on a clear surface. On the
other hand laminar fractures/spalling of the outer walls of
the fragments are caused by rapid temperature variations and
moisture that may remain within the walls of the vessels. This
may result in large craters that make the vessel fragile enough
to be unusable. This phenomenon occurs at temperatures
above 300°C and especially if the thicknesses of the walls
are thin and parts of the walls are not completely dry before
cooking. Additionally, rapid heating or cooling can lead to
the emergence of tensions that may cause cracks which in
turn can break the vessels. There are two types of cracks: a)
firecracks which are fine cracks on the surface and hexagonal in
shape and/or b) star-shaped cracks which are a series of radial
lines from a common center with a diameter not exceeding a
centimeter (García Rosselló y Calvo Trias 2006; Mari 1998;
Morales Güeto 2005; Rye 1994).

Figure 3. G
 raphics of types of rims and types of lips found on each site (N=42). We
can observe a greater variability on the type of rims found at Los Manantiales.
However, Los Paraísos presented a greater variability on the types of lips. In this
case we think it as a consequence of the different sample sizes.

Results
Of the entire analysed sample more than 80% of the
fragments corresponded to body parts and the remainder
were rims. In only two cases, both from Loma Olariaga,
were rims found with drill-holes. We only recorded clumps of
baked clay from Los Paraísos (n=3).

Figure 4. G
 raphic of the wall thicknesses of the fragments analysed (N=273). It was
noted that few fragments are thicker than 8mm and the thickest fragments are
found in Los Paraísos. In general terms, we can see that Los Manantiales
fragments tend to be thinner.

With regard to rims, the favourite choice made by the artisans
was the straight rim, followed by projecting rims and then
constricted rims. The most abundant type of lips were the flat
top, though artisans also chose to make concave/convex lips.
To a lesser extent we recorded lips with incised decorations
(n=7) and some beveled lips (n=6) (Figure 3).

between 4 and 7 mm being the most frequent (Figure 4). We
could not distinguish bases. The typical morphology of the
overall collection does not differentiate the base from the
body.

The stages of modeling and vessel making involved coiling
and pinching to manufacture vessels with different wall
thicknesses. From the total sample the thickness of the walls
varied between 2 and 11 mm with those that measured

The surface treatment, surface finishing and decorations
were all pre-firing treatments. The most used treatment was
smoothing. We also recorded polishing in fragments from
Los Paraísos (n=1) and Los Manantiales (n=6). We observed
the presence of slip application in both exterior (n=12) and
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interior (n=4) surfaces. The decorations made by incisions
were recorded only on the exterior surfaces of fragments from
Los Paraísos, Los Manantiales and Loma Olariaga (n=20).
We also recorded red painting in the exterior surface of one
fragment found in Los Paraísos and in the interior surface of
three fragments found in Los Manantiales (Figure 5).
For the identification of the firing cores we followed the
methods of the Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group (P.C.R.G.)
(1995). This method allowed us to synthesise and simplify the
information needed to determine the firing conditions of the
ceramic vessels. Four categories were used to analyse a sample
based on chromatic spectra:
•
•
•
•

Spectrum 1: orange – brown – red
Spectrum 2: light pink – yellow – white
Spectrum 3: white
Spectrum 4: black - grey

Spectrum 1 (relatively rich in iron); spectrum 2 (low iron) and
spectrum 3 (iron-free) indicate the nature of the clay matrix
when, this was completely oxidised. However, the spectrum 4
shows the oxidising process was incomplete.
Referring to the firing process and based on experimental
works carried out by González 2005 (who reconstructed
and fired replicas of vessels in open fire conditions in La
Guillerma site -Buenos Aires, Argentina-) we observed that

91% of the cases were associated to open firing in neutral
atmosphere conditions (Figure 6). Most firing cores in this
sample corresponded to spectrum 4 (92%), tending towards
grey and black tones. In less proportion, the remaining
fragments corresponded to spectra 1 and 2. There were no
firing core tones in the sample that corresponded to spectrum
3 (Figure 7).
We also observed alterations on the surfaces of the vessels
which indicated that the vessels were fired in open fires and
in incomplete or neutral firing atmospheres. Firstly, we could
identify a high percentage of spots on exterior surfaces (42%)
and in less proportion on interior surfaces (23%). Secondly, we
observed thermal cracks which were identified as fire-cracks,
star-shaped or indeterminate in type (García Rosselló and
Calvo Trias 2006; Rye 1994). We observed some fire-cracks
on the exterior surfaces of the fragments (14%) and less on
the interior surfaces (2.6%). And thirdly, we found laminar
fractures or spalling on the exterior surfaces of the fragments
(12.4%) (Figure 8).
Lastly, we examined for the presence of soot on the exterior
and interior surfaces which could be interpreted as a
significant trait of changes produced by recurrent use. In this
sample we could not find any soot.

Figure 5. G
 raphics of the surface treatments found at each site (N=273). We noted that although the techniques registered were similar in all the sites, Los Manantiales presented a higher
variability of surface treatments found on both the interior and exterior surfaces.
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the Salado area. Materials, energy, tools, gestures and the
knowledge of the potters interacted to produce vessels of
different forms and shapes of which the remains persisted
until the present in the shape of fragments. In our case study,
the reconstruction of shapes through refitting had been
extremely difficult due to the high degree of fragmentation of
the sample. However, through the analysis of these fragments
we could reconstruct part of the stages of the pottery
production: the stage of modeling, the stage of pre-firing
treatments and the stage of the firing process.
Figure 7. L
 os Paraísos; Loma Olariaga; Ituzaingo and Los Manantiales’s graph shows a
greater proportion of black cores (Spectrum 4) which have well-defined contours
indicating a neutral firing, to the detriment of orange and brownish cores colours
indicating an oxidant firing (Spectrum 1, 2 and 3). The core is the least exposed
to the effects generated during firing (N=273).

We present here a scheme of the chaîne opératoire for the Salado
River area based on González de Bonaveri (1991) and Vidal
(2013), then we deepen the three stages observed in our
analysis:

Figure 8. T
 his graphic shows the firing faults during the manufacture of vessels in the Los
Paraísos; Loma Olariaga; Ituzaingo and Los Manantiales sites (N=273). These
faults could occur due to poor clay selection, lack of regulation of air during firing,
the stacking of vessels or by the lack of temperature control.

Modeling stage:

Discussions and conclusions
At the archaeological sites of Ituzaingo, Los Paraísos, Los
Manantiales and Loma Olariaga the observed variables
relating to macroscopic analysis (surface treatment, type of
rim and lip, thickness of the wall, colour of the firing core,
among others) allowed us to identify certain aspects of the
different stages of the process of manufacturing ceramics.
Although the case of Los Manantiales stood out due to the
variability of the surface treatments registered in the sample,
we analysed the data obtained from the four sites together
because we considered that the differences in numbers of
traits observed were the result of the diverse sizes of the
samples and/or greater variety of techniques employed, and
therefore decided to interpret the information obtained at a
microregional scale.
On the basis of previous studies (González and Frere 2009;
González et al. 2012) and based on our analysis, we could
reconstruct the chaîne opératoire of the pottery production of

In this stage we could record the coiling and pinching
techniques used to make the vessels. The main choice for
the elaboration of rims was the straight rim, followed by
projecting and then constricted rims. These differences might
have responded to the different uses the artisans wanted to
give to the vessels. The potters also modeled flat top lips,
concave/convex lips and beveled lips. The three clumps of
baked clay found in Loma Olariaga corresponded to this stage
of production. These clumps were part of the modeling of
the vessel but were not included in the final pieces. They were
also fired so we think that probably both steps (modeling and
firing) took place not far from each other.

Pre-firing treatments stage:

Of the different surface treatments used we observed
smoothing and polishing. We were not able to distinguish the
tools which were used although they would have probably
been hard materials based on the deep marks they left on the
fragments after the drying stage, and in one case nails were
probably used to make the incisions (González y Frère 2010).
We included slip application with the surface finishing/
decoration stage because in many cases when using
macroscopic analysis it is possible to mistake slip with the use
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of red paint. In our future agenda we will include microscopic
analysis on slips to deepen our knowledge on this issue (Albero
Santacreu 2014; Spencer et al. 1999).
With regard to the decoration, we observed red painting
and the presence of incisions on some of the body, rim and
lip fragments. The incised motifs were lines and dots that
were recorded as either isolated or in a pattern. The patterns
registered were a combination of two or three horizontal
straight lines or a group of dots (in only one fragment). In
one case, we observed two horizontal lines with probably
printed nails in between and in another fragment we observed
a zigzag line (Figure 9). However, most of the incisions that
were observed were a single line or a single mark in the
fragment. Incisions made on lips were single lines on the edge.
These techniques have also been found at other sites in the
region (González and Frere 2010).

Firing stage:

The firing analysis allowed us to establish that the pottery
was associated with incomplete or neutral atmospheres.
The colour of the firing cores showed high percentages of
spectrum 4 (black-grey) due to an incomplete oxidisation of
the vessels because of the lack of oxygen, the short periods of
heat exposure and the low temperatures of the firing process.
We concluded that the firing temperatures did not exceed
750°C because the organic materials did not completely
oxidise.

Figure 9. F
 ragments with alterations including some showing the incised technique. Line
(1), all from the Los Paraísos site, shows the only fragment with dots observed in
the collection, the only fragment with a zigzag line and two smoothed fragments:
a rim fragment with three horizontal lines and the only rim fragment having a
pattern of two horizontal lines with incisions (probably made with nails). Line
(2) shows a fragment with surface polishing from the Los Manantiales site. Line
(3) shows two rim fragments with drill-holes from the Loma Olariaga site (3).
These holes were drilled from the exterior to the interior surface (photographs by
María Magdalena Frère 2014).
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We observed several alterations of the walls of the ceramics,
including more spots on the exterior surfaces than on the
interior ones. This informed us, on the one hand, about the
position of the vessel during the process of firing which was
in direct contact to the fuel and flame, and on the other hand,
that once the firing process was over, neither the oxygen nor
the temperature was constant (Garcia Rosselló y Calvo Trias
2006).
We also recorded cracks that could have been formed by
1) the rapid exposure to heat, 2) the decomposition of clay
minerals between 300°C and 500°C (García Rossello and
Calvo Trias 2006; Rye 1981), or 3) a rapid cooling of the
ceramic vessel. The low percentages of temperature cracks
(fire-cracks and/or star shaped cracks) (14%), more frequently
observed on the exterior than on the interior surfaces, tell us
about the quality of manufacturing of the vessels. And lastly,
the spalling or laminar fractures that were mainly found on
the exterior surfaces could correspond to drastic changes in
the firing temperatures. The expansion of humidity and/or
minerals that protrude may cause spalling when heated. The
four assemblages showed similar characteristics in the data.
We believe that the firing temperatures did not exceed 750°C,
and the alterations on the surfaces of the vessels occurred
during heating and cooling processes which produced tension
in the vessels that caused cracking and spalling (Figure 10).

Figure 10. E
 xamples of firing faults. In photos 1a (Los Paraísos site), 1b and 1c (Loma
Olariaga site) we can see alterations of black color, relatively round, in specific
areas of the outer surface of the fragments. These black spots on clear surfaces
are the product of contact with fuel, fire, other vessels or defective control of
the atmosphere of cooking. Picture 2 shows two types of cracks generated by
rapid heating and/or rapid cooling of the vessels: a) star-shaped cracks (Loma
Olariaga site) and b) fire-cracking extending through the wall (Los Paraisos
site). Photos 3a and 3c (Los Manantiales site) and 3b (Los Paraísos site)
show spallings and laminar fractures with 1 or 2 mm thickness on the external
concave surfaces of fragments. These faults are the product of changes in
temperatures of firing and the expansion of moisture from the center of the wall
of the vessel (photographs by Maria Magdalena Frère 2014).
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Post-firing treatments:

The only activity that we could identify that occurred after
the firing process was the making of drill-holes on two rim
fragments found on the site of Loma Olariaga. These drillholes were made from the exterior surface to the interior of
the vessel with a hard tool.
The conceptual tool of the châine opératoire allowed us to
visualise the process of pottery making in the Salado River.
The artisans showed great knowledge at every stage analysed
above. The materials were available in the environment
and were also chosen by the potters to produce high quality
vessels. Water, clays, inclusions, fuel, the body and the
knowledge of the artisan all interacted in this process.
To conclude, we believe that the macroscopic analysis of
archaeological pottery combined with the utilisation of the
theoretical methodological tool of the chaîne opératoire provide
a suitable organisation of the information to deal with the
materiality of past hunter-gatherer groups and could generate
a better understanding of the pottery production processes of
these societies. In our case study we could see how the Salado
River potters chose and processed proper raw materials,
modeled the vessels by coiling and pinching, smoothed,
polished, applied slip in both the interior and exterior
surfaces, decorated their vessels with red painting and with
incisions, created suitable firing atmospheres for the firing
stage and even made drill-holes when needed. Thanks to the
theoretical mehodological tool of the chaîne opératoire we could
gain a greater understanding of how these hunter-gathererfisher groups from the late Holocene made their pottery.
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Abstract
Palatial structures of the Middle Bronze Age (MBA; 2000-1550 BCE) and the Late Bronze Age (LBA; 1550-1200
BCE) southern Levant are important governmental buildings that can provide insight into elite rulership
and society. They can be divided into two distinct functional forms: the redistributive centre, a central hub
of international trade and political power, and the independent estate, run by a ‘big man’ rather than a
ruling elite. Historical records have suggested a change in function occurs between the MBA and LBA in these
palatial buildings. These records attest to the domination of Egypt over the southern Levant in the fourteenth
and thirteenth centuries BCE, indicating that the effect on elite governance would see palaces undergo a
functional change. This paper investigates three
case studies in the southern Levant: Kabri, Hazor
and Pella. It examines whether a drastic decline
and lack of maintenance of the structures in
the archaeology, coinciding with an increase in
Egyptian artefacts, can support this apparent
change in function. The findings in the palace at
Pella reinforce this theory, indicating that it is
possible the ruling elite lost all control and power
in the LBA, due to the new political situation in the
southern Levant. Future study on a larger number
of sites is recognised as key to providing a more
widespread picture of the effects of empire on the
palaces of the southern Levant in the MBA and
LBA.
Figure 1. P
 alace ground plan - Kabri Area D MB II-III
Source: Yasur-Landau and Cline ca. 2008:1.
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Figure 2. P
 alace ground plan - Hazor Areas A and M LBA
Source: Bonfil and Zarzecki-Peleg 2007:36
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Over the centuries the need to expand, conquer and rule
over once independent kingdoms was recognised as a key
product of imperialism. Among the powerful empires of the
world were the Egyptians, who came to full strength around
the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BCE and dominated
much of the Levant. The palaces of the Middle Bronze Age
(MBA; 2000-1550 BCE) and the Late Bronze Age (LBA;
1550-1200 BCE), which were the houses of rulership and
administration, provide some of the best archaeological
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material to examine the effects that the Egyptian Empire had
on the makeup of society. These structures were a show of the
power and control of the ruler through their monumentality
and excessiveness (Trigger 1990:122). They were also used
as a way to express the legitimacy of a royal family’s reign
(Zuckerman 2010:178). With palaces characterised by a
number of features, including large stone foundations, walls
thicker than one metre, extensive ground plans, and abundant
and varied exotica (Figures 1 and 2), any change to these
features over time can be used to examine the ultimate effect
of an invading and overpowering empire on a local and
international scale. It has been proposed that in the southern
Levant the once independent, redistributive palaces of the
MBA change in the LBA to that of a small household due to
the Egyptian domination (Winter 2014). This suggests that the
once independent ruling elites no longer had political control
of a city and functioned more as the leader of a group but
with no real authority in the LBA. As a result of Egyptian
supremacy, the cultural, social, economical and political
aspects of society in the southern Levant were inevitably
altered (Winter 2014).
The southern Levant, also known as Canaan, refers to the
geographic area that consists of modern Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, the State of Palestine and some southern areas of
Syria (Mazar 2009:3). This paper explores the effect of the
Egyptian Empire on palaces at three sites in the southern
Levant: Hazor, Kabri and Pella (Figure 3). This area is of
great importance when considering the effects of the Egyptian
Empire on palace structures, as Egyptian domination was at
its strongest in the southern Levant compared to any other
area in the LBA.

Historical Context and the
Rise of the Egyptian Empire in
the LBA
To understand how the Egyptian Empire affected the palatial
structures and political hierarchies of the southern Levant, the
historical context of the area must be established first. Table 1
outlines the chronology of the southern Levant that has been
utilised in this study.
The relations of the southern Levantine MB I with Egypt
are open to debate. At this time archaeologically, imported
Egyptian materials are rare, though not completely absent.
Most imports are evidently located at these large sites along
communication and trade routes (Cohen 2014:459). It was
the influence from the northern Levant that is recognised as
the most significant power in this period over the southern
Levant. In the MB II and MB III, many of the developments
seen in the MB I continue to thrive and develop (Cohen
2014:459-460; Kempinski 1992:177; Mazar 2009:198). The
trade of foreign imports begins to appear more regularly,
despite still being relatively scarce, however a large number
of Canaanite exports are found in different areas (Cohen

Figure 3. S outhern Levant and the three sites – Hazor, Kabri and Pella (circled)
Source: Mazar 2009:177, Map 6.1; Winter 2014:6

Period

Date

Egyptian Dynasties

MB I

2000-1750 BCE

MB II

1750-1650 BCE

Middle Kingdom Mid11th Dynasty to Mid-13th
Dynasty
Second Intermediate Period
14th-15th Dynasties

MB III

1650-1550 BCE

Second Intermediate Period
16th-17th Dynasties

LB IA

1550-1470 BCE

Early 18th Dynasty

LB IB

1470-1400 BCE

Mid-18th Dynasty

LB IIA

1400-1300 BCE

Late 18th Dynasty

LB IIB

1300-1200 BCE

19th Dynasty

Table 1. C
 hronology of the southern Levant in the Middle Bronze and Late Bronze Ages in
conjunction with Egyptian Dynasties
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2014:462). An overall standardisation of material culture and
concentration of authority in settlements and regions appears
to occur (Cohen 2014:459).
At this stage, Egypt was experiencing a time of weakness and
instability, with the Hyksos, a foreign group of people from
Lower Egypt, invading and ruling Egypt (Mazar 2009:191).
This resulted in limited trade and relations with Egypt at
this time. The major feature that has been used to define the
transition from MBA to LBA is the expulsion of the Hyksos
from Egypt in the fifteenth century BCE by the pharaoh
Ahmose (Harrison 2012:644; Weinstein 1981:5). External
forces of political power greatly impacted on the Levant and
resulted in social, economic and political changes between the
periods (Pfälzner 2012:770).
The transition from the MBA to the LBA in the Levant
saw a decline in the size of settlements and a shift of the
population from the urban centre and its periphery to small,
semi-nomadic pastoral city-states with alternative hierarchy
systems (Gonen 1984:66-69; Mazar 2009:240; Panitz-Cohen
2014:543). There is a lack of fortifications in the LBA (Gonen
1984:69-70; Mazar 2009:243) compared to the proceeding
period where fortification was crucial. The strengthened
Egyptian domination in Canaan is possibly responsible for
this lack of fortifications in the LBA, weakening the power
and control of the once independent cities (Gonen 1984:70).
There are no distinct changes between the MBA and LBA
in regards to material culture (Harrison 2012:644; Mazar
2009:257-258).
As a result of Egypt’s newfound power and control in the
LB IA, there is an increase in the interactions between
the southern Levant and Egypt. Egyptian imports and
Egyptian-style artefacts increase in all contexts, with names of
Eighteenth Dynasty rulers occurring on objects throughout
Canaan (Mumford 2014:75). However, it is not until the
conquest of Megiddo in 1482 BCE that Egyptian domination
and control take effect in the succumbed territories.
Egyptian campaigns are held throughout Canaan in order
to eradicate the remaining Hyksos power that was prevalent
in the southern and inland regions of the Levant (Weinstein
1981:7-8). Many cities and towns experience destruction
as a result of these campaigns in the LB IB. A number of
Egyptian administrative residencies and military garrisons
appear, as a way of imposing direct military control over the
wider Levant (Burke 2010:59; Mumford 2014:75; Weinstein
1981:12, 1992:142). As a result, territories were dismantled
into smaller, more controllable entities and a large majority
of these kingdoms become Egyptian vassals, losing their once
independent status (Burke 2010:57).
The presence of the Egyptian Empire and its influence
in Canaan was seen at its strongest in the fourteenth to
thirteenth centuries BCE (late LB IIA to LB IIB), during
the Nineteenth and Twentieth Egyptian dynasties (Mazar
2009:232). The influences of the Egyptians were seen in
36

almost all aspects of life, such as the architecture, pottery,
burial customs and political systems of the cities (Gonen
1984:69). This created a period of deterioration and
decline throughout the southern Levant. It is in this period
of greatest Egyptian power and influence that there is a
possible change in architectural style and palace building.
With the introduction of Egyptian administrative powers in
the cities of Canaan, due to the Egyptian domination in the
later LB IIA-B, a change is seen in the ruling elite. Mazar
(2009:279) suggested that local elites were sworn to loyalty
to the Egyptian Empire or if they refused to do so, they were
replaced by new people already loyal. A common practice
that may have deemed other ways unnecessary was to return
Canaanite princes, who had been sent to Egypt to live and be
educated in the pharaoh’s household, to rule and inherit their
city-states, adopting and incorporating an Egyptian-Levantine
influence and relationship between the two entities (PanitzCohen 2014:547). It may be that what transpires in the LBA
is a change brought about by empire. This could indicate
an ushering in of a new but possibly impoverished type of
local LBA palace, that functioned more as a ‘big house’ than
the MBA ‘redistributive centre’, with the king’s position as
ruler no longer valid under the Egyptian empire in the LBA
(Winter 2014). It is hard to believe that the display of control
and power by Egypt over the Canaanite cities in the LBA,
which is attested to in the historical sources and archaeology
at a number of sites, would have zero effect on their political,
administrative and cultural society.

The Palaces at Kabri, Hazor
and Pella
The MBA and LBA palaces at Hazor, Kabri and Pella are
significant sites that allow archaeologists to assess changes
over time by examining each of the palaces’ architecture and
material finds. These sites have each provided substantial
data to propose that changes would occur as a result of
imperialism. By examining the occupation periods of the
sites, the maintenance levels of the structures and the artefacts
discovered, a picture of the site is presented.

Figure 4. Archaeological

remains of Area A at Hazor.
Source: The Hebrew University of Jerusalem 2012
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Hazor

Located in the Hula Valley, Tel Hazor was the largest
Canaanite site in the second millennium BCE, measuring
around 80 hectares (Maeir 2000:37; Zuckerman 2010:163).
It was first excavated in 1955. There have been palatial
archaeological remains, the ‘Ceremonial Palace’, uncovered
from the site dating to the LBA in Areas A and M (Ben-Tor
2013:85). This structure had three main areas, consisting of
a courtyard, porch and throne room (Figure 4). It had thick
mudbrick walls, a massive stone foundation, orthostats, a large
number of rooms and contained basalt in its construction
(Ben-Tor et al. 1995:66; Bonfil and Zarzecki-Peleg 2007:2730). A multitude of statutory, figurines, imported pottery,
jewellery pieces, cylinder seals and weaponry are just some
of the elaborate and prestigious objects that have been
discovered at Hazor (Winter 2014:53). Much debate has
surrounded the function of the Ceremonial Palace, with
many of the features and construction details being shared
with temples (Ben-Tor 2013:90-91). A large structure, termed
an MB II palace, was also uncovered in Area A, containing
thick walls, deep foundations, cobbled floors and MBA
pottery sherds (Ben-Tor 1989:6-7, 1998:459; Yadin 1972:124),
indicating that there was a predecessor to the LBA palace.

Figure 5. A
 reas D and F MB II-III palace at Kabri
Source: Yasur-Landau and Cline ca. 2011:2, fig. 2

Kabri

Situated in the western Galilee region of Israel is Tel Kabri,
a once flourishing MBA city that held strong international
connections and coastal relations (Yasur-Landau et al.
2008:59). The first systematic excavations to occur at Kabri
took place between 1986 and 1993. In Areas D and F, a large
MB II-III palace was uncovered with possible evidence of an
earlier MB I palatial structure below (Figure 5). The structure
spanned over 5,000-6,000 square metres and had three wings,
containing a multitude of rooms, halls and courtyards (Oren
2002:68; Yasur-Landau et al. ca. 2013:10). Some of the most
popular and important finds to date are a remarkable painted
floor and wall fresco fragments that were uncovered at the
site. Floor and wall paintings are acknowledged as being
exclusive to palaces and private buildings, and were a symbol
of power and prestige (Morgan 2005:21; Winter 2000:749).
Other structures linked to the palace have also been
uncovered. The ‘Orthostat Building’ was discovered in 2011,
although the relationship to the palace is still undecided, and
a large Palatial Storage Complex, which housed wine, have
both yielded interesting and important finds (Koh et al. 2014;
Yasur-Landau et al. 2012:2-3; Yasur-Landau et al. ca. 2013:34). The elaboration and unprecedented size of the Kabri
palace, along with the fact that few MBA palaces have been
uncovered in Israel (Kempinski 1992:173), shows the unique
importance of the site. The absence of the LBA at Kabri
is possibly some of the best evidence yet for understanding
the extent of the Egyptian Empire’s rule and campaigning
(Winter 2014:84).

Figure 6. R
 emains of the three palace phases from the MB II-III to LB IIA at Pella in
trench XXXIIBB
Source: Pella Project and The University of Sydney 2013

Pella

The site of Pella is located in the foothills of the upper (north)
Jordan Valley, nearby to the modern village of Tabaqat
Fahl. Palatial remains dating to the MBA and LBA have
been found on the main tell in Trench XXXIIBB (Bourke
2014:17). This site is highly important, as it is the only one
of the three sites examined to have clear evidence of the
transition from the MBA to the LBA. Three different phases
of the palace are noted dating to the MB II-III, LB IA and
LB IIA (Figure 6). Thick mudbrick walls and plaster flooring
are common throughout the palace at Pella. Large amounts
of exotica, including statues, scarabs, figurines and imported
pottery, have been uncovered at the site suggesting it was a
flourishing city with international connections (Winter 2014).
Although further excavation is required of the palace phases,
a preliminary examination of these particular structures
has been undertaken. It was concluded that these buildings
would have functioned as palaces and that they experienced
a change in the architecture and material remains in the LBA
(Winter 2014).
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Problems with the Evidence
from Palaces of the Southern
Levant
Until recently a problem with the evidence was that no study
had analysed what constituted a palace. It is recognised widely
that during the MBA and LBA, southern Levantine forms of
palaces are greatly affected by influences in architecture from
the northern Levant (Bonfil and Zarzecki-Peleg 2007:32-39;
Kempinski 1992:174; Mazar 2009:210-211; Oren 1992:113;
Wright 1985:269). Whilst it appears that much is known about
the ‘palaces’ of the southern Levant, a secure justification for
their definition and function ultimately derived from northern
Levantine studies. Therein lies the problem, as the palaces of
the southern Levant differ largely from their neighbours in the
northern Levant.
But how then were these buildings to be identified? What is
a palace and what is a house or a temple? A set of criteria
were determined that could be used to conduct a preliminary
identification of a palace building and they were (Winter
2014):
• Large stone foundations
• Walls thicker than 1 metre
• Plaster, paved or decorated flooring
• Large number of rooms (over 10)
• Abundant and varied exotica
• Storerooms
• Use of orthostats
• Stairways
• Complex, non-standard ground plan
• Hard stone features
• Courtyard surrounded on side/s by rooms
Palatial building remains are commonly fragmentary in
nature in the southern Levant (Oren 1992:105), resulting in
significant amounts of evidence lost over time. However, this
checklist hoped to make buildings that were palaces more
easily identifiable and answer research questions accurately, in
place of the fragmentary material.
Another problem is many people believe that the textual
documents uncovered at particular sites can be solely used to
answer the archaeological questions posed. The majority of
archives discovered in the Near East in the second millennium
BCE were found in palaces (Ben-Tor 1997:109). Texts have
been used in the northern and (to a lesser extent) in the
southern Levant to fill knowledge gaps, and to determine
our understanding of economy and society at the time,
the duties of the king and the functioning of the palace
(Moorey 1991:149-150). A significant issue is the use of texts
as a substitute for missing archaeological evidence, since
the southern Levant has produced only a small number of
textual documents (95 in total, as of 2013), compared to
the large corpus of texts discovered in the northern Levant
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(Horowitz 2013:98). There have been 18 texts found at Hazor
(Horowitz 2013:98), but so far none in the palaces at Kabri
or Pella. It is impossible to use the material solely by itself
from the southern Levant, like has been done in the past in
the northern Levant. What the texts contain should be used
in conjunction with the archaeological evidence, so as to
cross-reference and confirm particular events or activities that
may have occurred, including the assumed rise of Egyptian
domination in the LBA.

Discussion - Impact of the
Egyptian Empire on the
Palaces at Hazor, Kabri
and Pella
From an examination of the architecture and material finds of
the MBA and LBA palaces at the three sites, some common
results were discovered. When analysing the data, key aspects
were examined to determine if the effects of the Egyptian
Empire could be discerned in the archaeological evidence.
Some examples include whether there was an increase in
Egyptian or Egyptianised objects; a lack of maintenance or
destruction of structures; a decline in the quality of building
materials or techniques; or a lack of occupation.

Hazor

The evidence of the Egyptian Empire from Hazor is most
apparent in the LB IIA-IIB archaeological remains of the
palace. However, the remains of the palace at Hazor in the
LB IA-IB appear to raise a counter-argument to the Egyptian
Empire affecting the palatial buildings of this period. In fact,
Hazor flourishes, with Gonen stating that:
Hazor is an enigma. In the Late Bronze period Hazor remained an
abnormally large settlement... about 16 times larger than the average
50-dunam settlements... It is difficult to understand what social and
economic conditions enabled Hazor to retain its unique position (Gonen
1984:68).
The question is: how did this settlement prosper so intensely
whilst other neighbouring sites were either destroyed or
abandoned due to the renewed Egyptian power?
There is a clear and definite decline around the LB IIA-IIB,
however, which leads to Hazor’s destruction in the thirteenth
century BCE. There are a number of theories behind the
demise. The first is Zuckerman’s (2007a) idea of “crisis
architecture”, which sees the position of a city’s society,
economy and culture reflected in its architectural changes.
Three aspects have been used to describe conditions of crisis
architecture in structures, even though it is acknowledged
that sometimes a crisis will not be visible in the archaeological
record. The three characteristics are: functional change of a
structure from its original use; a decline in maintenance and
construction; and changes made to the original plan (Driessen
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1995:67). It has been proposed that during the LBA there was
an intensification of royal ideology in a bid to legitimise the
king’s rule, in the form of an increase in statutory depicting
rulers and gods. Additionally, the archaeo-zoological evidence
shows that social inequity and class exclusion appears to have
been commonplace, with the lower classes at a disadvantage
due to ruling elites consuming and seizing resources at their
subject’s expense (Marom and Zuckerman 2012). Zuckerman
(2007a:25) believed that the destruction of Hazor may have
been a result of the citizens rising up in defiance against
their oppressors (the ruling family) and royal authority.
Supporting this crisis destruction is the archaeological
evidence that only public buildings were destroyed, such
as the palace, whereas domestic buildings were largely left
alone (Zuckerman 2007a:24). According to Driessen’s (1995)
aspects of crisis architecture, the Hazor LBA palace in Areas
A and M experienced a decline in the maintenance of its
building, evidenced in its thinner, inadequately constructed
walls and the removal of orthostats. A number of other
alterations were also undertaken, including sealing particular
entrances and doorways and a removal of its stone flooring
(Zuckerman 2007a:19–21). Zuckerman (2007a:25) also
stated that although the riots against the ruling elite were
a matter of local concern, it is likely that they would have
been beneficial and encouraged by outside influence, such
as by the Egyptians. However, the overall lack of Egyptian
and Egyptianised objects at Hazor supports the idea that
the destruction of Hazor was an internal and local matter,
and hinders conclusions being drawn regarding an Egyptian
influence (Winter 2014:95).
A second theory that has been presented is the idea that
the deterioration and destruction seen at Hazor at the
end of the LBA may be a result of a foreign takeover of
administrative and political duties (Winter 2014:86). An
influence from an outside source over the running of the city
would have resulted in the local ruler’s independence being
stripped, leaving new people in charge of the city (SchäferLichtenberger 2001:86). Little effect of this takeover may
have been experienced by the general society however, the
main public buildings are recognised as experiencing a decline
in maintenance at this time. This may be the result of the
new administrators deeming these buildings unworthy of
maintaining and could be an Egyptian tactic to diminish the
power and control of the former rulers (Winter 2014:86).
The obliteration and intentional violation of statues depicting
rulers and gods and other objects linked to the Canaanite
rulers at Hazor at the end of the LBA (Ben-Tor 2006;
Zuckerman 2007b:200) supports this idea of denigrating
the Hazor elites. These acts are commonly associated with
termination rituals (Zuckerman 2007a:7-8), however, they
could provide much greater insight into the larger effects of
empire on cultural and political aspects of a city. It is believed
that the Egyptian Empire would have been the assaulting
foreign power, with an intensification of Egyptian control over
the Levant acknowledged at this time (Weinstein 1981, 1992).
Although Egyptian influence is insinuated, it can hardly be

proven at Hazor, with little archaeological material discovered
to support it.

Kabri

Archaeologically, there is currently no conclusive evidence
that would indicate an Egyptian influence in the LBA in
the Kabri palace. The palatial structure undergoes a rapid
period of abandonment and disuse after the MB III (Gonen
1984:66; Oren 2002:70), indicating that LBA Kabri may
have experienced the overpowering effects of the expanding
Egyptian Empire. Kabri flourishes in the MBA and reaches its
peak as a key coastal site during this period. This would have
left Kabri as a prime target for the Egyptian Empire in its
series of military campaigns throughout the southern Levant
in the fourteenth century BCE (Winter 2014:84). The danger
Kabri posed to the Egyptian authority and stability in the
area, with its strong international connections and importance
as a major and prosperous coastal site (Yasur-Landau et
al. 2008:71), support this idea. It is possible to deduce that
the Egyptians considered Kabri as a potential threat that
needed to be eliminated in order to gain control and exert its
influence over the southern Levant. There are very few sites
that are acknowledged in the historical records as remaining
occupied from the MBA to the LBA without interruption
(Gonen 1984:69). As a result of the Egyptian campaigns,
many other sites throughout the Levant faced functional
changes to their buildings, as well as to the settlements
themselves, creating widespread dislocation throughout urban
Canaan (Gonen 1984:69). It is very possible to insinuate that
Kabri may have been one of these sites that experienced total
abandonment in the LBA due to the Egyptian Empire. If
correct, this idea provides great insight into Kabri in the LBA
and a new way of viewing direct imperial influence.

Pella

Pella is the only site of the three being examined that
contains evidence from the transition from the MBA to
the LBA. Important differences can be seen between the
periods, highlighting the apparent decline demonstrated

Figure 7. M
 B II-III and LB IA plaster floor and patching at Pella
Source: Pella Project and The University of Sydney 2013
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at LBA Pella. The LB IIA palace at Pella provides the first
strong evidence that a change due to the Egyptian Empire
may exist in the palatial structures of the southern Levant.
A deterioration of effort transpires in the maintenance and
repairs of the LB IIA palace at Pella with a number of rebuilding phases undertaken. The palace is characterised by
thinner, less well-constructed walls, poorer and varied building
materials, thin plaster floors with regular patching (Figure
7) and a diverse range of wood types used for small repairs
(Winter 2014:87). Consequently, an increase in the number
of Egyptian or Egyptianised objects begins to appear in the
archaeological record at this time, in the form of statues, small
amounts of pottery and possibly a scarab (Winter 2014:6566). When this evidence is correlated with the historical
records a definitive pattern is apparent. It appears that in the
fourteenth century BCE, at the same time as the Egyptians
expand their influence over the Levant gaining more power
and enforcing direct control on the Canaanite cities (Mazar
2009:264), Pella’s LB IIA palace is undergoing patchy repairs
and rebuilding. From this evidence it is possible to substantiate
claims that the archaeology is revealing that the administrative
systems and elite rulers were under Egyptian domination from
the middle of the LBA onwards (Winter 2014:87).
Direct control over the city would have meant a radical
change to the governing elite, with the formerly independent
local rulers likely deposed in favour of Egyptian
administrators. It is possible that the degradation of the
former ruling elite would have seen the palaces, the onceepitome of power and elite rule, lose their importance
and significance (Winter 2014:87). Thus, the palace was
dispossessed of the grandeur and importance it once held,
instead fated to become just a house of the former ruling elite.
By destroying the local elite’s power through the devastation
of their palace and stripping their authority and rule, the
Egyptians projected their power whilst enforcing complete
authority (Winter 2014:88). The splendour and opulence
the palace once contained would have been reserved for
the new Egyptian administrators and their residences.
The appearance of an Egyptian Governor’s residence at
Pella in the LBA supports this theory. These new structures
were purely for Egyptian benefit and generally appeared
in existing settlements where Egyptian influence was
dominant (Gonen 1992:221). They acted as the residence
and administrative centre for an Egyptian governor or
ruler, and followed Egyptian styles of construction (Gonen
1992:221; Oren 1992:117). Egyptian Governor’s residences
commonly appear at sites in the southern Levant, such as at
Lachish and Tell el’Ajjul, with this geographical area facing
the greatest impact of the Egyptian Empire’s control and
widespread influence than any other (Mazar 2009:232). A
decrease in prosperity at Pella sees radical changes to the
cities culture, politics, economy and overall society. Whether
this is due to domination of the Egyptians or some other
foreign power needs further research. Overall, the Egyptian
Governor’s residences strongly support the evidence for an
Egyptian conquest of Pella, along with the other Egyptian
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archaeological material that begins to appear in the LB IA-IB
and continues into the LB IIA-IIB, and combined with the
decline in the state of the palace.

Conclusion
The effect of the Egyptian Empire on palatial buildings
was not as prominent as was originally proposed. There is
currently no irrefutable evidence at Hazor or Kabri showing
that imperialism directly affected the palatial systems of the
southern Levant in the LBA (Winter 2014:95). The evidence
that has been discovered is easily interpreted in different ways
and further archaeological evidence is required to support
the theory and the historical records. By combining the
archaeological material with the historical records, Egyptian
control over the southern Levant clearly intensifies in the
LBA, simultaneously with the fall of the palace-based system
in the Levant in the thirteenth century BCE (Weinstein 1981,
1992; Zuckerman 2007a:25).
However, the evidence at Pella is promising. The drastic
decline in the maintenance and repair of the palace, along
with a steady increase in Egyptian and Egyptianised objects,
points to a change in function of the LB IIA palace from
an independent, redistributive centre to that of a home
for the former ruling elite. A radical transformation in the
socio-political position of the city is also evident. With the
palace vilified and its rulers denigrated, the Egyptian’s
control and power over the southern Levant seems absolute,
as was experienced elsewhere throughout the Levant in
the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries BCE. However,
conclusions should be reached cautiously, with the evidence
presented only preliminary findings that require further
research.
It is clear that the collapse of palatial systems in the LBA was
a direct effect of the Egyptian control in the area. However,
for now how widespread and how apparent this is in the
archaeological record remains a mystery. Further research
is required to analyse the effects of the Egyptian Empire on
palaces in the southern Levant at a more extensive range
of sites. The sites of Lachish, Megiddo and Tell el’Ajjul are
just some of the sites that provide hope of finding further
evidence. MBA and LBA sites in the northern Levant should
also be examined, as the entire Levant was affected by the
Egyptian campaigns and rule throughout the LBA and it may
provide evidence for regional differences and comparisons.
Fortunately, the excavations at Pella, Kabri and Hazor are
ongoing and it is hoped in the future, particularly at Pella, that
further evidence for examining the effects of the Egyptian
Empire on the palaces of the MBA and LBA will become
available.
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Abstract
This article synthesises the results of the archaeological investigations conducted in the Middle and Lower
Uruguay River (Argentina). The aim of this project was to reconstruct the historical trajectory of the Indigenous
people who inhabited the area. For that purpose, intensive survey, stratified shovel tests, systematic excavations,
studies of collections from local museums, and radiocarbon dating were performed. The archaeological sites
correspond to multi-use camps, lithic workshops and anthropic earth-mounds. The 14C dates cover a range
between 2050–526 BP. It is concluded that the area was occupied during the late Holocene by hunter-gathererfishers and potters and possibly horticulturists, with marked fluvial adaptations.

Introduction
The Uruguay River along with the Paraná River are the main
courses from the Plata Basin, it extends over 3.2 million km2
and is the second watersheds in South America. The Uruguay
River originates at the confluence of the Canoas and Pelotas
Rivers, on the boundary between the states of Santa Catarina
and Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil). It flows into the La Plata
River along the coasts of Argentina and Uruguay and has a
length of 1,600 km and a basin area of about of 365,000 km2.
Most of its course forms the border between the northeast
region of Argentina, and southern Brazil and Uruguay.
In Argentina, systematic archaeological research of the
Indigenous occupation of the Uruguay River has been
relatively scarce and of variable quality. In order to reverse
this situation, the author has developed a project called
“Investigaciones arqueológicas en la cuenca media e inferior
del río Uruguay (provincia de Entre Ríos)”, or “Archaeological
research in the Middle and Lower Uruguay River Basin
(Entre Ríos province)”, in the context of his doctoral studies
at the National University of La Plata (Argentina). This
project seeks to contribute with original information to the
reconstruction of the occupational history of a portion of the
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Uruguay River basin, from the earliest settlement, possibly
during the late Pleistocene/early Holocene, until the arrival
of the European conquerors in the sixteenth century.
The study area is located in the Entre Ríos Province (Figures
1 and 2). It has two distinct environments: the coast of the
Uruguay River and the inlands. The vegetation combines
subtropical elements from the rivers of Plata Basin and
temperate grasses steppes and xerophytic forest typical of
this latitude, this supports a high faunal biodiversity. Also,
the Uruguay River has great variability of in the quality
of lithic resources (see Castro 2011, 2012; Iriondo and
Kröhling 2009).
Before this project was undertaken, the area lacked
archaeological information obtained from intensive and
systematic research that could be critically interpreted.
Currently, there are only three publications that could be
considered as relatively systematic research (Cione et al.
1977; Greslebin 1931; Poenitz 1970). However, none of these
publications have performed 14C dating. Due to this, the study
of the regional nature and the thematic breadth is justified.
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This article presents a synthesis of the preliminary results.
Also, the main tendencies observed in the archaeological
record from area are discussed. This study includes the
characterisation of the following: lithic, pottery and bone
technology; the faunal and bioarchaeological record; the
settlement types; the adaptive differences between populations
that occupied coastal environments and the inlands; the
archaeological record of the guaraníes groups from Amazonian
origins; the interactions between the guaraníes and populations
that previously occupied the area; and the interactions
between the study area and neighbouring sectors (Paraná
Delta, the Pampas, and the plains of Uruguay).

Background
Since the beginning of archaeology in northeastern Argentina
during the late nineteenth century, in general, most of the
authors have attributed, to a lesser or greater extent, the
archaeological remains recovered with the Indigenous people
observed by the first European conquerors who arrived in
the sixteenth century (Ambrossetti 1894, 1895; Aparicio
1939; Badano 1940, 1946; Ceruti 1993, 2003; Cigliano et al.
1971; Lafon 1972; Lothrop 1932; Outes 1918; Serrano 1972;
Torres 1911; among others). These first European conquerors
described this region as heterogeneous and dynamic from the
cultural point of view, where several Indigenous groups lived
(Fernández de Oviedo y Valdés [1546-1547] 1851–1855;
García de Moguer [1528] in Madero 1902; Lopes de Souza
[1531] in Castro 1940; Ramírez [1528] in Madero 1902;
Alonso de Santa Cruz [1527-1529] in Wieser 1908; Schmidl
[1567] 2009; Villalta [1536-1556] in Schmidl 2009). Given
the fragmented information provided by the first chroniclers,
it is generally considered that the region was inhabited by
three Indigenous groups in the early sixteenth century; in
turn, each of these ethnic groups or complex consisted of
several subgroups with similar cultural patterns (Aparicio
1939; Serrano 1930). These three groups were the chanátimbú (caracarais, chaná, mbeguá, chaná-timbú, chaná-mbeguá, timbú,
quiloazas, corondas, mocoretás), the charrúas (charrúas, yaros, bohanes,
minuanes), and the guaraníes (Acosta y Lara 1955; Serrano 1972;
among others). According to the first chronicles the chanátimbú were hunters, gatherers, fishermen and cultivated corn,
squash and beans; the charrúas were hunters and gatherers;
and the guaraníes were hunters, gatherers, fishermen and
horticulturists. In terms of geographical distribution (Figure
1), chaná-timbú occupy the banks of the Middle and Lower
Paraná River, the Lower Uruguay River and part of the La
Plata River; the charrúas the central plains of Uruguay and
Entre Rios; and the guaraníes some places on the banks of
the Middle and Lower Uruguay River and some islands of
the Parana Delta (Acosta y Lara 1955; Bonomo et al. 2014;
Loponte 2008, Politis 2014; Serrano 1972; among others).
Archaeological research in the northeast of Argentina, but
especially in Entre Rios province (Aparicio 1939; Arrizurieta
et al. 2010; Badano 1940; Bonomo et al. 2011a; Caggiano

Figure 1. E
 ntre Ríos Province, the grey chart indicates the study area. The colours indicates
geographical distribution of ethnic groups or complex according information
provided by the first chroniclers of La Plata River. Yellow are the chaná-timbú,
green are the charrúas and red are the guaraníes.

1984; Ceruti 1993, 2003; Cigliano et al. 1971; Lafon 1972;
Ottalagano 2009; Outes 1918; Politis and Bonomo 2012;
Rodríguez and Rodríguez 1985; Serrano 1972; Torres 1911;
among others) shows that significant issues are the:
• earliest settlement;
• period in which ceramic technology was adopted;
• spatial and chronological distribution of some
archaeological entities, such as Goya-Malabrigo;
• presence of guarani populations from Brazil, their
time of arrival and kind of interaction with the local
populations;
• patterns of exploitation of lithics and faunal resources;
• spatial and chronological distribution of different
human burials;
• origin and dispersal of agriculture in the area;
• origin of earth mounds structures called locally
"cerritos";
• possible existence of social hierarchies; and
• socio-economic level extraregional relations among
others.
Specifically in relation to these issues from the empirical
evidence we can say that the Indigenous occupation
was dominant on the banks of the great rivers (Paraná,
Uruguay and La Plata) by hunter-gatherer-fishers, potters
and horticulturists. The pottery is the most abundant
material. The ceramic assemblage highlights that they are
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modelled zoomorphic appendages to Goya-Malabrigo,
an archaeological entity (Ceruti 1993; Politis and Bonomo
2012), identified by most authors with chaná-timbú populations
and covering a range between ca. 2000–400 BP. This has
allowed for discussion about the influence on the region
of Arawak groups from the Amazon (Politis and Bonomo
2012), which has been suggested by authors like Torres
(1911) and Nordenskiöld [1916] (2009), among others. In
addition, pottery analysis has identified the presence of guaraní
populations, which would have arrived about 400 years before
the European conquest (Bonomo et al. 2014).
Lithics resources are scarce in the archaeological record
of the Parana River and abundant in Uruguay River.
This differential phenomenon is strongly determined by
the regional availability of raw materials in each of the
basins. Globally recognisable instruments such as projectile
points, side-scrapers, hammerstones, anvils (locally called
"rompecocos"), polished axes and bolas stones, engraved
plaques, and mortars were recorded. The faunal resources
exploited are those found in the surrounding environment
and consumption predominantly of fish and shellfish in
some cases; supplemented by birds and mammals. The bone
instruments included harpoons, projectile points, scrapers,
bezels, punches, tips and needles, among others. There have
been primary and secondary burial packets and urns, and
scattered bones with evidence of anatomical elements with
thermo-alteration in some cases. The existence of agricultural

practices and management of wild plants have been recorded
in the Upper Parana Delta, which demonstrates that the use
of domestic plants was not only a guaraní practice (Bonomo et
al. 2011a, 2011b).
Archaeological sites such as: lithic workshops, residential
camps where multiple activities took place, shell-middens
(locally called “concheros”) mainly composed by fresh water
shells, and anthropogenic mounds (cerritos) were recorded.
There are different hypotheses about how the cerritos were
made (see a recent synthesis in Castiñeira et al. 2014).
Currently, there is evidence in the Upper Parana Delta that
there are some anthropogenically made cerritos and that
this type of construction practices would have developed
between 1000–500 BP (Castiñeira et al. 2014; Politis et al.
2011). Also in this same area functional differences between
archaeological sites were identified which led to proposed
existence of a hierarchy of settlements, which may reflect
social differences, similar to what is defined as ‘ranked
societies’ (Bonomo et al. 2011a; Politis and Bonomo 2012;
Politis et al. 2011). They would be part of a vast and complex
network of relationships at regional level, which would
include the Central Sierras of Argentina, the South Andean
area and the Uruguay River basin, through which trading
of lithic raw materials and metals, among other items,
would occur.

Table I. Cultural sequence for the Middle Uruguay River.
Cigliano et al. 1971
Cultural Phases

Years BP.

Period

Archaeological sites

Dating method

La Paloma

ca. 5000-2000

Pre ceramic

Cerro La Paloma, Cerro El
Tigre

Geocronological and
typological comparation

El Dorado

ca. 2000-1000

Ceramic

El Dorado

Geocronological and
typological comparation

Cerro Chico

ca. 1000-500

Ceramic

Cerro Chico, Los Sauces

Geocronological, typological
comparation and 14C

Guaraní Tardío

ca. 500

Guaraní ceramic

Isla del Medio, Isla de Los
Lobos, El Arbolito

typological comparation
and 14C

Rodríguez and Rodríguez 1985
Cultural Types

Years BP.

Period

Archaeological sites

Dating method

Los Sauces

ca. 6.500-4.700

Pre ceramic

Los Sauces II, Arroyo Yarará
Chico

Geocronological and
typological comparation

La Paloma

ca. 6000-2800

Pre ceramic

La Paloma, El Dorado,
Cerro del Tigre I and II

Geocronological and
typological comparation

Río Uruguay

ca 4.500-2500

Pre ceramic

El Pinar I and II,
Destacamento Eloísa I

Geocronological and
typological comparation

Salto Grande

ca. 2500-500

Ceramic

Rancho Colorado

14

Cerro Chico

ca. 1700-500

Ceramic

Cerro Chico I, Rancho
Miño, Arroyo Yarará Chico I

14

Tupí Guaraní

ca. 700

Guaraní ceramic

Isla de Arriba

typological comparation
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Specifically in our study area (Figures 1 and 2), archaeological
research in the Middle Uruguay River was conducted in
Federación and Concordia regions. Cigliano et al. (1971)
studied several archaeological sites in the area and obtained
three 14C dates, covering a range between ca. 1130–700 14C
years BP (Cigliano et al. 1971). Based on these dates, they
proposed a chronological sequence of cultural phases. Later
research by Rodriguez and Rodriguez (1985) surveyed 44
archaeological sites and obtained seven new 14C dates that
cover a range between ca. 1740–680 14C years BP (Rodriguez
and Rodriguez 1985). Based on these new dates, a different
sequence of cultural types development was proposed
(Table 1).

Another 54 artefacts from other grids we also included in the
present study due to their importance. A total of 1937 lithic
artefacts, 30,490 sherds, 16 bone tools, 4075 faunal remains
and human skeletal remains (MNI=54) were analysed.
The methodology applied for the analysis of the different
archaeological materials can be found in Castro (2011, 2012,
2013), Castro and Angrizani (2014) and Castro and Del
Papa (2015).

In the Lower course, research was conducted in
Gualeguaychú and Islas del Ibicuy regions. Few archaeological
sites have been surveyed and excavated (Arrizurieta et al.
2010; Caggiano 1984; Cione et al. 1977; Greslebin 1931).
However, eight 14C dates have been obtained from these sites
ranging between ca. 1500–660 14C years BP (Arrizurieta et al.
2010; Caggiano 1984).
The archaeological materials registered in these areas include
mostly undecorated pottery. Vessels with simple profile and
unrestricted forms were predominant. Urns for funerary
purposes were also recorded. The stone tools were produced
mostly by direct knapping hard hammer percussion, but also
by pecking and abrading. Some of the identified types include
projectile points, side-scrapers, bifaces, hammerstones, anvils,
polished axes and bolas stones. Bone tools such as points,
harpoons and awls, were also recorded. Human remains
corresponding to primary and secondary burials and in urns
were also identified (see Figure 4). In total, 18 14C dates from
nine archaeological sites have been recorded in the area; they
cover a time range between ca. 1740–660 14C years BP.

Materials and methods

Figure 2. S tudy area in Entre Ríos Province. A, B and C: sampling sectors with the
archaeological sites ( ▲ = surface deposit; stratigraphic deposit). EPNP: El
Palmar National Park. The red arrow indicates the boundary between the Middle
and Lower Uruguay River course.

Given the limited information on the spatial distribution of
the archaeological record in the study area, three sectors
were selected for sampling (Figure 2a, b, and c). These areas
were chosen in order to compare the coastal area with the
interior plains. Foot surveys were focused on the margins
of the main water sources in each sector (rivers, streams or
ponds). Twenty-five stratified shovel test pits and a systematic
excavation in the archaeological site Cerro de Boari 3 was
performed (Figures 2 and 3). Additionally information from
systematic studies on local museum collections, Museo
Arqueológico Manuel Almeida (MAMA) from Gualeguaychú
city, Museo Tierra de Minuanes (MTM) from Villaguay city,
and the El Palmar National Park (EPNP), was also integrated.
The sample analysed includes materials from archaeological
field-work and museum collections (n=36,572; Table 2). It
should be noted that by time constrains in Cerro de Boari
3 site only the materials recovered from grids 1, 2 and 3 (3
m2) and at a depth of 0.75 m from the surface were studied.

Figure 3. A
 rchaeological sites. (a) Paso Blanco 2. (b) Palmera Sola. (c) Cerro de Boari 2,
the arrow indicates the watermark in the trees, to 1.40 m high, left by the flooding
of the Gualeguaychú River (seen behind the cerrito) in the year 2010. (d) Cerro
de Boari 3, view of the systematic excavation where two depositional systems,
natural bottom (light color) and on this anthropic deposit (dark color) are observed.
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Results
Forty-two archaeological sites were identified as a result of
the foot survey and test excavations. Twenty-seven of these
were surface scatters and fifteen were stratified deposits. Fifty
isolated archaeological finds were also recorded (Figure 2;
Table II). Of the 25 stratified shovel tests 17 were positive.
Within sector A the lithic assemblage, recorded from foot
survey, totalled 114 (Table 3). This included three fragments
with retouch and one with micro-retouch; one recycled
projectile point (Figure 4a) and two projectile point stems (one
corresponds to the “fishtail” type). The flakes (n=105) were
dominated by ventral flakes (n=48, 45.7%) over the cortical
flakes (n=21, 20%); the remaining flakes are undifferentiated
(n=36, 34.3%). The cores (n=2) were produced on good
quality raw material. Subspherical pebbles were used as
blanks and in both cases remaining cortex was greater than
50%. The raw materials were mostly siliceous (Table 3), which
shows a slight dominance over sandstones. The knapping
technique is predominantly direct percussion.
The pottery sample (n=187) (Table 2) includes 155 body
sherds, 31 rims and one undifferentiated sherd. Also
numerous clay lumps were recovered from survey. Eight
sherds (4 rims and four body sherds) were decorated using
incising techniques (rhythmic groove and punctuation),
forming geometric motifs parallel to the lip, on the external
surface. Within the rims (n=31), ten everted, eight straight
and four inverted were identified. The profile and orifice
diameter of four vessels were reconstructed. All forms
are simple and correspond to two unrestricted flat vessels
with everted rims and 24 cm and 30 cm in diameter; two
unconstrained decorated vessels, one with a straight rim and
24 cm in diameter, and the other with an everted rim and 36
cm in diameter. In both of these cases, the decoration of the
external surface is incised.

In the MTM collection numerous pecked and polished
sandstone bolas with equatorial grooves were recorded.
Additionally, 70 projectile points were also identified. The
maintaining of the use life of these tools was observed as a
recurrent phenomenon since 47 of them have resharpened
limbs and fins, and 13 of these were recycled.
Within sector B the lithic assemblage, recorded from foot
survey, totalled 560 (Table 3). This included 14 fragments
with retouch and one with micro-retouch; four notches; three
bifaces; two striker; two bolas with equatorial groove produced
by pecking and abrading; two scrapers; one pedunculated
projectile point (Figure 4b); one biface preform; one sidescraper; one composite instrument where a notch and retouch
are combined; one denticulate; one piece with alternating
retouch; one retouched piece; and one indeterminate
instrument. The flakes (n=461) were dominated by ventral
flakes (n=261, 56.7%) over the cortical flakes (n=150, 32.5%);
the remaining flakes are undifferentiated (n=50, 10.8%).
The cores (n=63) were produced mostly on siliceous rocks.
The blanks correspond to pebbles (n=42), silica veins or
clasts (n=10), clasts (n=7), and undifferentiated (n=4). In
39 cases the remaining cortex was greater than 50%, and
lower to 50% in the rest of them (n=24). The raw materials
were mostly siliceous (Table 3). The knapping technique is
predominantly direct percussion and pressure retouch, also
bipolar knapping was recorded.
The pottery sample (n=73) (Table 2) includes 61 body sherds
and 12 rim sherds. The lip of one of the rims displays incised
decoration. The set of rims (n=12) includes five everted, four
straight and three inverted forms. The profile and diameter
of four vessels were reconstructed. All forms are simple
and correspond to two unrestricted plain vessels, one with a
straight rim and 32 cm in diameter, and the other with an
everted rim and 26 cm in diameter; one restricted plain vessel,
with everted rim and 24 cm in diameter; and one unrestricted
plain vessel, with a straight rim and 26 cm in diameter.
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Within sector C the lithic assemblage, recorded from both foot
survey and excavations, totalled 1263 (Table 3). This included
14 fragments with retouch and one with micro-retouch; two
choppers; one hammerstone; one lenticular stone and one bola
with equatorial groove, produced by pecking and abrading;
and one fragment of an undetermined tool with abrasion.
Two abraders with “U-shaped grooves” were recorded. One
of them has four grooves on one side and three on the other;
the other has a single groove. The flakes (n=1212) were
dominated by ventral flakes (n=541, 44.6%) over the cortical
flakes (n=89, 7.3%); the remaining flakes are undifferentiated
(n=582, 48.1%). The cores (n=28) were produced mostly
on siliceous rocks. The blanks correspond to pebbles (n=12),
clasts (n=5), and undifferentiated (n=11). In five cases the
remaining cortex was greater than 50%, and lower to 50% in
nine cases; the rest of them (n=14) no cortex was present. The
raw materials were mostly siliceous (Table 3). The knapping
technique is predominantly direct percussion, also bipolar
knapping in CDB3 was recorded (Castro 2011).
The pottery sample (n=30,230) (Table 2) includes 26,893
body sherds, 3325 rims, six bases, four undetermined sherds
and two modelled figurines. Included in this sample was a
handle with incised decoration and a zoomorphic appendage
representing a snakehead that was decorated by incising
techniques (rhythmic groove and punctuation) (Figure 4t).
Numerous clay lumps were also recovered from both the foot
survey and excavations.
A total of 614 decorated sherds were recorded. Three
hundred and ten of these sherds (207 rims and 103 body
sherds) were decorated with monochrome paint (red or black),
or incising techniques (rhythmic groove, punctuation and/
or thin that usually forms geometric motifs on the external
surface and, less frequently, in the internal). A high frequency
of rims also presented serrated lips. The remaining 304 sherds
(143 rims, 155 body sherds, five bases and one indeterminate)
were decorated on one or both surfaces by monochrome or
polychrome paint (red, black and white), brushed, unguiculate
and corrugated (Figure 4u–x). This morphologically and
decoratively distinctive pottery corresponds with the Guaraní
archaeological Tradition (Brochado 1984; Noelli 2004). The
sample was recovered from three archaeological sites and two
isolated surface finds (EDB=228, CDB3=62, IDG1=6 and
ISO=8).
The rim sherds (n=3164) (excluding all guaraní rims, n=161)
include 208 straight, 16 everted and 15 inverted forms. The
profile and diameter of 28 vessels were reconstructed. All
forms are simple and correspond to 19 unrestricted flat vessels
with straight rim and diameters between 12 cm and 32 cm; six
restricted flat vessels with inverted rim and diameters between
17 cm and 26 cm; and three unrestricted decorated vessels
with straight rim with diameters of 19 cm, 20 cm and 32
cm. They are decorated by red paint on both surfaces (n=1)
or on the inner surface (n=1), and by incising techniques on
the external surface (n=1). In addition, seven rims preserve
hanging holes.
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The study of the guaraní rims (n=161) from EDB (n=152),
CDB3 (n=8) and ISO (n=1), included decorated (n=143),
flat (n=16) and undifferentiated types (n=2). The profile and
the diameter of 72 vessels were reconstructed (see Castro and
Angrizani 2014). These correspond to the following types, 28
cambuchí, 25 yapepó, 14 ñaembé or tembiiru, three ñaetá, and two
cambuchí caguâbá. In relation to the identified functional classes
(see La Salvia and Brochado 1989; Brochado and Monticelli
1994) the yapepó and ñaetá are vessels used to process food on
fire, similar to the pot and pan respectively. The cambuchí and
the cambuchí caguâbá are vessels for the production, storage and
liquid service, analogous to the jar and cup respectively. The
cambuchí also has the function of funerary urns. The ñaembé or
tembiiru are vessels to serve and consume food, analogous to
the plate or bowl.
The faunal assemblage recorded from stratified deposits
and in process study, totalled 4075 (Table 2). This included
mainly fish (NISP=2594), predominantly Siluriforms. Within
the mammals bones (NISP=551), deer (Blastocerus dichotomus
and Ozotocerus bezoarticus), capybara (Hydrochaeris hydrochaeris),
coipo (Myocastor coypus), cuis (Cavia aperea), grey fox (Lycalopex
gymnocercus) and Dasypodidae were identified. The reptiles are
represented by fresh water/pond turtle (Phrynops hilarii) and
lizard (Tupinambis sp.). Birds (NISP=9), fresh water molluscs
(NISP=204) and indeterminate bone specimens (NISP=638)
were also recorded. Some of the bone specimens show clear
evidence for anthropogenic processing such as cut marks,
helicoidal fractures, negative impacts and thermo-alteration.
Also numerous carbonised endocarps of palms (possibly Butia
yatay or Syagrus romanzoffiana) were recovered from CDB3
excavation.
Sixteen bone tools were recorded from three archaeological
sites (CDB3=12, CL2=2 and EDB=2) (Figure 4d–k).
Evidence of roughing-out, hollowed, polishing, perimeter
sawing, cut marks and ornamental incisions were identified.
They comprise of five fluted points (two made on Cervidae
metapodial and three on long bones of mammals); three
punches elaborate on Cervidae matapodials; two straighteners
or chamfers made on cf. Doradidae spines; a bi-convex point
made on cf. Doradidae spine; a semi-fluted point elaborate
on Cervidae metapodial; a hollowed cone-shaped point made
of Cervidae antler; a tube made of mammalian long bone; a
spear-thrower spur elaborate on an indeterminate mammal
element; and, a fragment of an instrument or ornament with
geometric incised decoration elaborate on a long bone.
The human skeletal remains were identified at ten
archaeological sites (Table 2). They represent a MNI of
54 (see Castro and Del Papa 2015). The integrity and
completeness of the sample allow estimating the age of 20
individuals; 18 were adults and two subadults. Among the
adults, ten are female and eight male. In CDB3 two funeral
packages that correspond to direct secondary burials were
recovered. Even though we only count with incomplete
information, the rest of the individuals seem to correspond to
direct primary burials.
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For sector C, five 14C dates were obtained (Bonomo et al.
2014; Castro 2011; Castro and Del Papa 2015) (Table IV).
Four of these came from direct dating of human remains
(SPL, T2-CSM, CL2 and EDB) and the other from a charcoal
sample (CDB3).
The MAMA collection comprised of various lithic materials,
such as stone bolas, anvils, mortars, handstones, projectile
points (Figure 4c) and a discoidal stone. Within the pottery
materials, zoomorphic appendages and fragments of "bells"
(modelled pieces, conical and hollow, with representation of
a bird in its upper part generally) related to Goya-Malabrigo
archaeological entity (Ceruti 2003; Politis and Bonomo
2012) were recorded (Figure 4q–t). In addition, corrugated
guaraní vessels corresponding to yapepó (n=2) and ñaetá (n=1)
were recorded. Two of these guarani come from EDB and
possibly correspond to an urn and its lid (Figure 4y). Bone
tools made of deer bone and antler, bones of aguará guazú
(Chrysocyon brachyurus), ñandú (Rhea americana), coipo, and fishes
(cf. Pseudoplatystoma, cf. Doradidae), were identified. These
included points, punches, needles, spatulas and harpoons.
Some ornaments were also recorded; pendants made with
canines of aguará guazú and yaguareté (Panthera onca); collar
beads and lip ornaments (tembetás) made with shells (Figure 4lp). Collar blue glass beads (n=298) from European origin were
also recovered in the EDB associated with a human burial (see
Castro and Angrizani 2014).

Discussion
In sector A, surface archaeological sites were identified in
the foot survey, lithic materials and pottery were recovered.
These sites show the occupation of topographies closely
linked to the Gualeguay River and its tributary streams
and ponds. This sector is dominated by the exploitation
of siliceous raw materials (Table 3). The remaining cortex
indicated that was procured from fluvial pebbles. Based
on the distance from the archaeological sites to the known
deposits of pebbles, it was determined that the raw materials
were transported from medium distances (60–100 km) (sensu
Bayon and Flegenheimer 2004). Salto Chico Formation and

Figure 4. A
 rchaeological materials from study area. Projectile points: (a) with recycled
limbo sector A. (b) Point from sector B. (c) Point from sector C. Bone tools from
sector C: (d, e, f) punches on Cervidae metapodial. (g) Recessed point on Cervidae
metapodial. (h) Point on cf. Doradidae spine. (i, j) Straighteners or chamfers on
pectoral and dorsal cf. Doradidae spines. (k) spear-thrower spur. Ornaments from
sector C (l, m) Pendants on canines of Panthera onca. (n) Pendants on canines
of Chrysocyon brachyurus. (o, p) Labial ornaments (tembetás) on mollusc shells.
Goya-Malabrigo pottery from sector C: (q, r, s) Appendages representing birds. (t)
Appendage representing a snake. Guaraní pottery from sector C: (u) Red paint. (v)
Red over white paint. (w) Brushing. (x) Unguiculate. (y) Urn corrugated.

Uruguay River Terrace I are the only geological deposits at
the region that contain siliceous pebbles, and they outcrop
in the Uruguay River basin (Castro 2012). This suggests that
the presence of lithic artefacts in an area where no natural
outcrops are recorded, the existence of a raw materials
circuits of provisioning between the interior plains and the
Uruguay River. Also, the scarcity of lithic material in the
surrounding of the settlements probably promoted tool
maintenance by resharpening and recycling strategies in
order to extend their use life how was observed in the MTM
collection projectile points.
Tool types comprise of projectile points, artefacts with
minimal retouching and ground stones such as bolas with
equatorial groove. The flakes indicate primary reduction
and cortex removal of the pebbles took place at the sites
(Castro 2013).
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The pottery is scarce and too eroded to infer general trends.
Vessels of simple contours, unrestricted forms and flat walls
were recorded, which indicate mainly a domestic use. The
numerous clay lumps that were identified show that some
vessels were made locally.
In all the sites, subsistence activities and the production, use
and maintenance of stone tools were developed. In PB2 and
PB3 particularly, the initial stages of pebbles reduction, blanks
procurement, and the early stages of artefacts formatization
took place.
In sector B, surface archaeological sites were identified in the
foot survey, lithic materials and pottery was recovered. Human
occupation of gullies, ridges, beaches, was closely linked to the
Uruguay River and its tributary streams. Among the lithic raw
materials there is a clear predominance of siliceous lithologies
(Table 3). The blanks, cores and flakes show that in most
cases, fluvial pebbles were utilised. In this sector the pebble
deposits are immediately available (within 10 km ratio). They
form large banks on the margins of the Uruguay River and its
tributaries; and correspond to the aforementioned formations.
The tool types recovered in sector B are projectile points,
side-scrapers, notches, scrapers, bifaces, denticulates, artefacts
with minimal retouching, bolas with equatorial groove and
hammerstones. The flakes indicate cortex removal and
primary reduction of pebbles, flakes extraction and tool
manufacture. The intensity of cores exploitation varies from
no cortex to material with more than 50% (Castro 2012).
The pottery sample of sector B includes decorated vessels
as well as other shared attributes with the sector A. Some of
the sites of this sector (PS, AU and AEP1) represent multiple
activities settlements, where domestic tasks and stone tool
production and discard were developed. Sites ALL1, ALL2,
AEP2 and PA are workshops where tasks related to primary
reduction of pebbles and blanks procurement took place.
In sector C there are archaeological sites were identified
stratigraphic position and surface scatters. They show the
occupation of ridges, dunes and beaches. All the stratigraphic
sites are placed on ridges, which in some cases have been
over-raised by accretion constituting anthropogenic mounds
(cerritos). The cerritos can be found isolated or grouped in
number of three, such as the Cerros de Boari locality
(Castro 2011). Sedimentological studies of CDB3 by Dr.
Carola Castiñeira (CONICET-UNLP) suggest that the site
was formed by two depositional systems with textural and
compositional characteristics clearly distinguishable (Figure
3d). This consists of a natural depositional system composed
of sandy silt to sandy mud deposits that is archaeologically
sterile and an anthropic depositional system with high organic
matter and archaeological remains, including lithic artefacts,
pottery, faunal remains, human burials, hearths, abundant
charcoal and amorphous baked clay fragments. These latter
traits, shared by some sites from the sector (e.g. CDB1, CDB2,
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CL2, SPL, CP) suggest that the cerritos is multifunctional
settlements and that they respond to a strategy of occupation
of a hydrologically dynamic environment. This strategy
involves the deliberate modification of the landscape by
over-raising natural landforms such as ridges, in order
to inhabit these areas during flooding seasons. The same
situation is observed in the Paraná Delta and some areas
from Uruguay (Castiñeira et al 2014; Gianotti and Bonomo
2013; among others).
Exploitation of siliceous materials dominates the lithics in
this sector (Table III). Among these silicified limestone from
Guichón Formation is the most abundent raw material. The
closest raw material source of this type is located more than
80 km north of this area, on the coast of the Colón region,
and in Uruguay over 100 km east and west. Therefore,
according to the spatial scale used here, this material comes
from a medium provenience distance (60–100 km). The
sandstones of the Salto Chico Formation are the second in
abundance, and their outcrops are immediately available.
The tool types include projectile points, retouched artefacts,
choppers, and ground stone tools such as hammerstones,
lenticular stones, bolas and “U-shaped grooves” abraders,
as well as anvils, mortars and handstones indicating plant
processing. Specifically the anvils (rompecocos) are associated
with palm fruit processing, both are present in CDB3.
Management of domesticated plants would be represented
by the presence in the area of guaraníes horticulturists who
arrived to area between 1089–1556 AD (Bonomo et al.
2014). Local populations (possibly chaná) probably practiced
small-scale horticulture before the arrival of guaraníes, as were
confirmed manipulation and grinding of both wild plants
including algarrobo (Prosopis sp.), palm fruit (Butia yatay and
Syagrus romanzoffiana) and tubers (Canna sp.) and cultivated
plants such as corn (Zea mays), squash (Cucurbitaceae) and
beans (Phaseolus sp.) in the Upper Paraná Delta at least two
centuries before the European conquest (beginning of the
sixteenth century AD) (Bonomo et al. 2011a, 2011b; Politis
and Bonomo 2012; Sánchez et al. 2013). The flake analysis
suggests flake extraction and tool manufacture, through
the presence of cortical flakes and the primary reduction
of pebbles. The cores show a variable cortex proportion
indicating varying degrees of exploitation.
Pottery is the most common archaeological material in sector
C. This is dominated by undecorated pottery and body sherds
over the rims. The unrestricted forms with flat simple profile
are the most frequent type, suggesting mainly a domestic use
and some cases use directly on the fire, as indicated by traces
of soot on the external surface and the presence of hanging
holes. The identification of clay lumps indicates the local
manufacture of these ceramics. The presence of modelled
zoomorphic appendages to Goya-Malabrigo archaeological
entity assigned to the historical chaná-timbú populations and
their immediate antecessors (Ceruti 2003; Politis and Bonomo
2012; among others) was established. So far the frequency of
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Goya-Malabrigo elements is scarce in comparison with the
Paraná River, but if further research determines a similar
pattern in the Uruguay River, it will confirm the intensive
exploitation of lithic resources characteristics of this area by
Goya-Malabrigo pottery producers.

guaraní case, secondary burials in urns (Castro 2011; Castro
and Del Papa 2015). It is interesting to notice that burials
are located in the same places that were inhabited, and in
all cases they are intermingled with technological and
subsistence remains.

The Lower Uruguay River was one of the latest areas
occupied for the guaraní groups before the arrival of
European conquerors (see Bonomo et al. 2014). Although
the interest in these populations comes from the beginning of
archaeology in Northeastern Argentina in the early twentieth
century, EDB is the first guaraní stable and effective settlement
deeply studied in Entre Rios. The EDB presents five of the
six classes of typical guaraní pottery. According to typology
proposed by Brochado and Monticelli (1994), Brochado et al.
(1990) and La Salvia and Brochado (1989), it was determined
that they were used in domestic tasks such as cooking, storage
and liquids processing, and serving and consuming drinks
and food. However, it is possible that some of the vessels were
used as funerary urns. Since functional point of view the great
variability and ceramics abundance with complex painted
and plastic decorations concentrated in EDB would reflect a
permanent occupation of high intensity and low mobility. All
the pottery from EDB along with the rest of the evidences
from the site indicates that it is a guaraní village where
domestic and ritual activities were conducted (Castro and
Angrizani 2014). Is possible that EDB may not be an isolated
site and with others guaraní villages, crop fields, and hunt
camps and fishing compound one territory of dominion called
Teko’á (see Noelli 1993; Milheira 2014). Also the presence of
guarani pottery in non-guarani sites (CDB3, CP and SPL),
would show some kind of interaction (e.g. trade, movement of
people) between guaraní and the occupants of the cerritos. The
14
C dates indicates that EDB was inhabited in pre-Hispanic
times (526±45 BP) and in turn the presence of European
collar beads also suggest that the site was also occupied
during conquest time. Although new dates are necessary, a
permanent occupation is consistent with the settlement system
of guaraní villages noted by several authors (e.g. Brochado
1989; Noelli 2004) in relation to the phenomenon of the
southern guaraní expansion.

From a general perspective, the lithic assemblages of
each sectors represents all the production lithic stages
(Ericson 1984). From procurement to discard, and even the
reactivation and recycling of an instrument was recorded
in sector A. All sectors present a unifacial and bifacial
technology by direct freehand percussion. Also formal and
informal tool types (sensu Andrefsky 1998) were recorded
at all sectors, suggesting hunting activities (or interpersonal
violence) and processing of animal and/or plants. In sectors
B and C the use bipolar technique was recorded.

Due to their stratigraphic provenance, the bone remains are
well preserved in sector C. The faunal resources exploited are
varied and the species of aquatic ecosystems are dominant
(fish, marsh deer, coipo, turtles, molluscs), although species
of drier and open ecosystems (ñandú and deer) were also
recorded. In some sites (LCs) molluscs were also an important
contribution to the diet, as indicated by the massive discard of
shells forming shell-middens. The fauna was consumed and
used for the manufacture of bone instruments and ornaments.
The instruments reflect hunting and fishing activities (points,
spear-throwers, harpoons), and possibly the work of skin
(needles, awls) and ceramics (straighteners and spatulas).
This sector also shows an increased frequency and variability
of human burials, direct primary and secondary and, in the

The presence of formal and informal artefacts, addressing
to a conservative and expeditive strategy respectively, would
not be mutually exclusive in our study case given the record
of both types of artefacts at the same sites (Castro 2012).
Ceruti and González (2007) generally characterise the lithic
technology of the Uruguay River as expeditive, due to the
abundance of raw material. These authors make an exception
for stone bolas and Salto Grande engraved plaques that have
a conservative treatment, to which we add here bifaces,
scrapers, side-scrapers and projectile points. The conserved
strategy would not respond, in the Uruguay River, to the
availability and maximising of raw materials as pointed out
by some authors (Andrefsky 1994; Bamforth 1986; among
others), but perhaps to the functional efficiency of the tools,
a time investment of its manufacture or other non-economic
and invisible causes in the archaeological record (see Escola
2004, Colombo 2013). In the case of the inland plains, where
lithic resources are scarce and come from the Uruguay River
more than 60 km away, the conservation and recycling of
formal artefacts would be the dominant strategy. In this case
it is proposed that this would be a consequence of the raw
material availability and their maximisation.
Particularly the discoidal stone and fishtail point are
considered as indicators of early settlement in South America,
covering a range between ca. 11,600–9000 BP (Castiñeira et
al. 2011; Jackson and Méndez 2007). Although the evidence
is still scarce these would be the first indicators of early
occupation within the study area, possibly during the late
Pleistocene/early Holocene (see Castro and Terranova 2015).
Even though in sectors A and B no organic materials that
could be dated were found, the presence of pottery (could
not dating by TL) in most of the contexts placed them in
the late Holocene, since the oldest pottery in the region has
been chronologically dated ca. 3000 BP (Politis et al. 2001).
In contrast, in the C sector the presence of organic matter
allowed obtaining the first five 14C dates for the study area,
extending the temporal range of occupations of the Uruguay
River from ca. 2000 BP to post-conquest times, as indicated
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by European collar beads from EDB product of interaction
situations between Indigenous groups and conquistadors who
arrived to the region in the sixteenth century.

Conclusions
The present archaeological research on the Middle and Lower
Uruguay River course expands the knowledge of Indigenous
people who occupied the region. It has specifically contributed
with new data for the characterisation and the spatial and
temporal distribution of the archaeological record.
Sectors A and B are dominated by the exploitation of siliceous
raw materials. They form large banks on the margins of the
Uruguay River. The lithic assemblage from sector A allowed
determining the existence of a raw materials circuits of
provisioning between the interior plains and the Uruguay
River. As well as the discussion of the origin of earth mounds
structures and the presence of guarani stable settlements of
the area were demonstrated. In this sense, in sector C it was
determined the build of anthropogenic mounds destined
to the flood protection and domestic and ritual activities.
A great development of bone technology and a complex
ceramic technology can be addressed for this sector. The
latter has allowed us to distinguish two ethnic groups, one
are the guaraní that occupied the site EDB where attributes
of the Guarani archaeological Tradition can be found; the
other group is not clearly identified yet but shares attributes
with the archaeological entity Goya-Malabrigo associated
with the chana-timbú. The pottery also marks the existence of
relationships between both populations, a point that needs to
be deepened.
Some features in the sector C, like the high ceramic density,
the coordination of community work for over-rise Cerritos—
that would also allow for the occupation of these flooded
environments for a longer time—the formation of concheros
with high volume of shells, and the burials in the cerritos as
markers of enduring territorial ownership over time, would
indicate more sedentary and residential stability than was
previously considered for the area.
Finally, the systematic excavation of an archaeological site
and obtaining 14C dates, which were non-existent for the
study area, is highlighted. The latter allow establishing human
presence during the late Holocene period of approximately
1500 years, from the ca. 2000 BP until the sixteenth century.
Based on the data obtained we can say that the study area was
occupied by hunter-gatherer-fishers and potters, and possibly
horticulturists, with a technological development strongly
oriented to intensive exploitation of the fluvial environment
determined by the Uruguay River.
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Abstract
Earlier studies carried out on Sungbo’s Eredo (embankment) showed that it is about 165 km in circumference
and surrounds the whole of Ijebu Kingdom. From the date obtained by Aremu et al. (2013: 17), the structure is
thought to have been built around 5000 years ago. However, it is possible that the site was also occupied during
the medieval period, as evidenced in the remains around the sacred grove. This paper reports on a GPS survey
of the site and excavations carried out during 2014 fieldwork archaeology intended to confirm or refute the dates
previously obtained from the embankment. It examines the cultural materials recovered from the excavation,
including Late Stone Age materials and those of the Neolithic period. Analysis of the Neolithic and Late Stone Age
materials suggests that the site may be of greater antiquity than earlier reported and that this forest zone of West
Africa was occupied at different time periods.

Introduction
For many years, it has been thought that the main driver of
the development of complex West African societies came from
outside. In fact, the ‘big bang’ theory claims that before the
integration of forested West Africa into the European bullion
market and the opening of the Atlantic trade, the forested
region of West Africa was uninhabited (Wilks 1993). This
notion has been strongly contested by archaeologists in the
last two decades. As Chouin (2012) noted, the archaeological
data and the reinterpretation of previous work suggest that
the ‘hunters and gathers’ hypothesis of the big-bang theory
needs to be revised.
Archaeological work in West Africa has shown evidence
of complex social stratification, long-distance trade, and
sophisticated urbanisation long before the opening of the
trans-Atlantic/Saharan trade. Similarly, archaeological and
ethnographic evidence from Oke-Eri and many parts of
Nigeria is inconsistent and at odds with the big-bang theory.
It is in this regard that the dates of Cal BC 2830–2820 and
Cal BP 4780–4770 from the 2012 excavation at Sungbo’s
Eredo (Aremu et al. 2013) must be critically examined via
the dating of more datable samples. While Darling (1997)
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obtained radiocarbon dates (AD 870 and AD 670–1050)
which pre-date the coming of Europeans to the West African
coast, the new date found in the present study (10060±30 BP)
also pre-dates this period. It is presumed that more samples
would yield dates that might not only pre-date the coming of
Europeans but fill the gaps in our knowledge, especially in
the debate on the presence or absence of large polities in
West Africa.
Sungbo’s Eredo is an embankment which surrounds the whole
of Ijebu Kingdom in South Western Nigeria. In some places,
it is in the form of a ditch cutting through the land mass

Figure 1:.Configuration of Eredo at Oke-Eri (created by Lasisi Olanrewaju)
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and thus forming two vertical sided walls (Figure 4). In other
places, it is in form of a mound formed by the successive
digging of the surrounding land mass to form an accumulated
dump of about 160 cm in width (Figure 1). It is popularly
known to as “Eredo”. The word Eredo is a term which
according to the oral tradition of the Oke-Eri people means
an “embankment”. The difference between this feature and
every other wall systems in Nigeria is that it is the longest of
all and has the distinct characteristics of a mound, ditch and
rampart as evidenced in the different fractions of its length.
It is located in the rain forest of south-western Nigeria, and
is among the largest man-made monuments in Africa, with
an estimated 3.5 million cubic meters of moved earth and
sand (Darling 2001). It is approximately 165 km long and
surrounds the whole of Ijebu Kingdom (Figure 2), forming
a gigantic feature that shows how complex the local sociopolitical system was long before the opening of the Atlantic
trade. Indeed, it is the most significant earthwork of the
ancient ramparts, boundary embankments, and ditches
that stretch across Nigeria (Aremu 2002). Like Orile-keesi
embankment, also in the south-western part of Nigeria
(Ogundele et al. 2007), Sungbo’s Eredo was built completely
by hand and without any sophisticated construction
equipment.
Adjacent to the earthwork within Oke-Eri is a sacred grove
(Figure 3a). According to local oral tradition, the grove houses
the tomb of the Queen of Sheba. The Queen was referred
to as “Bilikisu Sungbo” which gave rise to the name of the
grove as the Bilikisu Sungbo’s grove and the embankment
as “Sungbo’s Eredo”. The Queen of Sheba appeared in
the Bible as well as the Quran. It was recorded that she was
wealthy and visited King Solomon with magnificent gifts. As
such, she has been elevated to a figure of religious devotion
and the tomb has become a place of worship where pilgrims
visit during Christmas to make prayer requests.

Geographical background of
the study area
Sungbo’s Eredo cuts across both Lagos and Ogun states
in Nigeria. The part excavated in Ogun State is located in
the village of Oke-Eri, southwest of Ijebu-Ode. The Eredo
extends as far as Epe in Lagos State where vertical sided
walls are formed and is about 165 km long. In Oke-Eri, the
region covers an area over 72 sq km (Olonade 2005). The
land of Ijebu is located between latitude 6⁰44’ N and 6⁰48’
N and longitude 3⁰58’ E and 3⁰59’ E. Ijebuland is bounded
to the south by Lagos and the Atlantic Ocean, to the west
by Sagamu in Ogun State, to the north by Osun and Oyo
states, and to the east by Ondo State (Aremu and Olukole
2002). The study area is situated in the Tropics, where the
sun is overhead almost every day of the year. The mean
temperature is about 28°C and rainfall is high, averaging
2300 mm per annum and reaching its peak between June
and late September.

Figure 2. The boundary of Sungbo’s Eredo (after Chouin 2014)

Previous research work in the
study area
Earlier works undertaken in the vicinity of this magnificent
embankment has shown that the south-western part of
Nigeria possesses a history capable of redefining the
historiography of the Ijebu Kingdom and, by inference, the
Yoruba people in general. The cultural manifestations include
the fact that despite the absence of a single potter in the
contemporary village of Oke-Eri, ethnoarchaeological work
carried out in 2010 shows that pottery making was at one
time well established there (Adewale 2010). Afolabi (2009)
discovered many abandoned sites in Oke-Eri where pottery
formed most of the materials recovered. Daraojimba (2010),
in his palynological analysis, compared present-day vegetation
with surface spectra in Oke-Eri and concluded that most
of the plants identified in present-day vegetation were not
present in the pollen spectra. Aremu et al. (2013) considered
the structure to have been a fortification around the Ijebu
Kingdom and today, one of the most visited tourist and local
pilgrimage sites in Ijebuland.

Archaeology of Sungbo’s Eredo

The Sungbo’s Eredo sheds light on the process of
urbanisation and state consolidation that took place in the
forests of West Africa, long before Islam and Christianity
came to reshape people’s history and long before the opening
of the Atlantic trade (Chouin pers. comm. 2014). In addition,
it challenges the Hamitic hypothesis that tends to see
urbanisation in Africa as an European experience (Sanders
1969). The evidence found is not linked to an isolated town
but to a kingdom’s large dike, a kingdom which was once
functional and had at its disposal a high level of agricultural
practice, an established pottery-making tradition, and possibly
an army that triggered the construction of the Eredo.
The magnitude of Sungbo’s Eredo further exemplifies the
unity and bond between the builders and the power that
directed this construction. According to Darling (1997), the
vertical-sided ditches run for 160 km, and is estimated to be
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Figure 3 (a-f). The sacred grove and surface scatters around the Eredo (Figure created by Alafia Tayo)

Figure 4. The Eredo at Epe (photograph from Aremu et al. 2013)

over 1000 years old. Based on the above evidence, the Ijebu
Kingdom is estimated to be one of the earliest kingdoms
founded in the African rain forest
Although the Oke-Eri people believe that the Eredo was
built by Queen of Sheba, the archaeological evidence found
does not seem to agree with that view. Unlike unproven oral
sources of information, archaeology is a discipline capable
of liberating people from blind beliefs and pre-conceived
ideas. The decision to apply a systematic approach to the
56

understanding of the occupation of this area was based on the
fact that such oral information, while interesting in itself and
suggestive of intriguing possibilities, remains unsubstantiated
and therefore cannot be relied upon. Once the past fades
into oblivion, the present becomes uncertain and the future
is a mystery. Attention must be shifted from oral accounts to
the actual evidence from the embankment in this region, in
order to interpret its historical and archaeological significance
and to analyze its effect on the Yoruba migration into
south-western Nigeria and the socio-political enterprise
during this period. Once there is clear scientific evidence, an
understanding of the past and a resolution of the ‘Queen of
Sheba mystery’ are possible.
The GPS (Figures 3 a–f) data illustrate the Eredo area where
the survey and excavation was carried out. Figure 3a and 3c is
the supposed tomb of the Queen of Sheba, and the evidence
of cultural materials in the Sungbo forest includes ritual pots
(Figures 3b, 3d, 3e) and a shrine (Figure 3f) under a tree in the
riparian forest. These and other cultural materials discovered
on the site show that people of Oke-Eri interacted with the
grove and the Eredo itself.
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Recent research

At Oke-Eri, the section excavated was on the top of the
Eredo and is the most recent excavation carried out in the
study area. Here, a mound was formed as an embankment
different from the vertical sided one found in Epe axis. The
specific co-ordinates were 6⁰N, 6⁰N 2⁰E, 8⁰N, 8⁰N 2⁰E (Figure
5). This point was chosen because it is only a few centimeters
from the 2012 excavations that yielded a date of close to
5000 BP. At 2.7 m, sterility was attained and considerable
quantities of cultural materials were retrieved, including
lithic materials, pottery, and charcoal samples. The Eredo is
about 2 m high at the excavated portion, although it can be
as high as 20 m in other places where vertical sided walls are
formed. The type of materials recovered provides data on the
depositional history of the course of constructing the Eredo.
The concentration of potsherds within the first 2 m and their
relative absence in the last 0.7 m are noteworthy. In addition,
the stone tools recovered from far below the accumulated sand
collected for the construction of this Eredo shed more light
on its antiquity.

Figure 5. A 3-D depiction of the Eredo at Oke-Eri (created by Lasisi Olanrewaju)

Findings
Ceramics

Pottery is a product of people’s technological development
and borne out of responses to their material needs (Aremu
2004). Although the ceramics recovered from the 2.7 m trench
are fragmentary, the significance of these materials is of
paramount importance. Despite the fragmentary proportion,
potsherds were recovered from almost all levels except the
levels below 2 m. The reason for this was that sand was
brought from long distances and, in addition to that removed
from the ditch, was dumped on the ground when constructing
the Eredo. Thus, all materials recovered from 0–2 m are
in their secondary position. This can be traced from the
stratigraphy, because the color and texture of the soil changes
dramatically at this level (Figure 6). The potsherds were found
alongside other materials (also distant from their primary
position) and were dumped at the site during the course of
constructing the Eredo.

Figure 6. P
 rimary and secondary formations (photograph by Lasisi Olanrewaju,
November 2014)

The potsherds recovered were largely eroded by the passage
of time; however, it can be observed that they are mainly plain
(Figure 7) except for a few with striations as decorative motifs.
The potsherds recovered from the surface of the pit were not
deposited alongside those within the pit. The former seem
to be of more contemporary age because their orientation
is quite different from other potsherds and they are still in a
far better state of preservation than the other potsherds. In
addition, the pottery materials deposited during the course of
the moat construction begin to appear at 30 cm depth. Thus,
the surface scatter could not have been secondarily deposited
but was primarily deposited, probably by farmers, ritualists,
or hunters, who must have discarded it after usage (Figures
3b, 3d, 3e)
Figure 7. Rimsherd from the trench (photograph by Lasisi Olanrewaju, November 2014)
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Stone analysis

The lithic materials present in the trench are of a large
number (154 stones), with only ten of these primarily
deposited since they were located beneath the 2 m mark of
the accumulated dump before the Eredo was constructed.
These materials after the 2.1 m point are those in a primary
state of deposition, because the soil here down to the sterile
layer is consistent in appearance, as opposed to the upper 2 m.
This indicates that a settled lifestyle existed around the vicinity
of the Eredo before it was constructed.
The stones are made of quartz, an igneous formation of silica
crystals that forms within cooling molten rock. This process
produced quartz crystals that are twinned such that the crystal
faces are not obvious. Although it is difficult to flake this type
of rock, those rocks homogenous in texture were used to
create a variety of well-formed artefacts, as found within the
last few centimeters of the excavated portion.
As Hiscock and Clarkson (2000: 99) asserted:
in the use of recording and analytical procedures that acknowledge the
differing standards of reliability in artifact identifications, one method
of achieving this is by dividing quartz artifacts into two classes. The
first class comprises artefacts that can be regarded as cultural to a high
degree of certainty, either because they bear attributes consistent with
hertzian fracture or because they display other features that have been
shown by replication experiments to be diagnostic of knapping.

all stones retrieved) was found within the 1.8 m depth of the
trench; in other words, they were deposited secondarily while
the moat was being constructed. However, the remaining
6.5% (Figure 11), comprising trapez, backed blade, and chisel,
show the scars of a secondary flaking or a definite re-touch to
produce such tools, except for the very few waste items found
with the tools.
A chip is a small irregular piece of stone (usually less than
5 mm in length) that is removed during the flaking process.
They are waste products not usually intended for use or
modification into tools and are often referred to as debitage.
A flake is a generic term for any piece of stone that has been
chipped from another piece of stone. Some flakes can be
subsequently modified into tools, while others may be utilized
without recourse to modification. The flakes present here are
not tools but mere detached pieces with no secondary flaking.
A blade is a flake more than twice as long as its width, with
parallel or slightly converging edges, having one or more
ridges parallel to its long axis, giving it a rectangular crosssection. This definition implies one basic technological
parameter: all blades are detached from cores with
longitudinal ridges on their faces (Cotterell and Kamminga
1979: 104; Whittaker 1994: 105-6). As Opadeji (2001: 51)
noted, “[a blade] is a piece tending toward rectangle in
form with one of the edges blunt as a result of backing with
its length at least twice the breadth.” This is typical of the
backed blade recovered from a depth of 2.47 m. It has a slight
cut near one end, indicating it may have combined the roles
of being a backed blade and a notched piece (Figure 9).
A chisel, as defined by Opadeji (2001: 51), is “small, roughly
rectangular with shatter wear along one straight edge.”
The chisel from the trench looks more like a small groundedged implement, with its ground edge on the end margin
(Figure 10).

Figure 8. Double platform cores (photograph by Lasisi Olanrewaju, November 2014)

In light of this, I decided to use a different but similar
criterion to divide the stones, and this included a distinction
on the basis of stones that were secondarily deposited (i.e.
those deposited before 2 m) and those primarily deposited
(between 2 m and the sterile layer). From the analysis, cores
represent 33% of all lithic materials, almost all the cores are
double platform cores (Figure 8),1 and most of them came
from within the first 40 cm.
Cores, chips, chunks, and flakes are all stones that do not
have secondary flaking removed from them. As such, they are
simply stones or forms made in the process of making tools.
More important is the fact that most of this waste (93.5% of
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It is possible in this instance to understand why ordinary
stones were found within the first 2 m of the trench, which
of course was deposited during the moat construction.
However, it is unusual to find lithic materials, which in this
case are not wastes but tools, located in a layer deposited
even before the construction of the moat (2.1–2.7m). At this
juncture, it is logical to suggest a life, a settlement, or possibly
an action that triggered such a phenomenon even long before
the Eredo was constructed. Although the presence of just
four tools is normally too insignificant to draw conclusions,
in the present instance it is significant enough to conclude
that the tools are cultural given the fact they were recovered
between 2.1 and 2.7 m and within a 2 m × 2 m trench dug
into a 165 km-long embankment.

Charcoal samples

The presence of charcoal in the trench is noteworthy,
considering that the site is not a habitation or a camp site but
an embankment. Charcoals were retrieved from the top soil
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Stratigraphic implications

Figure 9. B
 acked blade from 2.47 m depth (photograph by Lasisi Olanrewaju, November
2014)

Figure 10. Chisels from 2.3 m (photograph by Lasisi Olanrewaju, November 2014)

The step extending from 1.9 m to 2.7 m has a uniform
stratigraphy distinguished only by colour differences. It
comprises just two layers, which are presumed to be the
natural stratigraphy housing the stone tools with no pottery
(Figure 6). Apparently, the landscape before the construction
of the moat has cultural materials; however, it is devoid
of pottery. It can be deduced from the foregoing that the
absence of pottery is a pointer to the fact that Late Stone Age
people had earlier occupied the area. This can be seen from
the presence of blade, chisel, trapez, and a few debitages.
Although the lithic materials here are fragmentary, this is
not to say they are mere stones. After all, the tools possess
secondary flaking, showing their use in antiquity.
Above the step is a 1.9 m dump deposited in a bid to construct
the mound. It should be noted that the stratigraphy of this
region is quite different from the one beneath. Its complexity
may be due to the fact that soil was brought from distant
locations to build up the mound, in addition to the soil from
the surrounding ditch. Suffice it to say that materials such as
coarse sands, different from the fine sands below, form most
of the soil composition along with a large mass of gneiss that
has been metamorphosed over time (with its end product
as kaolinite). This accounts for the soil beneath the rock
materials of gneiss being compact and sticky, as seen in layer
3 and layer 4 (Figure 12). The protruding potsherd at 190
cm (Figure 12) is the last potsherd to be seen in the pit. Thus,
from the stratigraphic analysis, considering the deposition
of materials, one can deduce that the mound above normal
ground level is at least 1.9 m, without considering siltration
effects (Figure 1).
Emphasis at this point must be laid on the presence of a
damp and compact soil within the walls. No clayey substance
was found alone without being in a context with gneiss rock
material. This means there is a relationship between gneiss
and the compact soil of kaolinite. Gneiss is a metamorphic
rock, and its basic content is feldspar, quartz, mica,
hornblende, and amphibole. Its texture is generally mediumto-coarse grained and consists of alternating dark and light
band of minerals, varying in thickness from one millimeter to
a few centimeters.

Figure 11. Relative proportions of stones found (created by Lasisi Olanrewaju)

down to about 15 cm before the sterile layer. More important
is the fact that the charcoals found lower, that is below 2
m, are in a far better state of preservation than those at the
top. This is very important in dating the charcoals and, by
extension, the structure itself. The reason for this state of
preservation is that the charcoal was beneath the soil and was
compacted, keeping it in relatively large forms. Two large
pieces of charred nut found at 2.47 m, alongside the backed
blade, were sent to the laboratory and a date of 10060±30 BP
was reported.

The gneiss extending from the southern wall to the
western wall (Figure 12) underwent chemical processes of
decomposition, whereby through hydrolysis the feldspar
content forms kaolinite with some potassium and sodium
ions. But through leaching, it is expected that the sodium
and potassium ions would be displaced leaving the biotite
and amphiboles to undergo hydrolysis to form clay and
iron oxides. The feldspar present in gneiss has an opaque,
brownish appearance owing to a microcrystalline secondary
product, which is probably a clay mineral replacement
during weathering (Velbel 1983; Tazaki and Tyfe 1987). The
dominance of the highly degraded clay kaolinite implies
pronounced chemical weathering under humid condition
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Figure 12. Stratigraphic profile showing the four walls (created by Lasisi Olanrewaju)

(Petters 2006). Thus, a large solid gneiss must have been
dumped during the construction to make up a solidified
structure, and over time it disintegrated into the large mass of
kaolinite. The presence of this feature between the southern
and the western wall is a sign of a large boulder decomposed
to the consistency of clay.

Summary
In summary, the 2.7 m trench yielded materials from the
vicinity of Oke-Eri which were dumped on the site during
construction. These are pottery materials, quartz, quartzites,
and gneiss. The analysis of these finds has shown that the
deposition took place many years ago, with the pottery
materials found at 1 m to 1.9 m being washed, the charcoal
within this region already in a crumbled state, and character
of some of the stones being undiagnostic . Although the
charcoal retrieved from 2.47 m is small, it is significant as
it correlates with the same period as the Late Stone Age
materials. The cultural manifestations in the form of pottery
are not an end in themselves but a means to an end in that
these materials represent a culture, an idea, a people—whose
other cultural aspects cannot be fully deciphered from the
Eredo but only by examining neighboring communities
for relationships.
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Previous excavation work yielded a date of 4040±30 BP,
with a sterile layer at 2.65 m (Ogiogwa J. 2014, Aremu et al.
2013). The most recent work carried out at the site was only
2 m away from this previous work, and it was expected that
the sterile layer should be relatively close. At 2.7 m, sterility
was reached and materials similar to those found in the 2013
excavation were again retrieved, with the exception of the
additional finding of lithic tools.
The difficulty in understanding the mixture of stones and
pottery at the upper level is not significant since it is known
that the deposition of materials are not in their primary
state; rather, they are secondarily deposited, and thus the
depositional history and dynamic of processes involved is
unknown. Naturally, one would expect the upper layer to be
considered as deposition from a Neolithic assemblage because
of the presence of pottery, but the presence of stones (all
objective pieces) does not mean these stones belong to the
same period since we do not know their provenance.
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Chronology: Reconsidering
previous dates suggested for
this site
Charcoal samples retrieved from previous excavations were
sent to Beta Analytic Inc. Radio Carbon Laboratory, Miami,
Florida, USA (Aremu et al. 2013). A date of 4040±30 BP
(2620–2480 BC) was reported, a testimony to the antiquity of
the site (although not the Eredo). Another date was retrieved
from a level of 1.4–1.5 m, unlike the first date which is from
1.9–2 m. This second date, 730±30 BP (1260–1290 BC), is
old and not close to the dates published by Darling (1997),
whose dates are AD 870 and AD 670–1050. The differences
between the first and second date are not due to an old wood
effect, but one must consider the fact that two depositional
stages occurred here. The older date might belong to the
period before the construction, and the later date probably
belongs to the recent time in which the it was constructed.
Moreover, these materials, in addition to the ones from the
ditch, were brought from different places to be dumped at
this location. Emphasis should thus be placed on the location
whence the materials were brought.

The performance of AMS dating on the charcoal samples
from the most recent excavation confirmed the dates obtained
from the site, as the charred nut retrieved from 2.47 m dates
as far back as the Late Stone Age (10060±30 BP). However,
as noted earlier, the charcoals retrieved from 0–1.9 m and
from 2–2.7 m are not the same, the reason being that those
below 2 m are primarily deposited and those at the top are
secondarily deposited. This is not a disadvantage; rather, it is
an aid to understanding the processes of urbanization in SubSaharan Africa. Any date from the upper level is a date of
such material from a place in the vicinity of the moat, given
that those materials were brought to the location to construct
the moat. On the other hand, dates from the lower level
pre-date the time of construction of the moat; this is because
the stratigraphic profile had already been established before
this architectural endeavor. Therefore, one must be careful
not to confuse the two disparate dates from the same trench.
The oldest date pre-dates the construction of the moat, while
the relatively recent date is the date by which the moat was
constructed and may not go beyond the first millennium AD.

Discussion and Conclusion
Considering the local oral tradition of the people that is
committed to the idea that the Biblical Queen of Sheba was
the architect of the Eredo, is it possible that a relationship
exists between the Eredo and the Queen of Sheba, who
reigned during the time of King Solomon (950 BC)?
The question is therefore asked, why is there a discrepancy
as to her country of origin whether it is Yemen, Nigeria,

Jerusalem, or Ethiopia? Nigeria—as a place of contact by
the Queen of Sheba—seems far from being expected unlike
others considering the geographical distance of West Africa
from the Mediterranean. The issue of Queen of Sheba can
be considered as another subject of study in another research
but despite the convincing characteristics of Queen of Sheba
as having power to dominate territories with so many slaves at
her disposal, she might have her tomb in the South Western
part of Nigeria as evident in Oke-Eri but she only reigned
about 950BC. At this period, the Late Stone Age occupation
was over, and the medieval construction took place long after
she reigned. It seems she was assumed to be the architect of
the embankment because of the presence of her ‘tomb’ very
close to the mound at Oke-Eri. As mentioned earlier, it is
pertinent we detach first the affiliation of the Queen of Sheba
with the embankment since it appears that the chronology of
the Eredo and the Biblical/Quranic history of her existence
are incoherent.
The gneiss boulder found within the mound has decomposed
mostly to the consistency of clay. This is because the
decomposition of gneiss is characterized by mineral
dissolution, with the formation of clays and ferruginous
products occurring as the replacements for the feldspar and
biotite and thus filling the interstices between grains (Baynes
and Deaman 1978). It is difficult to calculate how long it
would take gneiss from the trench to decompose into kaolinite,
because environmental conditions differ greatly from place
to place; but Critelli et al. (1991) and Mongellii et al. (1998)
suggest that weathering of gneiss lasts for a protracted
period of time and, as such, constitutes a pre-holocene relict
product of paleo-weathering found during warmer and more
humid climatic conditions (Le Pera et al. 2001). Thus, the
decomposed gneiss found within the upper level actually came
from the ditch and formed the reversed stratigraphy.
The presence of pottery also confirms that this Neolithic
evidence is a sign of a settled lifestyle that existed around
the Eredo. However, the most recent excavation revealed
that while the dump materials were brought from an
area of Neolithic tendencies, the lower part of the trench
exhibits technological manifestations of a Late Stone Age
assemblage—even if they are very few. With further work
around Oke-Eri, the discovery of a Late Stone Age, and
perhaps a Neolithic, site is highly likely.
In addition, the local oral history views pottery lifestyles
to be of antiquity and to have been introduced by Bilikisu
(the Queen of Sheba). However, the history of pottery in
this location is not convincing and does not look like it was
once established in the area. Inferences about pottery must
be drawn from the surrounding communities, according to
Oladapo Afolabi (2015), whose work was on the ethnography
of the pottery tradition in Imope. Imope is a neighboring
community to Oke-Eri and pottery is well established there
up until the present day. As a matter of fact, the name Imope
was derived from the production of pottery. Furthermore, the
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earthwork also passed through Imope, which highlights the
fact that in answering any question about a pottery tradition
in Oke-Eri, work must be done to a large extent around
neighboring communities. The chronology of the site is quite
complicated, and materials of the Late Stone Age and those
of the Neolithic period were evident. This is to say that in
building the earthwork, metals must have been fashioned. A
survey of these areas might not only reveal the presence of
a Late Stone Age and a Neolithic assemblage (as seen from
the excavation report), but a transition from stone through to
metals (presumed to have been used for the construction). It is
very possible that during the medieval period, Sungbo’s Eredo
interacted with and could possibly have had much to do with
the sacred grove at Oke-Eri.
There is no doubt that the earlier dates obtained from the
Eredo extend back to antiquity. However, one could argue
that the date obtained from the excavation is only the date
at which the materials found were made before they were
secondarily deposited and is not the date at which the
structure was constructed. It should also be noted that we
cannot directly date the Eredo; inference can be made only
from the materials contained.
The hypothesis that the forest dwellers of West Africa
were strictly hunters and gatherers may be untrue, as the
architectural endeavour of Sungbo’s Eredo indicates a
history of great time depth and of massive urbanization
processes. This is a history that existed many centuries
before the integration of forested West Africa into the
European bullion markets.
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Abstract
The theme approached in this paper is based on interdisciplinary information from disciplines such as geography
(cartography, geology, geomorphology, climatology, and hydrology), history and biology. Interdisciplinary
investigations were conducted in the Valea Oii watershed area of Romania, by teams that consisted of
archaeologists and geographers. The aim was to map the Chalcolithic (5500–3000 BC) archaeological sites
found in archaeological repertoires, and also to discover new ones. This interdisciplinary approach allowed the
application of methods and techniques used in geography, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS), to
archaeological research, and resulted in a detailed and shared database regarding the location of archaeological
sites and the geographical background of those sites, especially the geological evolution and landforms (plateaus,
cuestas, gullies, and landslides). Over time, humans, or human communities, moved and placed their settlements
depending on changing natural factors—for example, climate fluctuations (colder periods alternated with warmer
ones), the appearance of new hydrological resources like springs formed as a consequence of landslides, or
the disappearance of forests as a consequence of overexploitation; combining archaeological and geographical
information is important as the human-environment relationship is interdependent, with humans or human
communities taking into account, with or without their will, the characteristics of the environment when settling
an area.

Introduction and
archaeological background
The study area represents the place of discovery of the
largest and most impressive Neolithic settlement from
Moldova—Cetățuia, from Cucuteni, which also gave the
name of the culture. Cucuteni culture ranges between
4525/4500—3500/3450 cal BC (Bem 2000: 337–369). The
cultural complex Cucuteni-Ariușd-Tripolie has developed
over a large area, of about 350,000 sq. km (on the territory
of Romania, Republic of Moldova and Ukraine), with the
relatively high relief (hills, foothills, platforms, terraces) being
the determining factor for settlement placement (Monah and
Cucoș 1985).
‘
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The link between the placement of archaeological sites and
the environment (geological factor, climatic factor) has been
known since 1863 (Lyell); although more recently the work
of scholars such as Brakenridge and Schuster (1986), Bryson
(1994), Hubert (2001), Kirkby and Kirkby (1976) has led
to the development and implementation of new research
methods. Archaeogeomorphology deals with the studies
of geomorphological processes (such as palaeolandforms,
weathering or erosion) that may also be relevant to
archaeological research (such as site location, site preservation)
(Thornbush 2012). Research has often become multidisciplinary in order to reconstruct regional environmental
context. Any archaeological research has to begin with a short
and fundamental analysis of the environment (Rossignol

and Wandsnider 1992). Therefore, any old documents or
records related to the natural environmental conditions
(characteristics, analysis, and evolution), need to be studied
and integrated throughout the archaeological research to
better emphasise possible connections (if there are any)
between the two fields of study.
The human-environment relationship is interdependent,
because humans or human communities took into account,
with or without their will, the characteristics of the
environment. For example (Nicu et al. 2012):
• Geological conditions: basement resources of raw
material for raising domestic settlements, production of
hunting weapons, using flint as raw material, and places
of salt resources exploitation.
• Geomorphologic conditions: the placement of
settlements on structural plateaus in a defensive
purpose or the defence towards natural hydrological
phenomena like floods, in contact areas for facilitating
mobility between certain communities, exposition
towards the sun.
• Hydrological conditions: proximity towards water supply
resources, such as ponds, salty ponds, and water streams.
• Pedological conditions: soil fertility, mineral resources,
and the existence of consistent clay resources used
in pottery.
• Vegetation and fauna conditions: the existence of a rich
forest fund which also constitutes a place of existence for
wild animals, used as raw material for building houses,
heating them in the cold season, food preparation, but
also burning pottery.

Study area
The study area is a relatively small basin—Valea Oii (97 km2),
located in the Northeastern part of Romania, in Iasi county,
within Moldavian Plain. Past research in this area was mainly
focused on the entire Bahlui basin (2032km2) (Boghian 2004)
or Bahluieț basin (558 km2) (Asandulesei 2012) (Figure 1).
The Moldavian Plain is totally overlapped on the Moldavian
Platform with a long paleo-geomorphologic evolution (over
70 mil. years) which is also in a state of present evolution
(Bacauanu 1967).
The main geologic, geomorphologic, hydrologic, and climatic
characteristics are described by Romanescu et al. (2012),
Romanescu and Nicu (2014), and Romanescu et al. (2014).
The mobility of population throughout the Chalcolithic
period and natural risks affecting these sites are analysed by
Nicu and Romanescu (2016), and Nicu (2016).

offer more information about the location or dynamics of
prehistorical populations.
Structural relief is characterised by the presence of
cuestas, found on the right side of the basin and throughout
the structural plateau from the upper part of the catchment.
Within the basin only the delluvial cuestas are present, almost
entirely formed out of the slope processes releases, developed
mainly on deposits of loess, clay and loam.
Sculptural relief occupies the biggest surface of the basin
on both of the slopes. During the formation of this type of
relief the main morphogenetic role is held by the external
factors represented through the hydrographic network, the
sum of the slope processes to which the climatic conditions
are added, and the presence of the soft rock sedimentation
complex. Within this type of relief we find the following:
• sculptural interstream areas are covered in eluvial clay with
light washing processes which are met on the left side of
the basin with linear slopes with a tilt of no more than
3–5 degrees. The peak’s evolution and stream plateau
is due to some weak alteration processes, degradation
and erosion, and the descent of the general surface of
the relief being slow. Through time these streams were
analogised with erosion platformes. The sculptural
streams take the form of hills and low plateaus (Lupului
Hill, Ciobanului Hill, Făcuți Hill).
• colluvial slopes with mixed degradations in multiple staged
of evolution, spread on the right side of the basin, where
the slopes exceed 3 degrees leaning. Here the majority
of the surface erosion processes take place (gutters,
trenches, gullies, torrents) favoured by the Sarmatian clay
substrate; a special type of relief is the one developed
on saline Sarmatian deposits or when, due to intense
evapotranspiration and the low groundwater level, the
salt reaches the surface soil through capillarity—to these
fine texture saline deposits, washings are characteristic.
Landslides with a wide diffusion are aquiring feature to
this landscape, the majority being stabilised landslides.
Accumulation relief is represented by the Pleistocene and
Pliocene terraces met in the inferior half of the basin, but also
in plains, terraces, and alluvial cones. The plains were formed
in the postglaciar period (about 10,000 years ago) through the
succession of erosion and accumulation periods. They are of
3–20m thickness and occupy the lowest portions of the relief
(Băcăuanu 1967). A very good example of this is from the
upper basin, between Lupului Hill and Mănăstirii Hill, where
both of the versants are affected by sliding processes, resulting
a typical accumulation relief where village is now located.

Genetic types of relief (structural, sculptural,
of accumulation)

Within the basin is found a denudational relief, represented
through sculptural and structural forms, but also an
accumulation relief. The origin and type of relief is a very
significant part of geoarchaeological research, and could
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Materials and methods
To create the geographical database, GIS software was used,
specifically TNT Mips, AutoCAD, ArcGIS. In the realisation
of the DTM (Digital Terrain Model), topographic plans scale
1:5000 were used, resulting a very detailed DTM with a 5x5
m/pixel resolution. In terms of the archaeological data, the
Archaeological Inventory of Iasi County was used at the
beginning; however, after consulting this inventory and then
going in the field in order to identify the archaeological sites,
it became apparent that some descriptions were not very
precise or that some sites are located on the other side of the
catchment. Therefore, mapping and identifying again the sites
was a necessity for the study. The settlements were identified
in the field and located with Leica GPS System 1200. In some
cases, detailed topographical plans scale (1:200 m) was made
in order to map the geomorphological processes that are
destroying archaeological sites.
In analysing the distribution of soil classes, the pedological
studies of communes Baltati, Belcesti, Cotnari, Cucuteni,
Todiresti and Tg. Frumos city, scale 1:10,000 (from years
1994, 1995, 1997 and 2003), made by Iasi County Office
for Soil Survey, were scanned, digitised and integrated in
GIS. Finally, 400 polygons were obtained and classified in
155 soil units.

Results and discussions
At the beginning of the research 23 Chalcolithic sites were
known, with another three being discovered during the
project, bringing the number to 26 discovered, mapped and
partially dated. The three newly discovered sites, SV de
Boghiu (Cucuteni A 4525/4500–3950 cal BC) (Filiași, Bălțați
commune), Dealul Harbuzăriei/vest de Boghiu (Cucuteni
unknown) (Filiași, Bălțați commune) and Dealul Hârtopului
(Cucuteni A-B 4050— 3700 cal BC) (Boureni, Târgu Frumos)
were integrated in a database with the help of GIS (Brigand
et al. 2014) (Figure 2).

Location of archaeological sites based on
morphology and morphometry

A high quality DTM with 5x5 m/pixel resolution was used.
Internationally, there are a number of different methods
and techniques used in obtaining the DTM which have
a direct applicability for archeological sites, specifically,
satellite images from different years (for example, CORONA
(Goosens et al. 2006), ASTER, SPOT, and LANDSAT), maps
and topographic plans at different scales (Parmegiani and
Poscolieri 2003), aerial photography, direct measurements in
the field with the GPS and total station, 3D laser scanners
(Balzani et al. 2004), LiDAR (Harmon et al. 2006), and all
these methods successfuly integrated in GIS (Harrower 2010;
Wescott and Brandon 2005).
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Taking into consideration the altitudinal difference of the
basin, the following altitude classes were chosen when creating
the hypsometric map: 61.5–100 m, 100.1–150 m, 150.1–200
m, 200.1–250 m, 250.1–300 m, 300.1–350 m, 350.1–400
m and >400.1 m. The areas which do not succeed 100 m
altitude represent 12.4% of the total surface, being spread
from the Bahluietului confluence to the half of the basin
where the main accumulations are placed (Sârca, Mădârjești,
Dobre, Ichim, Podișu).The terraces of the two slopes are also
included in the first hypsometric class, with a greater share
for the left one. Altitudes between 100.1–150 m get the upper
side of the basin with a 41.9%, occupying the inferior third
of the slopes on the left side, the majority of the right slope
has the upper hand in the middle basin. The stage between
150.1–200m holds 26.6% of total catchment surface, is
spread on the extremities of both slopes from the effusion
and until the borders of the Boureni and Bals villages, where
the transition towards the plateau area takes place, that is
accomplished throught the 200–300m stages (7.2%). The
hypsometric class of 300.1–350m has a 3.5% share of the
total area, the one of 350.1–400m a 6.3% share and the
one of >400m–1.6%; the last class includes the surfaces that
are existing solely in the Dealul Mare-Hârlău in the NNW
extremity, also known as the Broscăria-Laiu plateau.
Analysing Figure 3, refering to the classification of
Chalcolithic archaeological sites on altitudinal classes, it
can be observed that 17 sites (the majority belonging to
the Precucuteni and Cucuteni phases) are placed on the
100–200 m altitudinal difference (which occupies more than
half of the basin’s surface) and that these are spread in the
middle and superior basin until the contact with the plateau
area. The preference for lower and relatively high forms is
evident, allowing for the natural protection of the settlements,
and, where the slopes permit, the practice of agriculture
(Asandulesei 2012).
This is not the case of the Dealul Mândra settlement, found at
an altitude of 73 m in the proximity of the main course of
the valley, a settlement which does not fit the pattern, making
it one of most interesting sites in the region). Dealul Mândra
was located without taking into consideration factors such
as natural defence, proven through the existence of only
one archaeological layer, Cucuteni A, with the settlement
being abandoned at the end of this period. Examining the
higher plateau area it can be seen that with altitudes between
300–400 m, there are five sites, while in the 200–300 m class
there are three sites. In particular, it should be noted, the
settlements on higher altitudes were holding an essential role,
the one of defence, as inside these settlements fortification
systems were found.
The mobilities of the Chalcolithic populations can not
be completely understood, if the slope is not taken into
consideration for the placement of settlements and their
defence, but also the degree of physical effort needed to
construct the settlement (Figure 4). With 21 sites located
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on slopes of 3–5 degrees the preference for setting up the
settlements in places with gentle slopes is obvious. All the
other sites being located in the slope class between 5–7
degrees (four sites), or in the slope class 7–10 degrees (one
site) and situated either at the contact between the plain and
plateau, or on the front of cuesta presently affected by sheet
erosion processes.
The predilection to setup the Cucuteni settlements on the
north and north-east orientation slopes (Asandulesei 2012;
Boghian 2004; Monah and Cucoș 1985) is well known in the
archaeological literature. This aspect is once again underlined
in Figure 5, which shows twelve sites being setup on the north
and north-east slopes, where they could profit from greater
thermic comfort and solar light.
Finally, within the basin, there are seven settlements located
on the east oriented slopes which were taking advantage of
the sun-light and the first rays of sun and three sites set up on
south orientation slopes, assigned to phase Cucuteni A and
being abandoned towards the end of the period, suggesting
that during this time the importance of orientating for
sunlight was not realised.

Soil classes distribution and the role of soils in
archaeological sites placement

The clear domination of Chernisols (with high contents of
organic matter) can be observed in Table 1, with this soil type
accounting for three quarters of the basin’s surface, 6470.89
ha (74.27%). Second to follow are the soils formed under the
anthropogenic influence: Antrisols, with a surface of 1052
ha (12.08%); then Protisols, which occupy about 539.82
ha (6.2%); and Luvisols with 364.83 ha (4.19%). In lower
proportions Vertisols, usually associated with forests, appear
with a surface of 159.81 ha (1.83%), with an azonal character,
and Hydrisols (distributed on the bottom of the valley),
occupy the smallest surface of 124.71 ha (1.43%).

Class

S (ha)

% (from total)

CHERNISOLS

6470.89

74.27

LUVISOLS

364.83

4.19

HYDRISOLS

124.71

1.43

PROTISOLS

539.82

6.20

ANTRISOLS

1052.72

12.08

VERTISOLS

159.81

1.83

TOTAL

8712

100

Table 1. Distribution of the main soil classes from the Valea Oii catchment

Knowledge of soils in archaeology is an essential factor as
soils provide the medium in which the material remains of
past human activity are often preserved. The soil must not
be considered a special element, but it must be placed in
a physical-geographical context. If in the analysis of the
archaeological material found buried only, a study of its
sedimentary rock side, spatial repartition, and modifications
due to pedogenetic processes is undertaken, then it can be
considered that only a part of the archaeological information
is being studied (French 2005), an insufficient factor for
the realisation of a complete analysis. Before beginning
archaeological digging, holding information regarding
classes and types of soil, obtained through pollen analysis
(Tipping et al. 1999), we can facilitate the understanding of
the placement of certain settlements in different places, from
different historical periods.
Human communities tend to set their settlements in places
where they had noticed a better development of agricultural
production, places where the soil properties were able to
be used and the existent resources enabled them to survive.
After the execution of the distribution map of soil classes, a
vectorial layer with the Chalcolithic archaeological sites was
overlapped. Thus, the spatial analysis of archaeological sites
according to the existence of soil classes was possible, with
the main interest being in the fertile soils used for agriculture.
The fact that in the past (6000–2000 BC) there existed the
same classes and types of soils, which may have influenced the
placement of archaeological sites, cannot be stated, however,
it appears major modifications did not take place. Exceptions
are the areas covered in the past with forests, especially the
upper part of the basin, in the plateau area, where hardwood
species such as: oak (Quercus robur), elm (Ulmus lamellosa), and
hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) are mainly found.
According to Figure 6 it can be observed that 15
archaeological sites are presently placed on Chernisols
(soils with a high fertility), which, even if in the past were
in the forming stage, held a highly important role in the
development of the Chalcolithic civilisation, agriculture being
one of the main activities (Boghian 2004). The sites from this
category are distributed almost uniformly on the entire surface
of the basin, especially in the superior basin, where most of
the settlements are concentrated. In the case of the Protisols
class, four sites are placed in this class, with soils still in an
incipient stage of formation, mainly in meadows. The sites
which are found on Antrisols (two sites) are mainly affected by
the slope processes, being under strong anthropic influence.
Thus results the importance of internal soil properties,
because the degree of vegetation coverage partly influences
the erosion processes and negatively affects site degradation;
the effects being particularly visible when significant quantities
of archaeological material are being washed and brought at
the base of the slopes by the meteoric water.
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Soil undergoes continuous formation and change over time,
which makes it difficult to reconstruct the presence and
extent of soil types that were present in prehistoric times. In
the analysis of this element, the close study of internal (rock
type), external (climate, hydrological regime) and anthropic
factors, which condition the processes of deposition or
erosion, can help in estimating or reconstructing the soil
layer from the past. Over time, stratigraphic studies held
in different archaeological sites in which excavations took
place (Dealul Mandra, La Iaz, Iazul 3 no.1, Dealul Boghiu,
Dealul Mare Filiasi no. 5, Dealul Manastirii, la Dobrin,
Dealul Gosanul no. 16, Dambul Morii no. 17, Cetatuie no.
20, Hurez no. 21, Dambul lui Pletosu no. 22, Siliste no. 23)
have brought a significant contribution to the chronology and
evolution of the culture. A well preserved and conserved soil
(where agricultural works did not take place in an intensive
manner) can offer crucial information regarding the stored
archaeological material.

Conclusions
The present study, with a pronounced interdisciplinary
character, based on a small territory, has reached sensitive
points in the research of some environmental factors, in
a tight correlation with the placement and distribution of
archaeological sites. All the obtained information through
the GIS analysis was stored in digital format. The settlements
were individually mapped, with high precision with the help
of the GPS—during the in-situ research done along with
archaeologists within the country and from abroad, some
imprecise or insufficient descriptions were corrected and/or
completed.
It was noted that there was a predilection for placing the
settlements: on structural terraces and plateaus for a better
visibility; on flat terrain for agricultural reasons and minimum
physical effort; and on the northeast and east oriented slopes
where the profitability of the sun’s light was higher. GIS has
proven once again a powerful tool in the accomplishment of
archaeogeomorphological scientific endeavour.
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Abstract
While food consumption is a basic need, why would anyone engage in the labour-intensive process of food
production, when resources capable of satisfying those same needs are naturally available through hunting,
gathering and/or fishing? The archaeological record of Australasia, including New Guinea, Melanesia and
Australia, offers different perspectives on the processes and the consequences of the adoption of food-producing
strategies by human societies. In this paper, I explore the concepts of domestication and cultivation through
Australasian evidence, and comparatively with examples from other regions of the world, in order to illustrate
the diversity of human relationships with their living and geological environment. I argue that the dependence
upon food-producing strategies was the unintended result of a prolonged process, involving a series of conscious
decisions by human agents. These decisions were almost surely consistent with the socio-economic context in
which they were taken, and it is likely that they pursued the preservation of their former lifestyles rather than
socio-cultural change. I further argue that the impact of food production strategies on human communities,
within the co-evolutionary context of domestication and cultivation, is particularly relevant for understanding the
potential of human adaptive capabilities.

Introduction
The origins and the nature of food production strategies in
different parts of the world have been much discussed in
the archaeological literature, because of their relevance for
the development of complex societies throughout the world,
ultimately leading to the technologically advanced and highly
productive agricultural systems of the twenty-first century.
Theoretical and methodological advances have been tested
to better understand these processes. Diamond (1997:106)
argues that food-production was a discovery or an invention,
almost conceptualising it as another stage in the ‘history
of human development’. Nonetheless, I would argue that
this view is conditioned by historical hindsight, and that the
social adoption of farming was part of an extended process
of decision-making by human agents. Careful observation
70

of perhaps serendipitous events, such as the growth of
a plant from discarded seeds, combined with thorough
understanding and extensive knowledge of their environments
and their elements almost certainly played a major role.
Therefore, the substantial changes generally associated with
food-producing economies, such as wealth accumulation,
vertical social differentiation, permanent building structures,
increased human densities or technological developments
could have been initially the unintended result of a series of
decisions. These broad social transformations are unlikely
to have been the initial intention of those individuals and
communities engaging in the management of their landscapes
and natural resources. In fact, as Barker (2006:392) suggests,
hunter-gatherer societies began to engage in food-producing
activities, it is likely that they were trying to maintain their
lifestyle and sustenance rather than consciously altering their
economic system.
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In order to better understand the nuances of the
different processes and human attitudes towards foodproduction activities, it is important to explore the concept
of domestication, and its differences with cultivation.
Domestication is the intentional or unintentional biological
processes of changes in the genotypes or phenotypes (physical
characteristics) of cultigens, defined here as plants and
animals which are suitable for domestication. Domestic
animals have to be gregarious (social), diurnal, with useful
characteristics for humans and, especially, they must have
a dominance hierarchy (Keeling 2001:230; Langbein and
Puppe 2004). This last characteristic is manifested by a
multi-male flock composition, where humans can establish
themselves as dominant. In contrast, most mammals of
Australasia are marsupials, which tend to be relatively small,
solitary and nocturnal, which help understand why there was
no independent domestication of animals in Australasia.
Genetic and phenotypical changes tend to be the result
of cultural selection, and a domesticate species is that
considered dependent on humans for the maintenance of
its reproductive success. Cultivation (or herding if animals
are being discussed) involves intentional cultural practices,
such as field preparation, sowing, harvesting and storing
of crops. These cultural practices require considerable and
deliberate alterations of the conceptualisation of the human
relationship with and cultigen, and between farming, food
producing and agriculture. Farming involves the cultural
alteration of the ecosystem through cultivation practices
in order to favour the development of selected species of
plants and animals. It differs from agriculture in which the
latter implies the intentional propagation of food and the
isolation of the domesticated species from their wild relatives
(Denham 2011:379), thus fostering the appearance of changes
in their morphology. The nature of the transition to foodproduction economies in different regions of the world is a
major archaeological question (Price 2000:2). To understand
the origins of food production, it is important to take into
account the information supplied by the different regions in
which agriculture did - or did not - develop. I argue that New
Guinea and other areas within Australasia can provide an
alternative and enriching perspective to the broader academic
debate on the nature of this process.

The origins of food-production
in Australasia: New Guinea &
Melanesia
Australasia, comprised by the Australian mainland, Tasmania,
New Guinea and Island Melanesia, mainly the Bismarck
and the Solomon archipelagos, provides an ideal location
to investigate the origins of farming and the nature and
development of food-producing economies. Firstly, because
there is evidence supporting the independent origin for
the domestication of certain cultigens in the New Guinea
highlands (Neumann 2003). Secondly, because of the co-

existence of different socio-economic systems with diverse
strategies of food production and consumption. The processes
of food-production probably started in this region as far back
as 50,000 years ago, with the beginning of human occupation
(Dennell and Porr 2014:31). The evidence obtained from
this area provides a greater understanding of the origins and
the nature of food production strategies in ways that will be
explored throughout this paper.
Sahul, the continental shelf which comprises Australia
and New Guinea, has been always separated from the
Asian continental shelf (Sunda) by open sea, even during
the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), at around ~20,000BP,
when sea levels dropped by 150 metres. From the earliest
human occupations of Sahul, it is likely that humans were
moving along the landscape, between scarce local resources,
perhaps fostering the renewal of these resources to ensure
their endurance until their next cyclical arrival. However, by
the end of the LGM, and particularly from the beginnings
of the Holocene, human groups started to move between
islands, colonising new environments and bringing with
them resources available from elsewhere. The origins of
food production in Melanesia are intrinsically linked with
this inter-island movement of food and other resources (Yen
1990:262; Spriggs 1997:55). For example, the translocation of
new plant species, such as Canarium, or indeed wild animals,
such as the cuscus (Phalanger orientalis), were being introduced
to Melanesia from New Guinea by the Late Pleistocene
in sites such as Pamwak Shelter, on Manus Island, in the
Bismarck Archipelago (Gosden 1995:811). Furthermore,
obsidian—a volcanic glass used as raw material for tools—was
being widely distributed from sources to consumption areas
(Summerhayes 2009:113—114).
These processes of resource mobilisation, along with
anthropogenic transformation of the landscape (Allen et al.
1989:558) are part of a series of systems of food production,
even though there is no evidence of domesticated cultigens
yet. The economic dimension of this system also included
intensive exploitation of shellfish, as shell middens and the
contents of refuse deposits at Matenkupkum, on New
Ireland, strongly suggest (Gosden and Robertson 1991).
Consumption of certain products, such as Canarium nuts,
almost surely required the existence of food-processing
technology (Spriggs 1997:57—61), such as the presence of
clamshell adzes or tools with organic residues in Balof 2, New
Ireland (Barton and White 1993). This system of production
has been called ‘hunter-horticulturalism’ (Guddemi 1992),
although the label of ‘low-level food production’, which
implies the identification and exploitation of new and
seemingly advantageous cultural and environmental niches,
seems more appropriate (Smith 2011). This mobilisation
of resources evidences the high degree of socio-economic
integration of Melanesia (Torrence 2004; Torrence et al.
2009), and I argue that these kind of trade networks would
have played an important role in the establishment and
maintenance of social relationships and alliances.
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Another region of Australasia where systems of food
production developed in prehistory is the island of New
Guinea. The nature of the origins of food production in
New Guinea has been a controversial issue. Allen (1997:181)
rejected the possibility that the agricultural societies
established in the highlands were of local origins. Hope and
Golson (1995:827—828) proposed that these farming systems
had expanded from the lowlands, despite the lack of evidence
suggesting the widespread presence of farming societies in the
lowlands during the twentieth century. The area of the New
Guinea highlands is now acknowledged to have experienced
an independent development of a system of food producing
economies of considerable scale, which could be labelled
‘agricultural’ (Harris 1995:851; Denham et al. 2004). The
adoption of agriculture in New Guinea was the result of a
series of adaptations to a series of circumstances. First, postglacial temperatures allowed the natural development of the
major New Guinea staples: taro (Colocasia spp.), banana (Musa
acuminate), yam (Dioscorea spp.) and sugarcane (Saccharum spp.).
Second, the height of the Highlands, between 1,300-2,300
metres above sea level (Bellwood 2005:143), allows a malariafree fertile area where soils do not frost, thus making it an
ideal location for cultivation.
The use of stone tools by humans for the modification of the
landscape, such as forest clearance, in order to foster useful
vegetal growth, is attested in New Guinea from 49,00044,000BP –the very beginning of human occupations in
the island (Summerhayes et al. 2010:78). Nevertheless, the
earliest clear evidence so far of agricultural practices in New
Guinea comes from Phase 1 of the site of Kuk Swamp, in the
Wahgi Valley, dated to 9,000BP (Denham 2011; Harris and
Hillman 1989:679). This level presents charcoal and pollen
evidence suggesting widespread forest loss, archaeologically
contemporary with the cultivation of fruits and tubers
(Gosden 2010:42; Haberle et al. 2012:129). Further evidence
for cultivation includes the presence of features interpreted
as drainage ditches (Denham and Haberle 2008). However,
the marginal location of the Highlands, which, on one hand,
provides an optimal farming location, may also present
some restrictions to plant growth. The climatic uncertainty
of the Pleistocene-Holocene transition in the context of
permanent settlement could have induced the highlanders
to intensify their plant exploitation patterns and diversify the
resources they relied upon (Denham et al. 2004:851—852).
Demographic and social factors, such as land degradation
(Haberle et al. 2012:138) or the potential need of increasing
the production of vegetables, for human but also for pig
consumption (cf. Rappaport 1968) need also to be considered.
A plausive social response could be the development of
more productive technical advances, and/or management
strategies which would provide a higher yield per unit area.
Nonetheless, it is worth to bear in mind that there is not a
simple correlation between agricultural intensification and
land shortage or population pressure. Furthermore, the
island of New Guinea is by no means uniform, and if the
development of farming in the Highlands is clear, it is also
evident that the scale of food-production in the Lowlands
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is notably lower, decreasing towards the coast. The wide
availability of coastal resources might have not encouraged
the development of time-consuming and labour-intensive
cultivation (Roscoe 2002).

Alternatives to foodproduction? - Australia
In contrast, food production strategies of the scale and type
practiced in New Guinea did not develop in Australia, even
though New Guinean cultigens, such as taro or yams, were an
important part of Australian Aboriginal subsistence patterns
in their wild form (Yen 1995:833). Ethnographic research
suggests that communities practising hunting and gathering
were capable of creating surpluses of stored and processed
food for ritual and economic purposes. This also covered
subsistence need in periods of need (Lourandos 1997:33).
Lourandos (1997:77) further argues that the adoption of
logistical strategies and the establishment of fixed equipment
for the acquisition of food resources such as weirs, traps and
drains facilitated a more sedentary lifestyle, although there is
almost no evidence to suggest that they lived in permanent
villages. These strategies could also be interpreted as an
economic mechanism to minimise risk, providing another
food source. Furthermore, it should be noted that historical
ethnographies were carried out in a context of extreme
competition derived from European colonisation and the
introduction of contagious diseases, such as smallpox.
Therefore, direct extrapolations of the economic, political
or social reality of these societies into the past lifestyles of
Australian Aboriginal communities might be misleading.
Besides, although only hunter-gatherer societies inhabited
Australia at the eve of European contact, it does not mean
that it had always been that way.
In fact, the presence in Queensland, NE Australia, of
naturalised greater yam might suggest horticultural practices
practiced when Australia and New Guinea were still linked
forming Sahul (Denham et al. 2009:645). The implications
seem clear: food producing strategies could have been
implemented in the area of present-day Australia when
it was still part of Sahul. However, after the separation
of the landmasses by rising sea level in the early to midHolocene, human communities in Australia might not
have found suitable environments for sustained cultivation.
Moreover, progressive isolation of food-producing societies
of the New Guinean highlands from those of the lowlands
could have prevented the reintroduction of cultigens into
Northern Australia through the Torres Strait. Alternatively,
the abundance of stable sources of wild resources in these
coastal environments might have hindered the development
of labour-intensive strategies of food production. Denham
et al. (2009) hypothesis could provide support for the idea
that food production strategies may well be reversed through
endogenous change, particularly if the socio-economic
circumstances which lead to its adoption are altered. This
view contrasts with the irreversibility of complexity suggested
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by the dynamic process of entanglement theory (Hodder
2012), which suggests that the web of interactions between
humans and things is driven by a series of problems needing
a solution, which in turn will generate further problems of
increasing complexity in the future.

The global context of the
origins of food-production
The evidence provided by this overview of the origins of
agriculture in Australasia can be comparatively assessed
in order to better understand the origins of agriculture
worldwide. In relation to why food production strategies
develop, Bellwood (2005:144) argues that the minimisation of
the possibilities of not having access to food resources played
an important role in the establishment of food production
strategies. The Younger Dryas stadial, a glacial phase during
the Late Pleistocene-Early Holocene transition, saw reduced
global temperatures by several degrees. Global temperatures
subsequently rose during the following interstadial period
(Muscheller et al. 2008). These oscillations could have been
a stress factor that, in a period of uncertainty, might have
fostered the early stages of cultivation for securing food
resources in foraging communities (Bellwood 2005:144).
It seems to correlate mostly with the chronology of the
development of South-West Asian agriculture (Sherratt 1997).
Nevertheless, the impact of Younger Dryas cannot be the
main reason for the development of food-production, because
food production did not develop in other parts of the world,
such as Mesolithic Europe, severely affected by this climatic
event. Furthermore, temperature reconstructions based
on chirnomids (non-biting, mosquito-like flies) and pollen
analyses seem to suggest that there was no cooling or shifts in
rainfall in the Australasian region during the Younger Dryas
(Tibby 2012). Therefore, other economic and socio-cultural
factors should be taken into account.
Another important dimension of the adoption of food
production strategies are their social repercussions. The
New Guinean evidence does not suggest a straightforward
relationship between food producing economies,
sedentarisation and greater social complexity. Highland
communities depending on domesticated resources do not
show a higher sociocultural complexity than those lowland
communities relying on wild resources (Roscoe 2002:159).
Post-processual approaches have stressed that it is not just the
strategy (i.e. food production vs food gathering), but the nature
of the resource (i.e. availability, whether it can be stored) and
the mechanisms of its social presentation—such as through
competitive feasting—what might foster sedentarisation
and social differentiation (Bender 1975; Hayden 2014). For
example, complex hunter-gatherer-fishers from the Pacific
NW coast of America relying on salmon have a degree of
socio-cultural elaboration perhaps more comparable to
agricultural societies based on high-yielding crops (e.g. wheat
Triticum spp., maize Zea mays, etc.), whereas the early foodproducing societies of Australasia relied on less productive

cultigens. In relation to material culture, the Australasian
evidence suggests that the adoption of agriculture can take
place within a context of apparent socio-cultural continuity,
without the appearance of new ways of fashioning stone tools
or new decorative styles (Bellwood 2005:143). This is perhaps
derived from the nature of the food producing economy of
certain Australasian communities, probably not dissimilar to
what Bogaard (2005) has characterised, for the early Neolithic
of Europe and the Near East, as garden agriculture: intensive,
small-scale farming. Furthermore, the absence of pottery
manufacture in societies from the New Guinea highlands
(Gosden and Hather 2004:237) might be simply because
it was not needed, or because there were natural resources
which fulfilled the same role. This is not unique, as a similar
development of agriculture in the absence of pottery took
place during the Pre-Pottery Neolithic (c.9500-6500BC)
sequences of South-West Asia (Fullola and Nadal 2005).
The origins of the cultivated staples is a relevant issue for
understanding how food production economies were formed
by human communities. Plants can be of local origin, such
as in Papua New Guinea, or being imported from elsewhere,
such as in island Melanesia. The same applies in other
regions of the world. Wheat and barley, autochthonous
to South-West Asia, and initially cultivated there, were
distributed throughout Europe, although the ways in which
this phenomenon took place remain disputed (Barker
2006:325–328). Closely related to this is the question as to
whether agriculture could have developed independently in
different regions of the world. The adoption of agriculture
by a particular site or region can be explained through
immigration, or movement of people, animals, plants and
technology, from an already established farming community
to a non-agricultural area, as some sites of Melanesia and
certainly some from Polynesia, have been characterised
(Bellwood and Hiscock 2013). Similar models are held for
the adoption of agriculture by European communities.
Nonetheless, the evidence of the independent adoption of
agriculture from New Guinea, similar to other processes
experienced in other parts of the world, such as China (Liu
and Chen 2012) or in several locations of the Americas (Pope
et al., 2001; Iriarte 2007), should keep open the possibility of
an Indigenous development of agricultural practices in other
parts of the world. However, I would argue that whether the
cultigens have been locally domesticated or imported, unless
there are clear implications of long-distance contact, is not the
most transcendent research question. The impact of cultigens
on local landscapes, or the socio-economic implications of
food producing strategies for local communities seem more
relevant for broadening our understanding of the nature of
the processes of food production.
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Discussing the nature and
origins of food production
Finally, Australasian evidence can contribute to the question
of why agriculture did develop, if hunting and gathering
could be sufficient for survival. Childe’s Oasis Theory
model (1936) emphasised ‘occurring together’ in areas with
water availability as paramount. Braidwood’s Hilly-Flanks
hypothesis (1948), partly as a reaction to Childe’s model,
suggested that instead of ideal conditions, food production
should have been developed in marginal areas. Binford
(1968) developed this model, focusing on Marginal Zones,
arguing that agricultural intensification would have been an
appropriate solution when the supply of wild resources was
not enough for the entire population, mainly due to a series
of constraining factors, such as hydrological stress, climate
variation, land degradation and/or population growth. This
model might help explain the development of agricultural
communities in sites such as Kuk Swamp, in the New Guinea
Highlands, although it has not been thoroughly tested. More
interpretive/post-processual approaches have stressed sociocultural factors for explaining the origins of agriculture. For
example, authors such as Chauvin (2000) and Hodder (2010)
have stressed the role of ideologies as important elements for
the adoption of different food-procuring strategies. Hayden
(2014) argues that the desire to acquire more social prestige
associated with the creation of ties of dependence after
expensive feasts could have been a key driver for increasing
productivity. Although these hypotheses are not easy to
assess through the archaeological record, ethnographic
research might provide additional support, such as the highly
competitive moka exchange system of the Kawelka, from the
Mount Hagen area of the Papua New Guinean highlands
(Strathern 1971; Strathern 1988). I argue that future research
could focus on broadening our understanding of the socioeconomic dimensions of food production activities, not just
their origins, because they provide information about past
human experiences and relationships with the environment.
Thus, if we are interested in the impact of the adoption
of food-production strategies on human societies, I suggest
that the material traces of cultivation practices—such as the
irrigations canals in Kuk Swamp—are far more relevant than
the presence of domesticates. Firstly, because morphologically
domesticated cultigens are just by-products of the processes
of the adoption of cultivation practices; and, secondly,
because those cultural practices which, although fostering
the development of cultigens, do not necessarily provoke
their physical or genetic alteration, will be archaeologically
invisible if only the remains of domesticates are considered.
Thus, the presence/absence of domesticates, considered the
archaeological ‘proof ’ of food production strategies, may
not be the most useful methodology for understanding the
early stages of the process. Isotopic analyses of soils and
archaeobotanical remains could add further information
into the management practices of Australasian farming
communities.
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The relatively sudden appearance of morphologically domestic
animal and plant remains should not be regarded as an
archaeological event, because for this modifications to take
place, animals, plants and humans must have engaged in
a mutual series of adaptive practices for a certain amount
of time. Therefore, archaeologists should be careful when
making assumptions from animal and plant remains, because
their morphologically-domesticated form might only
indicate that they were indeed domesticated, but they cannot
assure, especially in the initial stages of the process, that
morphologically-wild specimens were not effectively managed
as domesticates (Linares Matás 2014:83). At the same time,
plants and animals are not a blank slate where humans can
impose their designed plans. They also have agency (van
der Veen 2014:799), in the sense that they have decisively
contributed to the co-evolutionary process of domestication.

Conclusion
Australasia is an important region in the history of
the adoption and intensification food production. It
contributes to the understanding of the nature and origins
of food production because of the coexistence in this
region of different strategies of food procurement: from
fully agricultural communities in New Guinea, through
horticulturalists in Melanesia, to foraging societies in
Australia. This diversity can offer valuable insights into
human-environment relationships (Denham 2011). The
case presented by Denham et al. (2009) about naturalised
cultigens in Australia seems to suggest that the adoption of
food production strategies might be a reversible process. If
confirmed through future fieldwork, this would certainly
be an important contribution towards broadening our
understanding of human adaptive capabilities, and the
nature of food production processes and their impact on
social organisation.
Nevertheless, I would argue that a clear dichotomisation
between foraging and low-level food production strategies
might not be very useful for understanding the socioeconomic realities of human communities. Both wild
resource intensification and food production are best seen
as adaptive strategies to a challenging set of circumstances,
not only environmental, but also social, political, economic
or demographic. Pressures both in favour and against food
producing practices might have co-existed (Fuller et al.
2011:644). The community decision to opt for intensifying
the exploitation of known resources or the diversification
of food procurement strategies could have had perhaps
unintended, but potentially decisive differences in the long
run. It would be interesting to explore in the future whether
within a same community, different households followed
different subsistence strategies, and what would the socioeconomic implications of such choices. The particularities
of the Australasian record can be productively explored for
testing general models and hypothesis about why and how
food production strategies developed, and the global spatiotemporal context of their origins.
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Abstract
The Pre-Pottery Neolithic Period (PPNB) of the Levant, from approximately 8600 BC to 7000 BC, is described as a
transformative period of village life in terms of social, economic and ideological changes. This is examined across
sites from the southern and central Levant, and south-east Anatolia. Social changes are seen in organisation of
built space, population pressure and social hierarchy. Economic changes include animal domestication, building
construction, craft specialisation and trade. Ideological and ritual changes include clay figurines, burials, skulls,
statues and ritual sites. It is important to remain open to new interpretations of the archaeology as fresh evidence
becomes available.
The Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period (PPNB) represents
an important phase of social, economic and ideological
development of village life in the Levant. Underlying themes
identified in this period include population pressure, social
differentiation, community interdependence and symbolic
development. It is pertinent to question whether the
anthropological approach of Western archaeologists during
the 1960s and 1970s has influenced the interpretation of
archaeological entities in the Levant (Bar-Yosef 1981:390).
The various components of social, economic and ideological
changes across the PPNB in the Levant will be examined.
The Pre-Pottery Period was originally defined by Kathleen
Kenyon (1978:36-37) during her 1952-1958 excavations at
Jericho as that part of the stratigraphic sequence prior to the
use of Neolithic pottery. The Pre-Pottery Neolithic A period
(PPNA), preceding the PPNB by approximately 1,000 years,
was defined by houses with curved walls and the PPNB period
by houses with straight walls covered with plaster (Kenyon
1954:89-92). The PPNB period was also characterised by
forms of symbolism in burials, plastered skulls and figurines.
The Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period has been divided into
early (E-PPNB), middle (M-PPNB) and late (L-PPNB) (Kuijt
& Goring-Morris 2002:366). At ‘Ain Ghazal, a Pre-Pottery
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Pottery Neolithic C (PPNC) period has been defined by
changes in ritual practice (Rollefson 2000:178).
There have been difficulties in comparing the Levantine
PPNB across different sites. The first has been the variable
ecology in different geographic regions: coastal plains versus
eastern mountains versus rift valleys (Smith et al. 1984:101103). Another has been variation in the radiocarbon
dates obtained from sites across these regions. With recalibration of these radiocarbon dates by methods including
dendrochronology (Cauvin 2000a:xvii), the calibrated
dates for the PPNB period are in the region of 8600–7000
BC (Verhoeven 2002:233, 254). Some have argued
that subdivision of the Pre-Pottery phases has provided
unnecessary obstacles to understanding social and cultural
development and that it should be regarded as a continuous
sequence (Watkins 2013:149).
The key sites examined in this discussion are concentrated
in the southern and central Levant (Jericho, Beidha, ’Ain
Ghazal and Kfar Hohesh) with reference to sites in southeast Anatolia (Çayönü Tepesi and Göbekli Tepe). The social,
economic and ideological changes in this period in the Levant
will be examined.
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Social changes
Social changes in village life in the PPNB can be viewed at
several levels: built environment, population pressure / density
of living, and social hierarchy.

Built environment

One of the key changes was an increase in the size of the
built environment leading to larger settlements and greater
subdivision of space. For example, Jericho increased in area to
2-4 ha during the PPNA with this change being maintained in
the PPNB. Across the Levant, similar changes in other PPNB
sites have been translated to population densities of 300-2000
persons / site (Smith, Bar-Yosef & Sillen 1984:105). This
was accompanied by changes in domestic architecture. At
Beidha in the southern Levant, three phases were identified
across the PPNB: clusters of oval post houses, individual oval
and sub-rectangular buildings, and two-storey rectangular
buildings with complex internal organisation (Byrd 2000:7576). The move from clustered oval houses to individual houses
has been interpreted as a change from an extended family
social structure to the nuclear family unit. The more complex
internal space has been suggested to reflect greater division
of domestic activities (Byrd 2000:78-86). In the PPNB, there
are communal and ritual buildings such as the terrazzo,
skull and flagstone buildings at Çayönü Tepesi in south-east
Anatolia (Schirmer 1990:385-386). Here there is evidence of
special building construction with structures having grill-plan
foundations (Schirmer 1990:367). Another example is the
construction of the wall around Jericho. This was originally
postulated by Kenyon to be a defensive structure to separate
the town from marauding parties. One of the themes of
Kenyon’s excavations was to examine the Biblical account
of Joshua bringing down the wall (Kenyon 1954:89-94;
Kenyon 1957:69). An alternative view has emphasised the
proximity to water-courses and absence of warfare. This view
has suggested that the wall was originally built (in the PPNA
period) to protect the town from floods and mudflows (BarYosef 1986:161).

Population pressure

Early economic theorists suggested that growing size of
settlements was a primary stimulus for economic growth
and agricultural development (Boserup 1965:11-12). A side
effect of this growth was high density living and subsequent
environmental degradation. The original theory for the
disappearance of large Levantine settlements at the end of
the PPNB was due to decreasing rainfall (Rollefson & KöhlerRollefson 1992:245). However, at ‘Ain Ghazal combined
effects of goat grazing and deforestation have been postulated
to have led to environmental degradation (Rollefson & Köhler
Rollefson 1992:250-251). This has been suggested to have led
to abandonment of larger settlements.

Social hierarchy

Even in larger PPNB settlements, a difficult issue to examine
has been evidence for social hierarchy. There is differential
treatment of burials with plastering of skulls at sites such

as Jericho, Nahal Hamar and ‘Ain Ghazal. This has been
suggested by Rollefson to indicate selection of individuals for
higher respect (Rollefson 2000:185). However, the absence of
convincing evidence of conflict and material wealth implies
that there is no social hierarchy dominated by a hereditary
elite, such as would be seen in a chiefdom organisation (Kuijt
& Goring-Morris 2002:420). Furthermore, the finding of
burials and skulls of people of all ages and both sexes (see
below) would not support the presence of a social hierarchy.

Economic changes
Assessment of economic changes within the PPNB in the
Levant may well be influenced by the larger scope for
economic differentiation and interaction in settlements of
increasing size. Much of the published work on economic
change comes from ‘Ain Ghazal. The major economic
changes will be discussed in terms of animal domestication,
building construction, craft specialisation, and regional
interconnections such as trade.

Animal domestication

The major change in animal use in the PPNB in the Levant
was the movement from hunting of wild game such as gazelle
and fallow deer, to the use of domesticated caprovines such
as goats and sheep (Bar-Yosef 1981:403-404). However, the
domestication of caprovines was not uniform or synchronous
across the region. Meta-analysis of 114 sites across south-west
Asia and south-east Europe has shown variation in the timing
of domestication with earlier domestication appearing in
south-west Asia (domestic taxa comprising 40% of the bone
assemblage by 7550 BC) compared to the southern Levant
(domestic taxa comprising 35% of the assemblage by 5850
BC) (Conolly et al. 2011:538-544). These findings highlight
that economic change was not a linear progression across the
region but was influenced by regional factors such as climate,
vegetation and population size.

Building construction

Another important economic change related to population
pressure and increased settlement size was changes in the scale
of building construction with the increased use of resources.
This was exemplified at ‘Ain Ghazal, with the construction
of buildings with plaster floors. This required extensive
deforestation to provide wood for building construction and
firewood for lime production, implying the development of
multiple industries (Rollefson & Köhler-Rollefson 1992:247).

Craft specialisation

In the PPNB there is evidence of craft specialisation such
as lithic technology. An example of this is the naviform
core-and-blade technology used to create reproducible
tool-blanks, found in workshop areas at sites such as ‘Ain
Ghazal (Quintero & Wilke 1995:21-22, 28). This most likely
developed from a part-time occupation by a select few to
service a wider population (Quintero & Wilke 1995:26). It
could be argued that the driver of craft specialisation was
increased population size.
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Trade

Economic changes in the Levantine PPNB can also been
recognised through regional interconnections. These fall
into two categories. The first is the similarities in domestic
architecture and lithic technology across the southern
Levant (Kuijt & Goring-Morris 2002:426-427). This suggests
exchange of knowledge, if not exchange of people. The
second category is the exchange of rare materials such as
obsidian from Anatolia and Armenia (Dixon et al. 1968:8086) and shell beads from Red Sea molluscs (Bar-Yosef Mayer
1997:97). One deficiency of the obsidian study is that in
settlements which were occupied over long time periods such
as Jericho, it is unclear as to when the raw material was first
traded. A common theme of these economic changes appears
to be a move from self-sufficiency of the family in earlier
Neolithic periods to interdependence with others in PPNB
settlements.

Ideological and ritual changes:
Symbolism
Whilst social and economic changes are important, there are
also changes in the PPNB period in ideology and ritual. This
has been interpreted by some as a revolution of symbolism
related to agriculture and specifically domestication (Cauvin
2000b:237; Verhoeven 2002:241, 248). Other authors
contend that this is less a revolution and more a continuity of
change that has its origin in the Natufian period in association
with wild animals such as foxes and birds of prey (GoringMorris & Belfer-Cohen 2002:70-71). The changes in the
PPNB can be examined at five levels: clay figurines, burials
and skull caches, plastered skulls, statues, and ritual sites.

Clay figurines

The clay figurines have the form of female figures and
animals: bull, ram and gazelle. These have been seen
at multiple sites e.g. Jericho, (Kenyon 1954:93), Basta
(Hermansen 1997:336-337) and ‘Ain Ghazal (Rollefson
2000:165-168). As these have recurring themes, they have
been variously interpreted as a fertility cult (Kenyon 1954:93)
and a mother-goddess (Cauvin 2000b:237). It should also be
noted that there is some evidence of human and zoomorphic
figurines from the late Epipalaeolithic period such as at
Kebara Cave and el-Wad (Rollefson 2008:388-389).

Burials

Another change in ritual activity has been the treatment of
burials. These often have had the skulls removed and placed
in caches, such as at Jericho and Kfar Hahoesh (Israel), and
Nevali Çori, and Çayönü Tepesi, both in Anatolia. At Kfar
Hohesh, there is evidence of mixing of human bones with
bones from auroch and gazelle (Verhoeven 2002:236-240).
It should be noted that there is some evidence of Natufian
human burials with grave goods including wolf and horse
teeth, and dogs (Belfer-Cohen & Hovers 1992:466).
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Plastered skulls

A number of skulls were covered with plaster or bitumen,
decorated with shells, and painted to imitate realistic facial
features. An example of this is the ‘nearly sleeping face’ of a
modelled skull from Beisamoun (Goren et al. 2001:673). This
has previously been interpreted as a form of male-dominated
ancestor cult. However, re-interpretation of series of plastered
skulls through osteology, CT scan and DNA analysis have
indicated a mixture of adult males, females and children
(Bonogofsky 2005:118; Goren et al. 2001:686). This suggests
that this modelling was an inclusive form of ancestor worship.
However, interestingly, no mention is made of how the DNA
analysis contributed to the sexing of the skulls.

Statues

A form of ritual is the presence of 80-90 cm high humanlike plastered statues and busts with a ‘stickman’ appearance
at ‘Ain Ghazal (Rollefson 1983:30-32). These have been
suggested to represent a mythological lineage (Rollefson
2000:185).

Ritual sites

The last form of ritual is that of the sanctuary seen at Göbekli
Tepe in south-east Anatolia and consisting of a mound with
T-shaped stone pillars with depictions of humans and animals
(Schmidt 2000:48; Verhoeven 2002:241).
These various levels of representation have been interpreted
as a ritual system within the PPNB period with four
underlying principles: communality, dominant symbolism,
vitality, and animal-human linkage (Verhoeven 2002:233).
Whilst this currently appears a valid interpretation, it is not
without notice that previous archaeological findings have been
re-interpreted when fresh local knowledge has come to light.
This includes the concept of continuity of change rather than
abrupt revolution (Watkins 2013:157).

Conclusion
It has been argued that the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period
represents an important period of transformation in the
Levant with significant social, economic and ideological
changes (Verhoeven 2002:248). These include changes in the
built environment, living density, caprovine domestication,
craft specialisation, regional interconnection, and ideological
changes based on ritual, veneration of ancestors, and
animal human linkage. Review of the literature appears
complicated by variation in the reporting of dates and the
wish to subdivide the period into smaller elements (e.g. early,
mid, late and final PPNB). When these are mixed together
across multiple sites and regions, the range of subdivisions
appears endless. It might be inferred that exploration of
ideological themes is a reaction to such sub-classification.
One of the unexpected outcomes of discussion of ideological
themes is a move towards viewing the period as a continuous
sequence. Review of archaeological interpretation remains
important lest it is not unduly influenced by the approach of
archaeologists of the time.
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One of the challenges archaeologists face is in communicating
the value of our work to the public and increasingly, museums
play an important role in engaging the profession with
the community. This issue of Dig it asked Michael Mills,
winner of the 2014 National Science Week Unsung Hero of
Science Communication Award, about his work as a science
communicator collaborating with institutions such as the
South Australian Museum. Michael is better known as the
Scottish palaeontologist, Professor Flint.

How did you conceive of Professor Flint and what
is your background in dramatic interpretation and
producing content for science venues?
It was actually the idea of telling stories about Australia's
prehistory that came first, which came about as a result of
reading Tim Flannery’s “The Future Eaters.” It was the first
book I’d ever read about Australian pre-history and thought
“WOW! What awesome creatures. Why had no-one ever told
me about this? How can I visit that place?”
And the reason I had read Tim’s book in the first place was
on a raving recommendation by British broadcaster David
Bellamy, who I lucked into doing a community radio interview
with along the St. Kilda mangroves board walk. Had I not
casually happened to pop into the radio station where I’d not
done stuff for a while, and the publicist had looked up from
her desk and ask... “Hey... Do you wanna interview this guy?”
regarding Bellamy, and had I now missed the actual press
conference, and had to travel to the mangroves to speak with
him, I’m not sure what sliding doors world I’d be living in!
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From there, the songs danced from the pages of pre-history
as I read. Which may sound odd, but when writing tunes,
as you read, there are certain things that resonate and act
as your departure point into the world of notes and lyrics I
did the songs for the final season of Channel 7‘s “The Book
Place”, where I’d be given a book, and asked to come up
with a suitable song within a few days. The real buzz for me
was than it reading the book, there’d be moments when it
was obvious where a song could be breathed into life. The
first tune written for the Prof was... “I saw a diprotodon
skeleton”, and it came into being simply because I thought
how awesome it would be to be looking at the skeleton,
and wondering what this animal was like when it lived and
breathed and walked the Earth.
The creation of Prof Flint as the one who was singing the
songs began in a show for the “Come Out” Youth Arts
Festival in a show called “Dancing with Diprotodons.” By
this time, Tim was running the S.A. Museum, and loved the
idea, and so that’s where we did the show. Made sense. Sing
about diprotodons, then go and see one! Naturally, I needed
a character to sing the tunes and tell the stories. There had to
be a lab coat... Coz that’s how I saw science folk at the time.
And a hat. By this point I’d done a fair few shows around the
place, and the characters had always had a hat or a wig.
Though here’s the thing... Final dress rehearsal on the Friday,
the Prof went through his final embryonic paces, in readiness
for his Monday birth! It was fine. It all seemed to work. And
yet across the weekend, something nagged at me. He wasn’t as
funny as I’d hoped. He wore an Aussie hat, sang with a broad
Aussie accent, and was telling stories about a part of our
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fantastic Aussie pre-history. I then happened to stroll past an
old puppet I used to use on radio. A Scottish puppet. Claude
McTavish, the long lost cousin of the Loch Ness Monster! It
was at that moment that one of tunes, “Rocks and Bones”,
became “Rrrrrrrrrocks and Boooooooons!”

images for me of a show with a series of explosions and
lots of slime. While these things are terrific and have their
place, it’s not what I do, unless it’s part of a clear narrative.
The key to remember, is it’s not just theatre... It’s the use of
performance, in varying mediums and capacities.

As for a background in dramatic interpretation and producing
content for science venues? None. Zero. Zilch. I did a
Bachelor of Business, worked in the public sector for a few
years, and then left on a whim to do something about this
writing thing I loved doing.

Why performance? And why more of it now? People see
that it works. There’s ample research now showing us that
the kinds of engagement that are possible through using
performance are incredibly powerful in being able to engage
audiences. For me the love was always writing, and in
particular, songwriting. That’s what brought me to what I do.
The thing I love about songs, is they anchor memories like no
other art form.

I have no theatre or music training, other than a few years
of drum lessons. I’ve done no creative writing courses. I
have no degree in science, or science communication. There
was clearly no career plan! I learnt to write and perform,
by writing and performing. I learnt about science through
hanging out with scientists. I’ve come to place great important
on their advice. It’s the stories they’re uncovering that I have
the honour of being able to tell, and I want to ensure I get the
facts right. You can create great drama and great theatre, and
still get the science right. Indeed, for me, it’s an essential part
of the story.

At Flinders Uni, we have a tourism subject many
archaeology students take called 'Essentials
of Interpretation'. What do you think are the
essentials in producing good interpretation?
It has to have a story that resonates with the particular
audience, whoever they are, whatever their demographic,
background, lifestyle. It has to resonate. Humans are the
storytelling animal. Homo Fictus I once read us described
as! People don’t engage with information. They engage with
stories. The key is to ensure the right information is on those
stories, and that those stories are told using great storytelling
techniques, and by effective storytellers.

At the Museum, you've done tours with audiences
that have both children and adults; you've also
done tours exclusively for adults (like the night
tour for Biodiversity Week 2014). Yet adults often
find the tours with children just as humorous.
How do you balance the message you're trying to
communicate while still being entertaining?
It’s not really a conscious process. I go with my gut... often
with what makes me laugh, and that I find interesting. I figure
if I read something for the first time, and it’s “Oooooh... that’s
cool!”, others might think the same. Seems to have worked
so far! Phew! There are things Flint can do and say if it’s just
adults and the context is right, and these seem self-evident. I
suspect it’s all partly because I’ve been doing this stuff awhile
now, so you learn what’s appropriate. You learn from your
audience. They are the reason you get to do what you do as
a job. They are the ones who've paid their money, and taken
time out of their lives, to be a part of yours. So, I think the
balance has come from years of listening and being aware of
how the audience are responding, and listening some more.

What distinguishes dramatic interpretation (or
science theatre) from traditional interpretive
methods used in museums of communicating
ideas and why isn't it something we see more of?

Professor Flint has a social media presence on
Face Book with Dinosaurs Down Under and on
YouTube. How important do you feel new media
is as a tool available to interpreters and how do
you use it effectively?

I think it all sits on a continuum. There are basic signs, selfguided walks, and volunteers who do a fantastic job. There
are full-on, site-specific theatrical productions that integrate
the stories of the collections into it’s storytelling, using the
museum space. And there’s lots of things in between. The
word Science Theatre is not one I use, as it always conjures

I, like many folk, are on a learning curve with this stuff. What
works? What’s going to go viral? In the end, for that kind of
thing, it’s impossible to know. Maybe if Prof Flint had an
annoying pet cat, that might improve things. What Ido like
is the immediate engagement you can get with people you
know like the stuff your doing. It’s great to ask folk questions,
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send out new tunes and see what they think. I think we are
really just at the beginning of possibility with social media. As
with everything though... It’s the story that engages people,
whether it’s social media, or another medium.

In 2014, you jointly received the Unsung Science
Hero of Science Communication award, along
side your colleague Dr. Jim Gehling, at the SA
Museum. When and why did you first become
interested in communicating science to a broader
audience?
That I won alongside Jim was one of the great honours of
my professional life. In the end, it’s the stories of people like
Jim that I get to bring to life, and without such folk, there’d be
no Prof Flint. There was never a career plan in doing this. It
was always... “Look at that over there! That looks interesting.
I might do that for a bit.” After many a year following my
whims, I look back, and you can see the path that got me
here, but it was never thought of beforehand. So, it was
never my sitting down and making a conscious decision to
communicate science to an audience. It started with things
like reading “The Future Eaters” and thinking how cool it
would to write some songs about the amazing beasties that
dwell amongst it’s pages. I think this is really important. I
think it’s by approaching it this way, you’re much more likely
to get better at doing it.

Can you tell us about how the night tours at the
SA Museum came about what you think is so
compelling about a museum at night?
The idea came about during Palaenotolgy Week one year
when we all decided how cool it would be to hang at the
Museum and do something after dark, and by torchlight. It’s
not a new thing, touring Museums at night. The S.A.Museum
just hadn’t done a lot of it.
What I do love is the ability to focus on a single object.
To ensure your audience is looking at nothing else but the
thing that you are holding a torch to. When we first did
them everyone had torches, and it’s was more than a little
distracting, especially when 20 torches would be shone in my
eyes. By giving the Prof the only torch, he decides what you
see and when. As always, though, it’s not just about showing
one thing, then another, then another. There has to be an
underlying narrative, and a reason in that narrative to be
engaging with the particular thing you’re looking at.
There is also something compelling in what you don’t and
can’t see. What that’s sound? What’s that lurking in the
shadows? I think it appeals to the storytelling animal in us all
at a very basic level, and does so no matter what age we are.
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Interested in Native Title or
Indigenous Heritage?

My Experience at
Çatalhöyük

By Cass Kohle
Master of Archaeology student, Flinders University.

By Chelsea Wiseman, Flinders University.

For four weeks over the summer holidays, I moved several
hours out of Melbourne to do an internship with the Barengi
Gadjin Land Council (BGLC) in Horsham, as part of the
Aurora Project’s Internship Program. The program places
a number of interns in both summer and winter each year
to work for Native Title Representative Bodies (NTRBs),
Prescribed Body Corporates (PBCs), and various other
organisations working to support the Indigenous sector.
There are several streams in which interns can be placed,
namely law, anthropology, and some social sciences. Having
a background in archaeology, I couldn’t help but think that
this would be an interesting and productive way to spend six
weeks of my summer.
I was not wrong. During my four weeks at BGLC, I got to see
and experience a lot of interesting things, along with some
very satisfying cataloguing and organising of reports, books
and files. From examining artefacts from a dig at Ebenezer
Mission, to playing around in the field with software that
gives you the ability to make 3D models, to spending a week
assisting with a research survey, there was plenty of variety,
and I enjoyed all of it!
Then for the last two weeks of my internship, I was back in
Melbourne, this time with the NTRB, Native Title Services
Victoria. Unfortunately, my time there was very short, having
already spent most of my time with BGLC. Nevertheless, it
was still enough to make a meaningful contribution to their
work. This included re-organising library filing cabinets,
creating a bibliography relevant to a specific claim area and
sourcing referenced documents/articles and assessing their
relevance, as well adding to a database of archaeological sites
by going through various reports.
This internship was a fantastic experience, and it was great to
learn more about native title and the organisations involved
in it. I would highly recommend an Aurora internship for
anyone who is considering or interested in working in areas
focusing on native title or Indigenous heritage.
There are two rounds of placements, one in summer and one
in winter, applications for which open in March and August
through the Aurora website. See
http://www.auroraproject.com.au/aurorainternshipprogram
for more details.

Last July, I was bound for Turkey on what can only be
described as the opportunity of a lifetime: to excavate and
work at the Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük for five weeks. Under
the guidance of Flinders PhD candidate Jana Rogasch, my
colleague Dan Murphy and I prepared for our work over
the course of several weeks. Çatalhöyük is one of the largest
Neolithic sites in the world, and so this opportunity was both
immensely exciting and hugely daunting.
Having excavated at historical sites in Australia, in many
ways I was unsure as to what to expect from my first
prehistoric excavation. This is where I was tremendously
grateful to Jana, who has worked at Çatalhöyük for eight
years now and assisted both Dan and me extensively in the
trench. We were excavating in the area known as TPC, or
Team Poznań Connection. This area is being excavated by
a Polish team from Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań,
and marks a connecting point between the South area and
the Team Poznań area at Çatalhöyük East. The stratigraphy
of the area proved to be thoroughly complex and quite a
challenge, but very exciting as we proceeded to make
better sense of the stratigraphy.
I was excavating for two weeks, and then worked in both the
lithics and faunal remains labs. The bulk of my time was
spent in the lithics lab identifying rock type and usewear of
Çatalhöyük West material, but as seems to happen often
on archaeological sites, things happened unexpectedly and
the faunal remains lab needed someone to help find faunal
bones appropriate for radiocarbon dating over the course of
a few days. Flexibility is key in working in archaeology, and
I was thrilled as it meant I was able to work in a variety of
different areas across the site. When I first arrived on site,
there was also a Student Rota in operation which meant that
the undergraduates on site spent their afternoons helping a
different lab each day. From washing finds to sorting through
flotation samples, students were able to experience the wide
range of the work that takes place on site.
Volunteering on this project was a remarkable experience.
To anyone reading who is considering volunteering on an
archaeological project overseas, I wholeheartedly encourage
it. You will learn some fantastic skills and meet some
brilliant professionals in the field, and it is truly rewarding
to experience archaeology from a more international
perspective.
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It’s not rock art science, it’s
more than that: The rock
art expedition to Mação,
Portugal
Trevor Tisdall, retired, trevor.tisdall@gmail.com
Along with my partner I was part of a small congregation of
people who travelled to Portugal to attend a “Rock Art
Expedition to Mação”. Occurring over five, days this field
school not only provided its attendees with some wonderful
insights into Palaeolithic/Neolithic culture on the western side
of Iberian Peninsula but gave us a privileged introduction
into the lives of Portuguese people.
At the airport we met not only one of the organisers, Sara
Garcês, but also some of the people who had more recently
flown into this beautiful capital of Portugal. Late planes
meant that some of the participants would arrive as we slept
in our comfortable house in Ortiga, but Sara used the rest of
our balmy evening to take us on a tour of the Instituto Terra
e Memória (research complex) and the small but impressive
museum in the town of Mação.
Next morning we were able to gather our complete crew
for our journey back into a Portuguese history that occurred
thousands of years before the Common Era. Not a motley
crew but certainly diverse, we came not only from Portugal
but France, Canada, England, Spain and of course Australia
(well on reflection, a bit motley). I was excited with prospect
of not only spending the next five days touring ancient sites
but of getting to know an interesting group of people. We
were young and old, inexperienced and very experienced,
quiet and extroverted and I came to realise relatively rich
and poor.
This expedition into the past was aided by not a few who
knew of the ancient past. There was of course the tall and
unflappable Sara who has spent more than seven years
investigating the 40km of the Tagus River Rock Art Sites.
There was erudite, amusing and very knowledgeable Professor
George Nash’s spontaneous descriptions of anything from the
value of the computer program, ‘D-stretch’ to enhance fading
rock art, common themes in rock art sites and standing stones
through explanations of medieval villages.
To hear George point to the physical connections between a
10 tonne standing stone that is the menhir of Almendres and
the stone ‘circle’ of the Recinto Megalítico dos Almendres
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enabled us to imagine a past. It is both intriguing and I think
valuable to allow yourself to form a picture a procession of
Neolithic farmers traipsing up the slight incline for ceremonies
when the rising sun aligned with the standing stones. As we
left the imposing stones and structure of the New Grange
like burial chamber of Anta da Zambujeiro we are reminded
that these structures, which may go back eight thousand
years, are not the oldest evidence of complex human cultural
practice. There is a plethora of rock art to excite all but the
coldest hearts. To learn more about these even more ancient
Portuguese treasures we need to turn to other experts as well.
Professor Daniel Arsenault’s patience and humility suited
his work with the Canadian Inuit and First Nation People.
In carefully chosen and French accented words this long
haired, bearded Quebecian described his 25 years work in the
Canadian Shield that was instrumental in building the register
of rock art sites from 3 to 25. His gently nature is reflected
in his delightful and bubbly daughters who accompanied
him. Gentleness and kindness also spring to mind when
our journey back into the Palaeolithic/Neolithic was often
informed by Dr. José Júlio Arranz (Júlio). With a skin burnt
dark by the southern Spanish sun and with gravelly accented
voice he would inform us of relationships and themes in rock
art. Humility was the hallmark of this man of knowledge who
was never slow to offer his seat to this old man or to buy beers
for whoever wanted one.
Talking of sustenance, we could not criticise the food that
was provided. Forget the archaeology for the moment and
there is enough interest for the gourmet to consider this as
an excellent experience of Portuguese cuisine. Consider a
meal at The Bigodes in Ortiga where we met the flamboyant
moustached owner and I had Pescada de Rabo, a delicious
fish dish where the firm fleshed almost boneless fish was
served encrusted in salt and (vegetarians close your eyes)
biting its own tale.
Listening to Sara, Júlio, Daniel and George speak of their
search for rock art that has helped to take this branch of
archaeology from a pursuit of amateurs to an insightful study
that combines the best of current scientific practices to a
combination of searching and documenting, recording and
analysing, testing and experimenting and finally publishing.
This dynamic school provided us with a stimulating
introduction into the sophisticated study of the archaeology
of rock art as well as the nearly as important machinations of
those that were involved in the preservation and study. There
were stories of ‘characters’, egos, arrogance and selfishness
combined with those that shone with their dedication,
insightfulness and ground breaking archaeology. This
contextualising of the ‘science’ of this study with those that

have helped to build it links us to those that made these marks
on rocks many thousands of years ago. We join with our
ancient forebears in trying to understand a complex and often
amazing world but we do it with human limitations, fears and
idiosyncratic world views.
Not least by any means in the list of experts we were also
privileged to be instructed by Pedro Cura, who for twenty
years has learned, experimented and relearned the ancient
skills and crafts of many millennia ago. This Jacque of all
trades and crafts has taught himself to knap fine grained flint,
build huts with stone and wood, light fires with two pieces of
wood and roast over an open fire as he cooked in pots he has
made from clay he has dug from the ground. He has skins
he stripped with stone tools from animals that he had killed
with an ancient sensitivity to the value of the life. Pedro also
gathered antlers he found on rocky hillsides after the autumn
moult and cut green saplings to make a bow and arrows.
It was after we descended from the Neolithic Rock Art site of
Pego da Rainha in Mação that we were lavished on a feast of
roasted rabbit, pig and cow. We ate fish cooked in clay, hard
boiled plover eggs, mussels, delicious straight from the still
hot cooking pot and skewered fungus that you could imagine
was gathered by a people clad in animal skins. Our feast
was completed with fresh berries and nuts and we even had
red wine sweetened by honey. The ancient ones would have
smiled as broadly as our entourage had they too been able to
retread the path that once was theirs thousands of years ago
and join us in our Neolithic feast.

On a special evening not far back in the helix of time a group of
people wound their way down the rocky slope to the river. Their way
was lit by the full moon and a small collection flash lights. There was
little talk as they picked their way along the path of the ancestors.
They stopped in silent reverence at the spot where below them the
Ocreza tributary turned to the south to meet the Tagus River. There,
rising from the V formed from the mountains was the hallowed moon,
its light reflected from the life giving waters of their river and from the
rock, perhaps ‘the sacred rock’. The rock stood out as its large shining
polished face beckoned them to descend to this magic spot. There, all
eyes looked at the ancient symbols. And like the ancient ones they saw
with the minds eyes.
There I could picture in cream and ochre, the graceful lines of the soft
fur climbing to the many branches of the bark like antlers, I could
‘see’ the twitching ears and imagine staring intothoseintentbrowneyes.
Wasitatthistimeinthecircleoftheseasonsthatthegreat spirit of the deer,
that was there in the centre of their helix, would be in them and bless
them in their hunt; their survival?
But then this too, is not that far back in the helix of time.

As we, the motley crew of this wonderful rock art expedition,
gathered to say goodbye it would have been a hard heart that
did not feel some little sadness. It is a short journey in our lives
but an important one as we all had the opportunity to learn,
to make intellectual as well as the social connections and our
lives and worldviews were challenged. I think all of us, from
the most expert to the least experienced, gained much in our
trip together.
For details of the Rock Art Expedition to Macao in 2016
please go to
https://www.facebook.com/rockartsummerschool?fref=ts
and/or contact Sara Garcês at saragarces.rockart@gmail.
com.
Thanks to Dr. Fernando Coimbra and Hugo Gomes for
thought stimulating lectures, to Jorge Cristóvão for driving us,
to Sara for correcting my Portuguese place names and spelling
and thanks also to Phillip Elizabeth, Catherine, Jessica,
Katherine, Janet, Maryline, Nadine, Jacqueline and Antonio
Carlos Silva.
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In the afternoon, Dr Wayne Johnson from the Sydney
Harbour Foreshore Authority conducted a tour of The Rocks,
a suburb in Sydney with a lot of character and an interesting
history.

Friday 14th August

Macquarie University hosted the pre-conference
workshops on Friday the 14th of August, beginning with an
acknowledgement of country on behalf of the Darug people
of the Eora nation and a welcome address by the Deputy Vice
Chancellor, John Simons.

The National Archaeology Student Conference is a
conference run by students for students, aiming to provide
students with the opportunity to present their research in a
welcoming and encouraging environment. Started in 1998
at ANU by Dr Annie Clarke, NASC ran until 2004 and was
then revived in 2014 by students from Flinders University,
Adelaide. The 2014 conference was a great success and
brought together a diverse group of archaeology students,
both domestic and international.
In 2015, NASC moved to Sydney and was held from the 14th16th August, hosted by students from the University of Sydney
and Macquarie University. Over 100 archaeology students
and staff from across Australia attended the 3-day conference.

Pre-conference tours – 13th August

There were two pre-conference tours organised for those
participants arriving in Sydney early. One tour was at the
University of Sydney’s Nicholson Museum run by Dr Craig
Barker to showcase the range of antiquities held by the
university and the architecture of Australia’s oldest university.
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The morning workshops were held at the Macquarie
Art Gallery and included presentations about excavation
experience at the ancient Roman town of Carsulae (220 BC–
AD 250) near Umbria, Italy by Samantha Jones and Rodney
Cross as part of the ‘Australian Carsulae Archaeological
Project’ (ACAP). Macquarie PhD candidate, Aaron de Souza,
then presented ‘Making Connections: Building Networks in
Archaeology’ to the student delegates about the importance
of networking in archaeological circles. This was based on
his own experience whilst attending conferences, undertaking
fieldwork and museum visits for his ancient Egyptian
archaeological research.
A Q&A panel followed with the conference keynote speakers,
Dr Aedeen Cremin from the University of Canberra and
Associate Professor Amanda Esterhuysen from the University
of Witwatersrand, South Africa. Associate Professor Kenneth
Sheedy also featured as a representative for Macquarie
University. Questions were asked of the panel members about
their life and careers in archaeology, allowing an informal
discussion about the state of archaeology today and the need
for current students to broaden their skill set in order to be
more employable.

Figure 1 The logo for the National Archaeology Student
Conference 2015. Design credit goes to Kayla Tenielle
Gourlay.
Figure 2 Friday’s Q&A Panel with Dr Aedeen Cremin,
Dr Kenneth Sheedy and Associate Professor Amanda
Esterhuysen with Olivier Rochecouste as MC.
Figure 3 The conference bags contents, with thanks to
our sponsors, Macquarie University, The University of
Sydney, NAB, GML Heritage, Australian Association
of Consulting Archaeologists INC (AACAI), Australian
Archaeology Institute at Athens (AAIA), Museum
of Applied Arts and Sciences (MAAS) the Nicholson
Museum, Museum of Ancient Cultures and the Macquarie
Ancient History Association (MAHA).
2
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Figure 4 International keynote speaker, Associate Professor
Amanda Esterhuysen, presenting her keynote address ‘A
retro- and introspection of post-1994 archaeology in South
Africa’.

4

The afternoon workshops focused on providing students
with an insight into practical archaeological skills. An
‘Archaeological Illustration Experience Workshop’ was
run by Mary Hartley of Macquarie University, teaching
the basics and importance of technical archaeological
fieldwork illustration. Macquarie staff members, Dr. Adela
Sobotkova, Dr. Brian Ballsun-Stanton and Associate Professor
Shawn Ross, conducted a practical demonstration of their
Federated Archaeological Information Management Systems
(FAIMS) project mobile app, which allows offline digital
recording in the field. These two archaeological recording
workshops complemented each other, emphasising that paper
recording is still a requirement, but that technology can
also be integrated into field recording. A BBQ dinner was
organised at the Macquarie Staff Café after the workshops,
before students attended the domestic keynote presentation,
‘Peripheral Vision’, by Dr Aedeen Cremin at Macquarie’s
Museum of Ancient Cultures.

Conference Proceedings

Conference presentations ran on Saturday 15th and Sunday
16th August. Abstracts were accepted for 3 different options
to present – research presentations, excavation presentations
and posters. Excavation presentations were introduced
this year to give students the opportunity to discuss their
excavation experiences and to give undergraduate students
attending an idea of what excavation opportunities there are.
There were a total of 24 research presentations, 6 excavation
presentations and 7 posters presented. Research presentations
were allocated fifteen minutes to present with five minutes
question time and excavation presentations were allocated
ten minutes to present with a couple of minutes for questions.
Saturday started with Uncle ‘Chikka’ Madden presenting a
Welcome to Country on behalf of the Gadigal people of the
Eora Nation. Presentations then followed with four sessions
running throughout the day. There were two undergraduate
presentations, five Honours presentations, one Masters
presentation and four PhD presentations. The poster session,
displaying seven posters of student research then followed,
with the final presentation of the day by keynote speaker
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Associate Professor Amanda Esterhuysen. Her talk titled ‘A
retro- and introspection of post-1994 archaeology in South
Africa’ was thought provoking and insightful.
Sunday 16th started with six excavation presentations, and was
then followed by four research presentation sessions which
included three undergraduate presentations, four Honours
presentations, one Masters presentation and four PhD
presentations.
The conference proceedings ended with positive feedback
from the judges, remarking on the world-class standard of
research and the enthusiasm they saw from students. They
also highlighted presentation skills that students should work
on such as engaging with the audience and decreasing the
amount of words on PowerPoint.

We would also like to thank everyone who attended
NASC2015 and took the opportunity to be a part of this
conference. We would like to thank all the judges for attending
the conference, as it is important to provide presenters with
useful critical feedback; furthermore, it gave all attendees
the opportunity to hear general feedback that will hopefully
encourage them to present next year. Finally, a big thank you
to all of the sponsors and supporters (Fig. 3).
NASC2015 was a huge success, an opportunity for students
to network with the students from across Australia. We look
forward to seeing what the future of NASC holds, starting
with UWA in 2016.

Closing night dinner

The closing night dinner was held on the Sunday night
at the Toxteth Hotel in Glebe. Forty people attended the
dinner including our international keynote speaker Amanda
Esterhuysen and judge Michael Lever. At the dinner the
conference awards were also presented, with each prizewinner receiving a certificate, golden trowel and chocolates.
The winners in each category were:
Undergraduate: Chris Silvester (La Trobe)
Honours: Ané Van der walt (USYD)
Masters: Michael Leadbetter (USYD)
PhD: Georgia Roberts (La Trobe)
Poster: Ben Bassett (MON)
Excavation: Hannah Morris (USYD)
Bruce G. Trigger: Michael Leadbetter (USYD), with
honorable mentions to Olivier Rochecouste (MQU) and
Francesca McMaster (USYD)

Figure 5. S harna Katzeff (Vice Chairperson), Assoc. Prof. Amanda Estherhuysen, Olivier
Rochecouste (Treasurer) and Rebekah Hawkins (Chairperson) at the closing
conference dinner.

The future of NASC

NASC was a rewarding and amazing experience to help
coordinate. After last year’s conference at Flinders, the
committee explained that they were not sure if there would
be a NASC after 2014 and so a handover process wasn’t at
the forefront of their planning. Therefore, one of the main
goals of the 2015 Organising Committee was to make sure
that everything was prepared for an easy, quick and effective
handover process. A session during the conference was also
organised for interested students to discuss and ask questions
about the organisation of NASC. As a result, this year we
had interested universities prepare a proposal for the next
NASC and the core committee decided on a university to host
for 2016 with a strong vision, new ideas and a good support
network. We have decided to handover NASC to UWA for
2016.
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Figure 6. E
 ach winner received a certificate, chocolates and a unique NASC gift; a
golden trowel.

Wonderful Things: A History
of Egyptology 1: From
Antiquity to 1881
Jason Thompson
American University in
Cairo Press, New York and
Cairo, 2015, 352pp, ISBN
978-977-416-599-3
Reviewed by Olivier Rochecouste,
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia
<olivier.rochecouste@students.mq.edu.au>
In 1993, German Egyptologist Erik Hornung stated in his
bibliographical survey, ‘Einfürung in die Ägyptologie’, that “a
history of Egyptology is still missing”.1 ‘Wonderful Things:
A History of Egyptology 1: From Antiquity to 1881’ by Jason
Thompson attempts to fill that bibliographic gap with this
first volume of an ongoing series, which narrates how the
ancient past of Egypt has been viewed, studied, recovered
and conserved from the times of antiquity to the late 19th
century, across fourteen chapters. The author states he is no
Egyptologist, but as an historian of the British Empire and
the Middle East, he views “the science of Egyptology” as
a product of the numerous cross-cultural encounters that
people of Western cultures have experienced by travelling to
Egypt and the Middle East; particularly in the 18th and 19th
centuries.2 Even so, Thompson asserts that questions about
ancient Egypt occurred long before those centuries and are
“just as valid within their own contexts as those of modern
and postmodern times”.
The first chapter explores how the ancient Egyptians
themselves respected and preserved their own past for over
two and half thousand years before Alexander the Great
arrived in 322 BC and Roman rule that transpired from 30
BC.3 After the Arab conquest (642 AD), travelling to Egypt
was difficult during the Medieval period, causing some
recent scholars to claim that little information was added
about ancient Egypt during that time. However, chapter two
discusses some Arabic historians who had an interest with
Egyptian antiquity, such as Abu al-Hasan al-Masudi (896–956
AD), who noted that Coptic was derived from the ancient
Egyptian script – much earlier than what Western European
scholars learnt in subsequent centuries. The Renaissance and
the Age of Enlightenment periods are detailed in chapters

three and four, heralding the re-evaluation and transcribing
of debatable classical sources that describe Egypt, especially
the History books by Herodotus and Geography by Strabo. Also,
the obsession with obtaining mummies for their medicinal
properties, exporting obelisk monuments and the tales of
explorers who travelled to Egypt, such as the ‘Anonymous
Venetian’ (c. 1589) and the Jesuit missionary Claude Sicard
(1677–1726), who rediscovered the ruins of Thebes on his
way to Aswan. Philological progression is also improved due
to the efforts of Athanasius Kircher (1601/02–80) of the
Renaissance, allowing Coptic studies to improve its standing
as a linguistic approach towards biblical analysis in the 18th
century via scholars like Georg Zoega (1755–1809). This
would assist the complete translation of Egyptian hieroglyphs
later on.
Chapter five discusses the 1798 Napoleonic expedition in
Egypt and we learn about the ‘savants’ who managed to
record Egyptian monuments in their entirety, present and
past; despite the fact that their original role was to monitor
the logistics of the French military. After the discovery of the
Rosetta stone in 1799, a number of scholars would attempt
to decipher its bilingual content (Egyptian and Greek) before
the efforts of Thomas Young (1773–1829) and Jean Francois
Champollion (1790–1832). Chapter six emphasises their
rivalry, which aided Champollion immensely to formulate the
Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet. Chapter seven highlights the
consolidation of Egypt by Muhammad Ali Pasha (1769–1849)
in 1805, resulting in greater antiquity hoarding, especially
by the British envoy Henry Salt (1780–1827), and France’s
representative Benardino Drovetti (1776–1852). In time, their
individual assemblages would be sold to help build some of
the largest collections of Egyptian artefacts in Europe today.
This includes the Berlin, British, Louvre and Turin museums,
whose historical associations with Egypt are explained further
in chapter eleven.
Chapter eight focuses on the emergence of British
Egyptologists like Sir Gardner Wilkinson (1797–1875) and
Robert Hay (1799–1863) as well as new frontiers in Egypt
being explored, including the oases of the Western Desert.
After Champollion’s death in 1832, chapter nine underlines
how philological progression with hieroglyphic grammar
would stall in the next decade; similarly, Egyptian fieldwork
declined once explorers, such as Wilkinson and Hay, returned
home and struggled to organise their large corpus’ of research
notes/images for publication. Chapter ten focuses on the
revitalisation of Egyptian interest in the 1840s, especially
through the efforts of Karl Lepsius (1810–84), who improved
the grammatical translation of Egyptian hieroglyphs and led
the Prussian Expedition to record and acquire new artefacts
from the country. Following chapter eleven’s concerns with
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the excessive exportation of Egyptian antiquities to museums
throughout the 1800s, chapters twelve and fourteen centre on
the life of Francois Auguste Ferdinand Mariette (1821–81).
Mariette initially studied Egypt as a hobby, but eventually
travelled to Egypt in 1850 and managed to excavate the fabled
‘Serapeum’. He would then be installed as the first director of
the Egyptian Antiquities Service in 1858, an institution made
for the protection and preservation of Egypt’s monuments,
a role that would make him both a great and controversial
figure for Egyptology.
Overall this book does particularly well to concisely discuss
the story of Egyptology’s development, which is really the
many stories about the people who interacted with Egypt.
One of the aims of the author was to highlight not just
the famous contributors towards the discipline, but also
the ‘minor’ characters who helped to lay the foundation of
interactions between people and ideas for a greater awareness.
This book’s chronological structure works well to demonstrate
how these interactions have contributed to our present
knowledge about the decipherment of the ancient Egyptian
scripts as well as the analysis and re-location of ancient
Egyptian art and artefacts. Sadly, there are very limited
illustrations to help complement the book’s text, except the
specific hieroglyphic names/words that Champollion used to
crack the hieroglyphic alphabet in chapter six as well as the
front and back covers. The author does state though that he
initially wanted to design a heavily illustrated volume, but the
wealth of pictorial resources of Egypt are ‘so immense’ that
a complete selection would ‘overwhelm the text’; as shown
throughout the entire book and specifically chapter thirteen.4
Every chapter is referenced with footnotes, which are
collectively organised in a ‘Notes’ section after the conclusion
of the text for further information. The bibliography is
large and varied, reflecting a meticulous effort by the author
to cover many perspectives on Egyptology’s development.
‘Wonderful Things: A History of Egyptology 1: From Antiquity to
1881’ is an adventurous effort by Thompson that will inform
academics and students alike who study Egyptology. Most
importantly though, this book welcomes anyone who has a
major interest in archaeological history and is yet to be pecked
by the Egyptian duck.
1 Hornung 1993:13; Thompson 2015:7. ‘Eine Geschichte der Ägyptologie
fehlt bisher…’
2 Thompson 2015:12.
3 Thompson 2015:11.
4 Thompson 2015:13
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The Ethics of Cultural
Heritage
Edited by Tracey Ireland
and John Schofield
Springer, New York, 2015,
xvii+219pp,
ISBN 978-1-4939-1649-8
Reviewed by Odunyemi Oluseyi Agbelusi, UCL
Qatar, 2nd Floor Georgetown Building, Hamad bin
Khalifa University, Doha, Qatar
<odunyemi.agbelusi.14@ucl.ac.uk>
This volume, being the fourth series of Ethical Archaeologies:
The Politics of Social Justice, contains interesting discussions
on ethics in the practice of archaeology and related fields. It
contains 12 chapters, including a short introductory chapter
and 11 others that are divided into two parts: Ethical Domain
and Ethics in Practice. The first four chapters in the first part,
Ethical Domain, examine ethical challenges for cultural heritage
from the fields of digital heritage, tourism, community
engagement and climate change, while the next three chapters
focus on the ethics of stewardship in different contexts. On
the other hand, the four chapters in Ethics in Practice present
ethics as a central theme to research projects and demonstrate
how issues or challenges in cultural heritage practice can be
properly approached, especially when there are conflicts in
cultural interest and values.
The introductory chapter by Ireland and Schofield discusses
ethical issues of cultural heritage in a broader perspective,
different from the traditional approach used in the twentieth
century. They approach heritage as an ‘inherently ethicopolitical problem’ using Ricouer’s analysis and see it as ‘a
complex field of power relations between the privileged
and the underprivileged’ (p. 3). In the next chapter, Colley
examines the conflicting relationship between archaeological
ethics and digital heritage. She critically reviews the ethical
and socio-political implications involved in the use of
different digital technologies to document the tangible and
intangible aspects of the heritage of Indigenous communities.
While she raises the issues of accessibility, authenticity and
stewardship as part of ethical challenges of research-driven
archaeology, the idea that digital literacy should be extended
to archaeologists and Indigenous people in order to bridge the
gap between them is arguable.

In chapter 3, Watson explores the complex relationships
between ethics and heritage tourism by explaining what
heritage tourism is, what it does and what its effects are.
He evaluates the positive that heritage tourism achieves
against the negative consequences (p. 38). Despite the social,
economic and political implications inherent in heritage
tourism practice, Watson tries to find an ethical position
in it. He sees the concept of place, which has ‘some sense
of locality and interests of host communities’ as an ethical
position (p. 47), and posits that ‘only political contexts can
provide the means to achieve ‘the good’ in heritage tourism’
(p. 49).

Waterton picks up the discussion by examining the ethical
conduct of research with community groups. She explores
how politics is inseparably connected to heritage and
community, mainly in terms of marginalisation. By citing
some long-standing community engagement projects, she
considers the ‘need to be participatory’, ‘be non-extractive’,
‘be able to “give back”’, and to think seriously about the ‘risks
of being exploitative’ as some of the key ethical conducts of
community-based heritage research (p. 58 – 59). In terms of
politicising community engagement, Waterton reflects upon
Fraser’s ‘politics of recognition’ and argues that ‘if dominant
patterns of cultural value (both institutional and societal)
prevent some communities from participating on a par, as
peers, with others in social life, we speak of misrecognition’ (p.
64). Even though the subject matter of Waterton’s discussion
is on heritage and community engagement, her inferences
on the ethical implications of politicising community
engagements fit into the theme of ethical domain.

In chapter 5, MacIntyre-Tamwoy and colleagues discuss the
ethical implications of climate change on cultural heritage by
making references to some archaeological sites in Australia,
the high deserts of the Asia and the High Arctic. The
authors raise ethical issues over the timely dissemination
of information on foreseen natural disasters, protection or
developing mitigation strategies, and the consequences of the
‘doing nothing’ approach (p. 84 – 86). They also demonstrate
the need for privileged nations to assist unprivileged nations
and concludes, raising some pertinent questions that need
urgent and vocal consideration.
Dickerson and Ceeney’s philosophical discussion on
repatriating human remains provides a critical analysis of the
ethics of repatriation and the subjectivity of the ‘provision
of scientific knowledge’ advocated by many cultural heritage
institutions. While some institutions claim appropriateness
in keeping human remains because of their value to science
and production of knowledge, they argued that such reasons
should not ‘triumph’ over other ethical concerns about
retention (p. 98). Though the authors could not provide
acceptable ethical guidelines for the repatriation of human
remains, mainly because the decision is not one that can be
resolved by ethics or science, their suggestion that the good
it does must be weighed against the harm it causes to the
indigenous communities’ cultural beliefs is a step in the right
direction for this public discourse.
Ireland’s chapter makes a critical and in-depth discussion
of the ethical and political implications of visibility in
archaeology and heritage management. She shows from
her studies on settler cities that the practices of historical
archaeology and conservation in situ could help preserve
the authenticity of sites and places. Ireland established a
close relationship between urban space and political power,
and explains how visibility provides recognition of identities
and shared memories. She concludes by saying that ‘we
need not only visible ethics, but also, more broadly an ethics
of visibility’ (p. 122) that can help us to rethink how we
understand the ethical implications and responsibilities of
archaeology and conservation.
In chapter 8, Pantazatos uses Bintiliff’s (2003) ethical dilemma
in his excavation in Boeotia as a framework to discuss the
normative character of archaeological stewardship. While he
considers archaeologists and heritage practitioners as stewards
who are trained to be custodians of the past, Bintiliff’s
dilemma shows that current archaeological stewardship does
not provide archaeological practice the sufficient guidelines
about how to act. Due to this lacuna, Pantazatos argues that
the concept of respectful care, inspired by Meskell’s (2010)
notion of ‘negative heritage,’ should be used as normative
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foundations for understanding stewardship. He believes that
from this concept, we should be able to justify ‘why we should
take care of the past objects’ and ‘for whom do we take care
of them’ (p. 133).
Bonshek’s research on the ‘collecting of pots’ in Wanigela,
Papua New Guinea, provides readers with a clear
understanding of how to collect objects in a way that reflects
and respects the traditions and cultural aspirations of local
people. Her study shows collecting to be a socially defined
activity between people either as gifts or a commodity of sale
or exchange (pg. 146). She shares her experiences of what it
is like to acquire pottery in a manner that accords with the
traditional ways of giving and receiving pots in Wanigela.
Even though Bonshek tries to reconcile what she believes to be
ethical with what the locals think is right during her research,
the idea of leaving her nature of acquisition of pots for others
to judge is remarkable and ‘ethical’ because such openness
shows objectivity and professionalism.
In chapter 10, Mackay and Palmer build their study of the
World Heritage site of Angkor in Cambodia on a framework
derived from the Burra Charter. They discovered that the
disconnection between the heritage value of the place,
eco-tourism and the rights of the local people as owners of
cultural heritage gives rise to ethical issues and challenges
(p. 176). In response to this, they outline an ethical decisionmaking framework that considers all of these factors. What
seems to be most remarkable about their study is how the
theoretical ethical decision-making framework and heritage
management process is compared with the actual practice of
decision-making.
Sanchez Laws delves into matters of trust and how it relates to
museums that are just recovering from dictatorship, invasion
and violence. By focusing on the objects entrusted in the Museo
de la Libertad y la Democracia in Panama as both documentary
heritage and symbolic form of memories of conflict, she was
able to discuss the value of trust in terms of stakeholder’s
reputation, transparency and collection of trustworthy
evidences. Even though she did not explicitly express ‘ethics’
in her discussion, it is obvious that the argument put forward
on the value of trust and moral obligations of the museum is
grounded in social justice, human rights and politics, which is
the subject matter of this book.
Schofield wraps up the discussion on ethical challenges for
cultural heritage by critically examining the term ‘heritage’
and the use of the ‘Faro’ Convention within a wider sociopolitical context. Using three case studies, he illustrates how
the opinion, feelings or sense of belonging that minority
groups might have on contemporary aspects of place can be
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withheld due to the ‘selective’ use of the word heritage. Since
the word is narrowly conceptualised and could be regarded
as an elitist term, Schofield opined that there is a need to
‘reassess what it means and redefine heritage practice’ (p.
208). Following Article 22 of the Faro Convention, he argues
that heritage should be more about people than things
and when people are given the right to define and freely
participate in heritage of their choice, heritage practice would
become meaningful and ethical.
Overall, this volume contains clear and concise information
on the ethics of cultural heritage. It presents critically
informed and self-reflective discussions of ethical problems
from notable authors from various fields. Readers, especially
students, would greatly benefit from its content and
availability.
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Prehistoric Archaeology
on the Continental Shelf: A
Global Review
Edited by Amanda M.
Evans, Joseph C. Flatman
and Nicholas C. Fleming
Springer, New York, 2014,
vvii+307pp, ISBN 978-14614-9634-2
Reviewed by Michael de Ruyter,
Department of Archaeology, Flinders University,
Adelaide, Australia
<deru0004@flinders.edu.au>
If courses on maritime archaeology have in the past tended
to emphasise ships and their remains as primary source
material, this edited volume on the archaeology of submerged
prehistoric sites and landscapes clearly emphasises the case
for revision. As David Nutley observes, in Australia at least
‘the potential for underwater archaeological sites to reveal
valuable information about early occupation has been
recognised … for a long time’ (p.257). The papers of this
volume together demonstrate a growing global consciousness
that the archaeological study of sites now submerged on the
continental shelf has the very real potential of informing
some of the ‘big questions’ of archaeology; principal among
these are the how and when of the peopling of the Earth.
Prehistoric Archaeology on the Continental Shelf presents 14 papers
along with a preface, and introductory and concluding
chapters contributed variously by the editors. The editors’
intent is not to present an exhaustive survey of known
submerged prehistoric sites (p.viii), but rather to take a
‘snapshot’ of the current state of the science as appropriately
emphasised by the subtitle, A Global Review. The editors
have chosen the papers to provide ‘data on sites, landscapes,
analytical methodologies and management tools from across
the globe’ (p.1).
This collection of themed papers emerged from sessions
chaired by the editors at the Sixth World Archaeological
Congress (WAC 6) and the Third International Conference
on Underwater Archaeology (IKUWA 3) in 2008. Some

later contributions were invited to more evenly represent
the current state of the science. The scope of this volume is
more global in outlook than its recent precedent, Submerged
Prehistory (Benjamin et al. 2011), which concentrated primarily
on European and Mediterranean sites. While seven of the
46 authors contributing to this volume also appeared in
Submerged Prehistory, and a few of the contributions to these two
volumes may appear superficially similar, the studies discussed
in this book represent mostly new material not covered in
the earlier work. The breadth of global coverage is greater,
including studies from Europe, South Africa, Australia and
Japan, albeit with the strongest representation of seven papers
concentrating on the Americas.
Despite this global sweep, there are no papers discussing
submerged landscapes or sites in the Western Indian Ocean,
Indian Subcontinent, the Red Sea, or the Arabian Peninsula,
areas identified by Flatman and Evans as having ‘unbridled
archaeological potential where discoveries are likely to rewrite
our understanding of global prehistory’ (p.7). Perhaps this
is an indication of the richness of the global dataset of
submerged prehistoric sites, that a work such as this can
consciously omit such areas without significantly detracting
from its intended goals. Indeed, the inclusion of all of these
places merely for the mention would not necessarily improve
the work, and would tend towards the catalogue approach at
the expense of the global snapshot. Nevertheless, the book
could have benefitted from the inclusion a full chapter on one
of these areas, such as Bailey’s work in the Red Sea that he
tantalisingly mentions in the conclusion, if only to balance the
somewhat overwhelming concentration on the Americas.
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The papers in this volume range widely not just in the
geographical sense, with the types and conditions of sites and
landscapes, as well as the methodologies discussed, showing
impressive variety. Salter et al. discuss the role of management
in mitigating or avoiding the adverse effects of economic
exploitation of the seabed, activities that are increasing in
diversity, scope and impact (p.151–172). They cite a range
of examples from Europe and North America of effective
management of submerged prehistoric landscapes that rely
principally on collaboration between heritage agencies and
industry, and that would be broadly applicable in other
constituencies.
This book makes it quite clear that research into submerged
prehistoric archaeology has not been moved forward by
the efforts of archaeologists alone. Jöns and Harff cite
partnerships with ‘geologists, geophysicists, geographers,
geodesists, botanists, zoologists, dendrochronologists’ (p.174),
while examples of industry collaboration and other specialists
like hydrographers, cartographers and oceanographers
abound. Indeed, one of the resounding themes of the book is
the truly multidisciplinary nature of archaeological work on
the continental shelf.
The papers in this book discuss archaeology in a variety
of underwater contexts and conditions that together very
effectively challenge the presumption that prehistoric cultural
material would be destroyed or irretrievably dispersed by
inundation. One of the strengths of the work discussed in
this volume is the preservation potential of organic materials,
especially when compared to terrestrial sites of similar
antiquity. The papers by Bayón and Politis (p.115–130), and
Momber (p.193–212), discuss material that it would have been
highly unlikely to find preserved in similar contexts on land,
thereby adding significantly to arguments for the continuation
of archaeological projects on the continental shelf.
A potential concern of this science might be the tendency
to claim any submerged prehistoric landscape, or their
proximate natural deposits, as significant merely on the basis
of the ability to inform us about the human past. Such an
approach will no doubt clash with other legitimate uses of the
seabed, and therefore economic reality, and Bicket et al. are
right to urge caution in the assessment of cultural significance
of submerged prehistoric landscapes (p.225).
The rapid rate of change inherent in these studies is
highlighted in Hayashida et al., where ‘any new discoveries’
in this field would require an immediate revision of their
work (p.288, emphasis in original). This does not mean that
these papers will become rapidly out-dated, it is just that new
material is being added all the time. The time lag between
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the presentation of some of this data and its publication in
this volume must be seen in this context. While there is likely
now newer material that could have its place in a volume
such as this, the editors ably achieve their aim of presenting a
snapshot of the science at the time of publication.
This volume offers much more than just a broad introduction
to the idea of submerged prehistory for maritime
archaeologists. The papers together convincingly argue from
several different viewpoints for the significance of prehistoric
sites and landscapes that also happen to be on the continental
shelf, and present methodologies for accessing, studying and
managing such sites. Importantly, these papers also show
that such study need not be restricted to well funded and
resourced, technology rich organisations. As the present
coastline does not restrict the boundaries of prehistoric
landscapes and sites, neither should interest in this work be
limited to maritime archaeologists. Students and researchers
of all prehistoric cultures would find value here in a volume
that demonstrates what Flatman and Evans call the ‘right and
full place’ of submerged prehistory within the canon of global
prehistoric archaeology (p.2).
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Between the Devil and the
Deep—Meeting Challenges
in the Public Interpretation
of Maritime Cultural
Heritage
Edited by Della A. ScottIreton
Springer, New York, 2014,
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Reviewed by Iain Gately, Department of
Archaeology, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
<icgately@gmail.com>
The issue of public access to—and engagement with—
underwater cultural heritage sites presents a number of
challenges for maritime archaeologists. On the one hand,
these sites represent a fragile and finite resource, which has
suffered in the past at the hands of both well-meaning, and
ill-intentioned, attempts to access them, and are frequently
in need of protection. On the other hand, as a profession we
have a duty to promote and disseminate the results of our
work, engage the public in the protection and interpretation
of underwater cultural heritage – which must be considered
a public resource – and counter the claims of professional
treasure hunters, who decry maritime archaeologists as ‘ivory
tower academics’ limiting public access for their own gain.
Between the Devil and the Deep, edited by Della A. Scott-Ireton,
of the Florida Public Archaeology Network, presents a
number of examples where archaeologists and cultural
heritage managers have attempted to grapple with this issue.
The eighteen chapters within the book are based on papers
presented at the Society for Historical Archaeology’s 45th
Conference on Historical and Underwater Archaeology, held
in Baltimore, Maryland, in 2012, with an emphasis placed on
dealing with the challenges faced when presenting underwater
cultural heritage sites as attractions, and developing effective
public access and engagement programs.
The book is split into two parts; the first entitled ‘Challenges
in Public Access and Engagement.’ This section of the book

highlights a number of initiatives throughout the globe,
although with a significant focus on the Americas, which
have sought to expand and encourage public engagement
with underwater cultural heritage. A broad spectrum of
outreach programs are described, ranging from government
sponsored outreach initiatives, such as those of the US Navy’s
Underwater Branch, to work undertaken by universities
within the public sphere. This includes the development,
and subsequent success, of the South Carolina Sport Diver
Archaeology Management Program by the University of
South Carolina, and East Carolina University’s engagement
with communities throughout Africa and the Caribbean.
A central theme throughout this section is the importance
of allowing communities to take part in the development of
objectives for outreach programs, where the study of the past
is used as a means to engage with contemporary issues. This is
made particularly apparent in the papers authored separately
by Sorset and Smith, which look at the development, creation
and management of the Apalachicola Maritime Heritage
Trail and the Florida Panhandle Shipwreck Trail respectively.
Underwood and Secci’s papers further this discussion by
providing a global perspective. Underwood explores public
engagement with underwater cultural heritage in the United
Kingdom, along with challenges posed by the low visibility
of underwater sites and their perceived inaccessibility to
members of the public. Secci’s paper provides a theoretical
framework for the creation of a maritime cultural heritage
outreach program in Sardinia, with a focus on Sardinian
cultural identity being central to its development. Horrell’s
paper, focused on public outreach examples created through
the Section 106 process in the Gulf of Mexico, provides
an interesting look at how development-driven underwater
archaeology can still play a vital role in public engagement.
The second part of the book is entitled ‘Interpreting
Challenging Sites,’ and explores the difficulties that
underwater sites can present to public outreach and
engagement. The key theme in this section is one of diversity,
with challenging sites described in a number of ways. The
challenges may be provided as a result of the sites’ depth
and inaccessibility, as in the papers by Evans and Elkin.
Alternatively, other papers reveal that challenges may also be
posed to practitioners by large areas of jurisdiction or public
education. This section highlights that there is no real magic
bullet for maritime archaeologists, and that practitioners must
tailor their strategies to the area they are working in, as well as
to the members of the public they will be dealing with.
A standout in this section is provided by Jennifer McKinnon’s
paper, which is an excellent theoretical discussion regarding
the interpretation of battlefield sites in Saipan, and the
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associated development of maritime heritage trails for them.
In this case the sites themselves and their locations do not
present the difficulty, instead, it is the myriad of ethical,
political and social questions posed by them. This kind of
theoretical engagement has been undertaken with terrestrial
sites, however there is a much greater need for it in the
maritime sphere and McKinnon’s chapter is a definite move
in the right direction.
The book itself is well laid out, although it could have done
with a better selection of images, some of which are of
relatively poor quality. A perfect example of this can be seen
in the contrast provided between the excellent map of the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands in Chapter 13, and the grainy
map of Argentina in Chapter 15. The publisher, if not the
editor, should have picked this up. Although Scott-Ireton
provides a foreword, the book would have benefitted from
some sort of concluding chapter, reflecting on the lessons
learnt throughout.
A notable omission within the book is the lack of discussion
on public engagement with submerged prehistoric sites. This
is an area of maritime archaeology that has seen significant
growth throughout the past decade, driven by offshore
development, and has fostered public engagement through
projects such as Scotland’s Coastal Heritage At Risk Project
(SCHARP), or the Outer Hebrides Coastal Community
Marine Archaeology Pilot Project (OHCCMAPP). Given the
rising profile of the discipline, it would have been good to see
at least one paper highlighting efforts taken within this field.
Although terrestrial archaeology has a long history of
successful engagement with the public, this has not occurred
to the same extent within maritime archaeology. Between the
Devil and the Deep provides a good summary of recent efforts
to counter this trend, providing some excellent examples of
strategies that might be undertaken. The book will primarily
be of benefit to archaeological practitioners, and although not
intended as a handbook, there is sufficient material within it
to inspire further attempts to expand public engagement and
outreach within maritime archaeology.

ABACUS Magazine
(est. 2014)
The Australian National University
ABACUS magazine is a student run magazine that covers
topics, events, and publications of interest relating to
archaeology, anthropology and cultural heritage mainly at the
Australian National University, neighbouring universities, and
the surrounding region. The new magazine was first launched
in December 2014 by the ANU Archaeology, Biological
Anthropology and Cultural Heritage Society (A.B.A.C.U.S.).
The society’s present mandate on Campus is to:
• Increase student attendance to Archaeology/
Anthropology themed lectures by creating a bridge
between the lecturers, societies and students.
• Create a student society run by students and catering
to the development of Archaeological/Anthropological
thought and future careers. This includes meetings with
guest lectures, organized field trips and Q & A sessions
about job prospects.
• Create a resource base of volunteer students available to
lecturers or societies that can offer credited experience
or education on the subject of Archaeology and/or
Anthropology.
The society magazine aims to further increase student
engagement by keeping them notified of what is happening
within their academic area. The magazine will do this by
opening contributions to both students and academics,
providing study advice, advertising job/ work experience
opportunities, collaborating with off-campus anthropology &
archaeology societies, and giving coverage of past and future
events and field work.
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ArchSoc Andrew
Allen-Farr Award 2014
The Andrew Allen-Farr Award is presented annually to
the ArchSoc member who made the most outstanding
contribution to ArchSoc in the award year and demonstrated
the qualities that distinguished Andrew Allen-Farr, namely:
• A
 positive commitment to archaeology;
• The ability to further the public awareness of
archaeology in this state in a friendly and
forthright manner
• An outstanding amount of time and effort freely
contributed to the Archaeological Society as well as
archaeology in general; and
• A commitment to improving the university experience
of fellow students.
The recipient of the Andrew Allen-Farr Award for 2014 is
Jana Rogasch.
Jana received this award in recognition of the role she played
in supporting ArchSoc by raising its local and international
profile during 2014 as Publications Editor.
A large part of her role was to edit the Society's journal,
Dig It. Under Jana's editorship, Dig It saw unprecedented
success as one of very few dedicated journals for (and by)
archaeology students. Jana oversaw the production of two
issues of Dig It, which included over 15 original research
articles from archaeology students from around the world.
Jana also put in place a peer-review process so that students
could publish their work at a greater standard. Many of
these students would not have had the opportunity to publish
their work if Jana had not had the passion or dedication to
introduce the new peer-review and publication standards last
year. Additionally, Jana engaged several ArchSoc members to
assist in reviewing content for both issues of volume two 2014
as well as dozens of professional or academic archaeologists
who may not already be part of ArchSoc. Jana's work reflects
positively on ArchSoc and, in addition, has created a valuable
asset that future committees can use as a membership
incentive for local and international archaeology students.
There will be a call for nominations for the 2015 Andrew Allen-Farr
Award in January 2016.

The Ruth and Vincent Megaw Award
for Outstanding Collaboration
in Archaeological Research and
Practice 2015
The Ruth and Vincent Megaw Award is presented annually
to a team of ArchSoc members who have demonstrated an
outstanding capacity to collaborate in archaeological research
and practice. This award was designed to celebrate the longtime collaboration between Ruth and Vincent Megaw and
to foster such collaboration amongst current students of the
Flinders University Archaeology Department.
The recipients of the Ruth and Vincent Megaw Award
for Outstanding Collaboration in Archaeological Research
and Practice for 2015 are Cherrie de Leiuen and
Susan Arthure.
Cherrie and Susan met in 2012 as a direct result of the field
sites for their research. Given that St John's and Baker's Flat
are less than 5 km apart, it seemed sensible to share some of
the field trips and petrol costs. This serendipitous meeting has
resulted in a shared interest in their respective research areas,
and collaboration wherever possible on community work, field
work and public presentations. More than that, they support
each other by mulling over ideas and teasing out new research
thoughts together. Susan now has more insight into gender
issues in archaeology than she ever anticipated, and Cherrie
has developed an extensive knowledge of Irish traditional
practices and customs. Their collaborative work practices are
proof that researchers can retain the integrity of their own
research and intellectual property, whilst sharing thoughts
and knowledge openly.
There will be a call for nominations for the 2016 Ruth and Vincent
Megaw Award one month prior to the 2016 Ruth and Vincent Megaw
Annual Lecture in Archaeology and Art.

The ArchSoc Members Award for
Service to the Society 2014
This award was not presented for 2014. There will be a call for
nominations for the 2015 award in January 2016.
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There were two categories within which archaeological projects were funded.
The first was the DECRA (Discovery Early Career Researcher Award) scheme,
which was awarded to two early career researchers. The second was the Discovery
Projects, which were awarded to seven research groups.
Dr Ian Moffat from The University of Adelaide was successful in receiving
a DECRA and will be trialing new techniques for extracting environmental
information from sediments contained within archaeological rock shelters. The
project aims to apply novel geophysical and geochemical techniques to provide
new climate records for Indonesia and South Africa, facilitate correlation with
other climate archives and thus create a means of directly evaluating the degree
of environmental influence on human behavioural evolution. Dr John Faith from
the University of Queensland was the second successful DECRA recipient with
a project that aims to refine our understanding of when and why early Homo
sapiens began to display the behaviours that define us as human. The project aims
to provide a 50 000-year case study documenting the response of humans and past
ecosystems to environmental change, which may provide a long-term perspective
important to predicting and ameliorating the effects of such change in the future.
In addition to the DECRA’s a total of seven Discovery Project awards were
announced for primarily archaeological focused projects. A team from Flinders
University lead by Associate Professor Heather Burke will conduct a systematic
archaeological study of the Queensland Native Mounted Police. The project aims
to provide an alternative lens through which to understand the nature of frontier
conflict, initiate new understandings of the Aboriginal and settler experience, and
contribute to global studies of Indigenous responses to colonialism.
The Australian National University was successful with three Discovery Project
Awards including an investigation into warfare in the ancient Tongan state through
a study of earthwork fortifications lead by Associate Professor Geoffrey Clark.
Dr James Flexner and colleagues will conduct the first archaeological survey of
Vanuatu and neighbouring islands to investigate settlement patterns, long distance
exchange and cross-cultural interaction in the region. Additionally, Dr Catherine
Frieman will lead a team of collaborating archaeologists and geochemists to ask
novel questions about the movement of people and ideas in prehistory using key
European and Pacific Island examples, to help build a comparative archaeology
of phenomena of rapid social and economic change, with pertinence to general
theories of innovation and adoption.
Professor Peter Hiscock from The University of Sydney will lead a team of
researchers to understand the development and spread of technological systems
in pre-contact Aboriginal Australia and the connection between that diffusion
process and the major expansion of Pama-Nyungan languages spoken over much
of the country. From La Trobe University, Associate Professor Susan Lawrence
and collaborators will consider rivers as cultural artefacts and aim to evaluate
how historical gold mining has shaped river systems in Victoria. Victoria’s historic
mining industry led to extensive and long-lasting change to waterways across
the state. The project plans to integrate approaches from landscape archaeology,
physical geography, geomorphology and environmental chemistry to identify
and map the extent of changes, including increased sedimentation, erosion, and
chemical contamination. Moreover, Professor Paul Tacon from Griffith University
will lead a group of researchers to investigate rock art spreading across Arnhem
Land’s Wellington Range, in order to answer important archaeological research
questions, provide Traditional Owners with a comprehensive digital record of
their rock art heritage and develop a long term management plan. The project is
designed to situate Wellington Range rock art in regional and global contexts in
order to better understand long-term north Australian Aboriginal experience and
its expression in relation to other hunter-gatherer groups and to gain new insight
into human cultural and cognitive development.
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Of measuring
tapes, LISCAD, and
magnetometers
- ArchSoc’s Field
Skill Workshops
2015
Where can you learn how to handle a compass or
total station while enjoying hot tea and biscuits?
That’s right, ArchSoc field skill workshops!
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often also professionally employed to teach their
knowledge, but donate their time and knowledge
to ArchSoc for free. Rob Koch delivered three
introductory and one intermediate total station
workshop this year. Bob Stone taught site surveying
with the dumpy level, and drawing archaeological
features in the field. Andrew Frost offered an
introduction to GIS. And the series was splendidly
closed by Ian Moffat with an introduction into
Geophysical applications in archaeology.

The idea behind the workshops is to offer field
skill training complimentary to the field schools,
field topics and Master Classes offered by the
department. They allow training a specific skill
with more time, more one-on-one instruction, and
in smaller groups than on field schools. And they
are also good for socialising! Participants can meet
other aspiring archaeologists outside of their year
cohort, and can informally chat to the presenters
about their expert knowledge and experience in
the field.

Eight ArchSoc field skill workshops in 2015 –
while field workshops have been a regular feature
of the ArchSoc portfolio for years, this amount
of workshops is a new achievement. This was
facilitated by the creation of a new ArchSoc
position, the Field Work Officer, in 2015 with
the specific mission to organise field skill training
opportunities – and is testament of ArchSoc
recognising that our membership increasingly
seeks to train field skills. Together with field schools
offered by the department, this gives ArchSoc
members a unique advantage on the archaeological
job market, where proficiency of field skills is often
a prerequisite.

The success of the workshop series is essentially
due to the generosity of the presenters, who are

The field skill workshop series will continue in 2016
– do come along!

This year, we heard from Cameron Hartnell (Australian
Heritage Services) on a recent project he was involved
with at the Adelaide High School; Jonathan Benjamin
(Flinders University) gave us a great overview of maritime
archaeology and submerged landscapes; Oona Nicholson
(Ecology and Heritage Partners; Honorary Life Member of
Flinders ArchSoc) took us on a tour of two late nineteenth to
early twentieth century households in Victoria, which were
excavated by her consulting firm; and finally, Mick Morrison
(Flinders University) gave us an insightful summary of shell
mounds in and around Weipa in Queensland.
We thank all of our presenters for another excellent Meet
the Archaeologists symposium, as well as History SA for
again allowing us to promote the event through their History
Festival programme.

ArchSoc hosted another fantastic Meet the Archaeologists
symposium during National Archaeology Week in May. This
was the fourth time the event has been held and we continue
to attract more than 80 interested members of the public year
in, year out.

Additionally, ArchSoc hosted its second Meet the Archaeology
Students symposium, which was held in the afternoon before
the main event. While it was not as well-attended as we
would have liked, students still got the valuable experience of
presenting their own research to the public. Perhaps having it
on an evening or a weekend next year will encourage a higher
attendance rate. Thank you to each of our student presenters:
Susan Arthure, Adrian Mollenmans, Jordan Ralph, Dianne
Riley and Holly Winter.

I took the helm as ArchSoc’s events coordinator at the
beginning of semester two and was immediately plunged
into organising one of our biggest events of the year; our
revered society pubcrawl. Taking place this year on the 18th
of September, pent up demand for what is usually a bi-annual
affair meant we had one of our greatest turn outs yet; with old
and new faces alike turning out en mass to celebrate the end
of mid-semester and debate the merits of processual vs postprocessual under more relaxed conditions.

Cathedral Hotel where tables and a long bar allowed us
to spread out and meet our fellow archaeos. Finally we
wound down at the Queen's Head which only earlier that
day remembered they were having a pub crawl, and so did
marvelously in entertaining us.

It was decided to choose a few locations further off the beaten
track from previous years, with the Lion, the British, the
Cathedral hotel and the Queen’s Head all playing host to our
merry spirits.

and as we prepare to close 2015 with our ‘quizmas’ breakup
to be held again at the Noel Lothian Hall at Adelaide’s
Botanic Gardens, we look forward to 2016 with the full
anticipation of the many great events yet to come.

All in all it was a brilliant evening out, with all those who
turned up thoroughly enjoying themselves and successfully
not being kicked out of anywhere.

We put it out to the entire society to crowdsource different
ideas for a the night’s theme, before narrowing down a list
which had over 100 people vote to award ‘Archaeologists will
date anything’ as our slogan to carry us through the night.
Beginning at the Lion we suffered watching the agonising
defeat of the crows in finals footy being shown everywhere we
looked. Next it was off to the British, which after a false start
we eventually found and continued our merriment amongst
its quaint old charm. Plenty of photo opportunities were
taken here and as we stumbled on to our next stop. Moving
on we made ourselves at home amongst the newly renovated
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ArchSoc brought a better game to this year’s annual
Diggers Shield cricket match against the Flinders University
Palaeontology Society. On the 21st of March, we hosted
this year’s match—the second of the modern era—where
the palaeontologists opened, scoring 7/218. Our fielding is
clearly improving, however, our batting needs further work.
During our innings, we scored 10/93, mostly thanks to Blythe
Schembri and Andrew Wilkinson. Of course, we improved
all round on our 2014 effort. I am sure we will bring even
more of a competition in 2016, when the Palaeos host the
next match.
Thank you to the Flinders ArchSoc team:
— Andrew Wilkinson (Captain)
— Drew Jackson
— Blythe Schembri
— Jordan Ralph
— Maddy Fowler
— Chloe Ralph
— Mossman Angen
— Antoinette Hennessy
— Kathleen Gorey
— Jake Costin
— Dianne Riley
— Frank Boulden
On another note, ArchSoc raised funds during the cricket
match and at a book sale the week before for the James Moore
Memorial Scholarship, which was set up in memorial of
James, who was tragically killed in a car accident in January
2015. James was an active member of the Palaeontology
Society and was a key individual in getting the Diggers Shield
back up and running after a few dormant years. We send
our condolences to James’ family and friends as well as his
extended Palaeontology family.
Have a look at the Palaeontology Society’s newsletter
Beer’n’Bones (10.1) for a fascinating overview of this year’s
cricket match.
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